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“Technology, recycling, reusing will not change the underlying 
cause of the problems we face - the crisis in our human-Earth 

relationship.  For most of us, it requires a radical change in our 
worldview and our behaviour which would be reflected in the nature 
of our choices, and governed by an awareness of the consequences 

of all our actions for the rest of the Earth Community”

- Thomas Berry

This report is dedicated to the numerous activists and 
courageous voices all over the world striving to uphold a loving 

vision of Earth – often at the risk of death, threats, hardship, 
ridicule and silencing. 
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Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral 

(Kranzberg’s first law of technology).

We shape our tools, and thereafter our tools shape us (…). Like 
the bees in the plant world, men have  always been the sex 

organs of the technological world 

(Marshall Mc Luhan).

In the eager search for the benefits of modern science and 
technology we have become enticed into a nearly fatal illusion: 

that through our machines we have at last escaped from 
dependence on the  natural environment 

(Barry Commoner, 1971).
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Mulla Nasrudin was the most mischievous, foolish and wise of 
men, and one day…..

‘Profiting by the immense reputation which Sufis have as 
teachers of special insight, a group of robbers settled in an 
abandoned monastery on a highway, pretending to be Sufi 
dervishes. 

Nasrudin and his small son were travelling on a long journey 
when they were espied by a lookout man among the robbers. 
They immediately started to carry out a rhythmic dance, with a 
great deal of noise.

As they approached, Nasrudin said to his son: “Night will fall 
soon, and this seems to be a monastery of advanced dervishes. 
Let us seek their hospitality.”

The false dervishes welcomed them heartily, and even asked 
the Mulla to join their special exercises. These took the form 
of a rapid circular movement, with the repetition of phrases 
which were changed from time to time by the leader.

Presently Nasrudin was whirling with the best of them, taking 
up the repetitious cries and in a near-hysterical frame of mind. 
Now the leader of the ‘dervishes’ started to call:”I give you my 
donkey! I give you my donkey!”

Obediently, Nasrudin echoed the refrain, and the tempo was 
increased until he fell unconscious.

When he awoke with the dawn, Nasrudin found the robbers – 
and the donkey – gone. “I thought I left you in charge of the 
animal!” he roared at his son.

“Yes Father. But when one of the dervishes came and took 
the donkey I ran to you, and you were shouting ‘I give you 
my donkey!’ so often and in front of so many witnesses that I 
realized that you had given him away.”1

How is that short, innocuous story relevant to our subject 
matter?

On 22nd September 2017 Apple launched the 8th version of 
its flagship smartphone, the iPhone 8 - “a new step forward 
for iPhone”, claimed Apple CEO Tim Cook, which will “set the 
pace for technology for the next decade.”2 And on goes the 
rhetoric for each new release, each new version assuring a 
better experience, taking us ever closer to the Digital Promised 

Land. But, one might naively ask, “why the fuss?” What is it that 
exerts such a powerful grip on so many people, on all of us in 
fact? Consider this: while a total of 173 million smartphones 
were shipped in the world in 2009, this figure was eight times 
higher a mere seven years later (1.47 billion units in 2016).3 
Global smartphone penetration rate was estimated to be 44 
percent in 2017, up from 21.6 percent in 2014.4 And since 96% 
of smartphone owners text,5 these smartphones, in turn, feed 
a frenetic peer-to-peer communication: 22 billion texts are 
sent every day worldwide, excluding app to app messaging – a 
staggering 15 million texts exchanged every minute of every 
day.6 Is this the sign of a deep craving for communication in a 
fractured world? Or is anything else at play? In California during 
a previous iPhone launch, journalists reported that, far from 
queuing up for a mere phone, some people actually wanted to 
“be part of a tribal experience”. “I like to be part of the magic”, 
said one.7 There is obviously something much deeper than the 
blunt appeal of a slick product.

Whatever the answer(s), there is no denying that ever since 
the arrival of Internet and its subsequent tools (smartphones, 
tablets, laptops and phablets) the world has been experiencing 
a collective captivation without precedent. And a time-
consuming one at that: according to a 2014 study from Baylor 
University,8 university students spend between 8 and 10 
hours per day on cell phone - a figure that, in truth, beggars 
belief. But as texts are on average read within 5 seconds of 
their reception, with an average response time of 90 seconds,9 
the numbers start to make sense. This study displays 
‘connectedness’ as a double-edged sword, as the near limitless 
ability to communicate actually shackles people to technology. 
Therefore, as one researcher noted:10

Mobile phone use represents a real 
conundrum, being both “freeing and 

enslaving at the same time”. Here, really, 
lies the crux that this report will try to 

address.  

The spell is truly global, reinforced by the all pervasive mantra 
that says the more connected you are, the better off.  As William 
Powers puts it in Hamlet’s Blackberry: 

“For some people, digital technology isn’t just a new kind of 
tool, it’s a revolutionary creed to believe in and live for, a 
movement that’s transforming and perfecting life on Earth.”11

INTRODUCTION
‘I GIVE YOU MY DONKEY!’
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We are scratching here at something that runs much deeper 
than the Internet: namely, the interaction between Man and 
technology, whose respective evolutions have always been 
interlinked, with each technological breakthrough creating a 
crisis, a rupture point. The recent advent of the Internet has 
thrown us into a similar crunch time, with the young embracing 
the new technologies more easily than the older generations. 
As Carl Jung put it in 1955: 

“Here in Zurich the schoolteachers of the upper part of the lake 
asked me why it is that they are no longer able to carry out 
the full curriculum. The children, they said, seemed unable to 
concentrate. I told them that the fault lay with the cinema, the 
radio, the television, and the continual swish of motor-cars and 
the drone of planes overhead. For these are all distractions.”12

Marshall McLuhan called technology “the extensions of man” 
and more than anybody else he understood the numbness any 
innovation creates in unsuspecting humans: “It is a necessary 
approach in understanding media and technology to realize 
that when the spell of the gimmick or an extension of our 
bodies is new, there comes narcosis or numbing to the newly 
amplified area.”13 And when the “newly amplified area” is the 
nervous system, as it is with the Internet, the consequences 
are far from benign: 

“Prediction and control consist in avoiding this subliminal 
state of Narcissistic trance. But the greatest aid to this end is 
simply in knowing that the spell can occur immediately upon 
contact, as in the first bars of a melody”.14

Just like Nasrudin, entranced by the false dervishes, 

We are spellbound by the mantra of  
‘connectedness’, which is brandished by 

the giant high tech companies. Is this 
doing us any good?

At each step, technology has been proclaimed as the source of 
mankind’s liberation, offering nuggets of extra time on a golden 
plate thanks to the work done in Man’s place by machines. 
But Northcote Parkinson’s Law tells a different story: “Work 
expands so as to fill the time available for its completion.”15 If 
a task which before necessitated one hour can now be done in 
five minutes, does this mean we get 55 minutes of free time to 
play music, daydream or meet friends? Rather it means that, like 
Hercules, we are expected to perform 12 tasks within the hour 
with the inevitable consequence of a dramatic acceleration 
in the pace of life. More than that, the pervasiveness of the 
Internet now means that the separation between leisure time 
and work time is increasingly blurred, keeping us in check 24/7, 
the finger constantly pressed on the online trigger under the 
glaring promise of permanent consumption. 

How is this affecting us and our relation 
to planet Earth?

Questioning the role of technology inevitably elicits strong 
reactions and flying accusations of Luddism – of being 
dogmatically against new technologies, against progress, of 
romanticizing a past when Man was crouching in dark caves 
to fend off bitter cold. But the Luddites were actually asking 
pertinent questions and rightfully wondering what technology, 
by taking away skilled human labour and replacing it with 
machines, would do to us. Today we don’t even have time to ask 
such questions, we are too busy connecting. Should we then 
unquestionably maintain blind faith in the new possibilities 
undeniably opening up with the digital age and, increasingly, 
with AI (Artificial Intelligence)? John Naughton, Professor of the 
Public Understanding of Technology at the Open University, 
sums it thus: 

“The problem with the optimist-pessimist dichotomy is that 
the optimists rarely address the reality of destruction (of the 
old ways) while the pessimists rarely acknowledge the creative 
possibilities of the new.”16

Back to our little tale: which donkeys are we unconsciously 
giving up in our trance? What are we robbed of without realizing 
it? This report will look at several themes:

• Mental health: depression, anxiety, addiction are some of the 
psychological issues generated by a disharmonious relation to 
technology. But, as Aaron Balick asks, 

Is the development of what has come to be known as ‘Web 2.0’ 
and similar technologies (such as smartphones and tablets) 
changing us in some fundamental way, or are they simply 
novel technological platforms through which the same old 
psychological traits express themselves through a different 
medium?17

• Privacy: notwithstanding the well-documented state spying 
program which would make Big Brother blush, how are social 
media and our new ways of interacting with each other affecting 
our sense of identity, our intimacy, our autonomy and sense of 
belonging? With regard to family life, William Powers declared: 

“The more connected our house became in the last decade, 
the less it provided the sense of peace and soul nourishment I 
associate with home.”18

Without question, the mind/body split is accelerating. Screen 
technology is taking us further away from our senses, from our 
animal roots. We are increasingly becoming disincarnate bodies, 
detached from Earth, with a false sense of omnipotence and 
an arrogant view that Nature, which includes our nature, can 
be conquered. The superhuman is arriving but he is forgetting 
everything that should make him human in the first place - a 
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co-host on planet Earth engaged in a meaningful dialogue with 
her life-giving environment. This will be the subject of the last 
chapter of this exploratory work.

Obviously there is no right or wrong answer with regards to the 
Internet and to its overwhelming development. Nobody knows 
where we are heading and what will come out of the Great 
Digital Age. However, it does make sense at this stage to step 
back and ponder, thereby saving us from plunging head-first 
into the vortex of our screens. In the end it is about making 
peace with technology, consciously assigning it its rightful 
place in our lives and, above all, making sure our proverbial 
‘donkeys’ are taken care of. Let us conclude this introduction 
with a most amazing and surrealist quote from one of the 
great ‘dervishes’ of our time - emanating as it does from Eric 
Schmidt, CEO of Alphabet Inc, Google’s parent company, who 
in 2009 declared in a speech at the University of Pennsylvania: 

“Turn off your computer. You’re actually going to have to turn 
off your phone and discover all that is human around us. 
Nothing beats holding the hand of your grandchild as he walks 
his first steps…”19

One has to wonder what possessed Eric Schmidt to utter those 
words, given the all-pervasive digital intrusion of Google into 
our lives!
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In December 2003, 175 governments gathered in Geneva for the 
World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS), and issued a 
‘Declaration of Principles on Building the Information Society’ 
whose paragraph 1 and 4 read as follows: 

1. We, the representatives of the peoples of the world, 
assembled in Geneva from 10-12 December 2003 for the first 
phase of the World Summit on the Information Society, declare 
our common desire and commitment to build a people-
centred, inclusive and development-oriented Information 
Society, where everyone can create, access, utilize and share 
information and knowledge, enabling individuals, communities 
and peoples to achieve their full potential in promoting their 
sustainable development and improving their quality of life.

4. We reaffirm, as an essential foundation of the Information 
Society, and as outlined in Article 19 of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, that everyone has the right to freedom of 
opinion and expression… Communication is a fundamental 
social process, a basic human need and the foundation of all 
social organization. It is central to the Information Society. 
Everyone, everywhere should have the opportunity to 
participate and no one should be excluded from the benefits 
the Information Society offers.20

In June 2012, the General Assembly of the United Nations 
reinforced that message recognizing the “global and open 
nature of the Internet as a driving force in accelerating progress 
towards development in its various forms.”21

We find, encapsulated in the WSIS declaration of intent, the 
idealistic tenets on which the World Wide Web was founded 
in 1989 - Ubiquitous, Free, Participative, Democratic – and, 
in between the lines, the essential creed underlying the 
Information Society:

Communication is a basic human need. 
Being connected is GOOD.

(WSIS and 2012 UN Declarations).
The MORE connected you are, the BETTER 

you are.

This familiar refrain has justified the carpet installation of 
phone masts in the last twenty years - in the US, from 3,600 
radio towers in 1990 to 246,ooo twenty years later22 - and the 
constant assault of new electronic devices promising ever 

more connections, each time faster and better (e.g. ten iPhone 
upgrades since its launch in 2007). 

Widespread digital connectivity is seen as a sine qua non 
condition for promoting information, communication and 
education – and without a doubt it does its job very well. 

Too well, one might say. Indeed, in a twist, communication 
is now in many respects increasingly reduced to ‘digital 
connectivity’ – with the resultant loss or impoverishment of 
other forms of communication. And so we may ask: 

After 25 years of World Wide Web, has the 
Net improved or diminished our ability to 

communicate? 

While this question will elicit several answers, it does inevitably 
assume an inter-human communication, an exchange between 
human beings.

But looming large over the digital sphere is our relation 
to the living Earth and to other life forms. How has digital 
technology affected this relation? We as a species seem to be, 
increasingly, in a dialogue with ourselves only and, through the 
literal and symbolic mediation of our screens, we are creating 
more and more distance with the sentient Earth – at a time 
when re-engaging with her and establishing a new covenant is 
desperately urgent. 

Part 1 of this report (The Great Digital Age) will essentially 
address the human dimension of the digital age, at collective 
and individual levels, while Part 2 (From E-arth to Earth) will 
look into our accelerating dissociation from Earth.

01 / 
THE GREAT DIGITAL AGE
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Let us first dispel a confusion in terms: that between ‘Internet’ 
and ‘World Wide Web’. The Internet is a network of computer 
networks. It is a series of protocols that enable computer 
networks to be connected to one another.  Its roots hark back 
to the 1960s although its modern version is reckoned to date 
from the 1980s. The World Wide Web is more recent than the 
Internet. Pew Research Center,23 which describes itself as a 
‘non-partisan fact tank’ and which has done extensive research 
on Internet and its uses, describes it so: 

“The Web is a service that uses the Internet to allow computers 
to access files and pages that are hosted on other computers. 
Other applications, different from the Web, also exploit the 
internet’s architecture to facilitate such things as email, 
some kinds of instant messaging, and peer-to-peer activities 
like internet phone calling through services like Skype or file 
sharing through torrent services.”24

The real explosion in Internet use came with the advent of 
the World Wide Web under the leadership of Tim Berners-
Lee, a British scientist then working at CERN in Geneva. On 12 
March 1989, a date now credited with the official birth of the 
Web, Mr Berners-Lee sent a paper to his colleagues at CERN 
(Information Management: A Proposal) which, in Mr Berners-
Lee’s own words: 

“discusses the problem of information access at CERN. Then, 
it introduces the idea of linked information systems, and 
compares them with less flexible ways of finding information. 
It then summarises [this] short experience with non-linear 
text systems known as ‘hypertext’, describes what CERN needs 
from such a system, and what industry may provide. Finally, 
it suggests steps we should take to involve ourselves with 
hypertext now, so that individually and collectively we may 
understand what we are creating.”25

The initial name for this system was the Mesh.

According to CERN: 

“By Christmas 1990, Berners-Lee had defined the Web’s basic 
concepts, the URL, http and html, and he had written the first 
browser and server software. Info.cern.ch was the address of 
the world’s first website and web server,26 running on a NeXT 
computer at CERN. Visitors could learn more about hypertext, 
technical details for creating their own webpage, and even an 
explanation on how to search the Web for information.”27

Quoting PEW extensively, we can then establish the following 
timeline: 

1989: AOL welcomes visitors with iconic “You’ve got mail!”

1990: Archie, the first tool to search the internet is developed 
by McGill University student Alan Emtage.

1991: Researchers arrange a live shot of a coffee pot so they 
could tell from their computer screens when a fresh pot had 
been brewed. Later connected to the World Wide Web, it 
becomes the first webcam.

1992: The term “surfing the internet” is coined and popularized.

1993: CERN places its World Wide Web technology in the public 
domain, donating it to the world.

1994: Eleven million American households are ‘equipped to 
ride the information superhighway’. One of the first known Web 
purchases takes place: a pepperoni pizza with mushrooms and 
extra cheese from Pizza Hut. Yahoo created.

1995: 18 million American homes are now online, but only 3 per 
cent of online users have ever signed on to the WWW. Amazon, 
eBay, Match.com (the first online dating site) are launched. 
Microsoft releases Windows 95 and the first version of Internet 
Explorer.

1996: 77 per cent of online users send or receive e-mail at 
least once every few weeks, up from 65 per cent in 1995. Nokia 
releases the Nokia 9000 Communicator, the first cellphone with 
internet capabilities. HoTMaiL launches as one of the world’s 
first Webmail services, its name a reference to the HTML 
internet language used to build webpages. The Dancing Baby, a 
3D animation, becomes one of the first viral videos.

1997: Google.com registers as a domain.

1998: The Internet Corporations for Assigned Names and 
Numbers (ICANN) takes over responsibility for the coordination 
of the global internet’s systems of unique identifiers.

1999: 41 per cent of adults (US) are using the Internet and the 
weather is the most popular online news attraction. Napster 
launches MP3 downloading service, overloading high-speed 
networks in college dormitories. Many colleges ban the service 

1.1 / THE INTERNET REVOLUTION
1.1.1 HISTORY OF THE INTERNET
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and it is later shut down for enabling the illegal sharing of 
music files.

2000: 43 per cent of internet users say they would miss going 
online “a lot,” up from 32 per cent in 1995. 78 per cent of 
internet users who download music don’t think it is stealing 
to save music files to their computer hard drives. 40 million 
Americans – or 48 per cent of internet users – have purchased 
a product online.

2001: The average internet user spends 83 minutes online. 
Jimmy Wales launches Wikipedia. Users write over 20,000 
encyclopedia entries in the first year.

2002: 55 million people now go online from work and 44 per 
cent of those who have internet access at work say their use of 
the internet helps them do their jobs.

2003: Apple launches the iTunes Music Store with 200,000 songs 
at 99¢ each. The store sells one million songs in its first week. 
Skype, LinkedIn, MySpace, WordPress are launched.

2004: Harvard student Mark Zuckerberg launches thefacebook.
com. 1,200 Harvard students sign up within the first 24 hours. 
Massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) 
World of Warcraft launches.

2005: About one-in-six online US adults – 25 million people – 
have sold something online. YouTube is founded on Valentine’s 
Day. The first video, an explanation of what’s cool about 
elephants, is uploaded by co-founder Jawed Karim on April 23. 
Google acquires the company a year later.

2006: Twitter launches. Founder Jack Dorsey sends the first 
tweet: “just setting up my twttr”.

2007: 36 per cent of Americans say they would have a hard time 
giving up their Blackberry or other wireless email device, up 
from 6 per cent in 2002. Apple releases its first iPhone, at $499 
for 4GB and $599 for 8G.

2008: World of Warcraft hits 11.5 million subscribers worldwide. 
Guinness Book of World Records names it the most popular 
MMORPG.

2009: The Web is transfixed by the tale of a six-year-old boy 
flying over Colorado in a weather balloon. The story later proves 
to be a hoax. Kanye West’s VMA outburst sparks an internet 
meme. Viral videos like David After Dentist, Susan Boyle, Baby 
Dancing to Beyonce, and the JK Wedding Entrance Dance launch 
ordinary people into newfound Web stardom.

2010: Social photo-sharing sites Pinterest and Instagram 
launch. Wikileaks collaborates with major media organizations 
to release US diplomatic cables.

2011: 15 per cent of social media-using teens say they have 
been the target of online meanness. Young Egyptians use the 
hashtags #Egypt and #Jan25 on Twitter to spread the word 
about the Egyptian Revolution.  The government responds by 
shutting down the internet.

2012: 66 per cent of internet users use Facebook and 12 per 
cent use Instagram. Facebook reaches 1 billion monthly active 
users, making it the dominant social network worldwide. Some 
analysts start calling it “Facebookistan.” South Korean music 
star PSY’s “Gangnam Style” video surpasses Justin Bieber’s 
“Baby” as the most viewed video ever, with over 800 million 
views. At the last count (end 2017) the video had 3 billion views. 
Ecommerce sales top $1 trillion worldwide.

2013: A majority (56 per cent) of Americans now own a 
smartphone of some kind. Former CIA employee and NSA 
contractor Snowden turns over thousands of classified 
documents to media organizations, exposing a top-secret 
government data surveillance program. Apple says app store 
downloads top 40 billion, with 20 billion in 2012 alone.

2014: Google starts removing articles from its search engine 
to comply with the ‘right to be forgotten’ EU law. The online 
drinking game ‘Neknomination’ is blamed for causing at least 
five deaths in the UK and Ireland.28
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The development of the Internet and of electronic 
communications over the last 25 years has been staggering. 
We are now talking about a second Gutenberg revolution - the 
invention of the printing press in the 15th century that brought 
about ground-shattering changes in politics, religion, the arts 
and the fabric of society. In the long run, the Digital Revolution 
will no doubt be equally transformative.

A few numbers show the extent of this on-going development. 
By 2011, more devices were connected to the Internet than 
there are people in the world. The number of connected 
devices is expected to reach 50 billion in 2020 - everything from 
smart watches and health bands to thermostats and fridges.29 

According to 2017 figures, there are 7.74 billion mobile phone 
subscriptions in the world.30 Mobile Internet (Internet accessed 
through a mobile phone or smartphone) is fast developing all 
around the world: Kenya is the top mobile country in the world 
where 99 per cent of all Internet usage is via mobile devices.31 
Internet use on mobile phones in the rest of Africa is on track 
to increase 20-fold by 2020 (from 2014 figures).32

According to PEW Research, 87 per cent of American adults were 
in using the internet in 2014 vs 14 per cent in 1995, with near-
saturation usage among those living in households earning 
$75,000 or more (99 per cent), young adults ages 18-29 (97 per 
cent), and those with college degrees (97 per cent).33 This was 
somewhat less than Sweden and Norway, the top two countries 

in the world, where 95 per cent of the whole population was by 
2014 online, all devices included.34

More than half of the world population (51%) is now using 
Internet (2017), a number that grew by 976.4% since 2000.35 

By 2014:

Google was handling 4 million searches per minute.36

210,000 years of music had been played on Facebook.37

400 million photos were being shared on Snapchat every day.38

204,166,667 e-mails were sent every minute.39

This major expansion wouldn’t have been possible without 
the concomittent explosion in computing capabilities. Moore’s 
Law, a computing term that originated around 1970, states that 
“processor speeds, or overall processing power for computers 
will double every two years.”40

The Apple Macintosh, launched in 1984, was 4,000 times slower 
and had 6,250 times less capacity than the latest Apple models. 
Accordingly, computing costs have followed a sharp downward 
curve: overall the price of a computing task has dropped by 
99.9 per cent since the 1960s41 while in 30 years the cost of 
storing one megaoctet of data has been divided by 70,000.42

Numbers aside, has the Internet qualitatively lived up to the 

1.1 / THE INTERNET REVOLUTION
1.1.2 THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION AT 25
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expectations of its founding fathers? This is a question that 
we will tackle in this report but two observations can already 
be made:

(a) Some countries are more equal than others

The World Wide Web Foundation43 is an international not-for-
profit organisation that counts Tim Berners-Lee among its 
Board members. In 2013 it issued a report on 81 countries, 
assessing Internet performance based on Universal access, 
Freedom & Openness, Relevant Content and Empowerment 
(The Web Index Report 2013).44 The first five countries overall 
were Sweden, Norway, UK, US and New Zealand. The first five 
‘Emerging markets’ countries were Mexico (ranked 30 overall), 
Colombia (32), Brazil (33), Costa Rica (34) and South Africa (35). 
The first five ‘Developing countries’ were the Philippines (38), 
Indonesia (48), Kenya (53), Morocco (54), Ghana (55). 

Internet access is still expensive in many places in the world. 
The report estimates that:

“On average, across the developing countries in the Web Index, 
a basic, entry-level broadband package costs 65 per cent of 
monthly per capita income. Socioeconomic divides in internet 
use, driven in part by high costs, also exist in many middle and 
high income countries, including the US, our Web Index number 
4.”45

The digital divide, as it is called, is not 
only seen between countries (the Internet 
penetration rate is 88% in North America 
vs 31% in Africa46) but also between men 

and women: 
“The rights and priorities of women are especially poorly served 
by the Web in the majority of countries researched, with locally 
relevant information on topics such as sexual and reproductive 
health, domestic violence, inheritance and the rights of low-
paidworkers remaining largely absent from the Web.”47

In 2017, Freedom House published another report whose key 
findings confirmed a worrying trend:

• Online manipulation and disinformation tactics played an 
important role in elections in at least 18 countries over the 
past year, including the United States. 

• Disinformation tactics contributed to a seventh consecutive 
year of overall decline in internet freedom, as did a rise 
in disruptions to mobile internet service and increases in 
physical and technical attacks on human rights defenders and 
independent media.

• A record number of governments have restricted mobile 
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internet service for political or security reasons, often in areas 
populated by ethnic or religious minorities. 

• For the third consecutive year, China was the world’s worst 
abuser of Internet freedom, followed by Syria and Ethiopia.48

(b) Internet and the digital technology cast a 
powerful spell on their users.

According to PEW (2014),49 the findings in the US after 25 years 
of web experience are unequivocal:

1- A positive experience:

• 90 per cent of internet users say the internet has been a good 
thing for them personally and only 6 per cent say it has been 
a bad thing, while 3 per cent volunteer that it has been some 
of both.

• 76 per cent of internet users say the internet has been a good 
thing for society, while 15 per cent say it has been a bad thing 
and 8 per cent say it has been equally good and bad.

2- Hard to give up

• 53 per cent of internet users say the internet would be, at 
minimum, “very hard” to give up, compared with 38 per cent 
in 2006.

3- Enhancing relationships

• 67 per cent of internet users say their online communication 
with family and friends has generally strengthened their 
relationships, while 18 per cent say it generally weakens those 
relationships. Besides, 76 per cent of Internet users said the 
people they witnessed or encountered online were mostly kind 
and 13 per cent said people were mostly unkind.

These findings can be read in two ways:

• If a majority of users report positive experiences in their 
interaction with the Net, then what’s more to say? Shouldn’t we 
just be happy and gleefully go with the digital flow?

• Is there more than meets the eye? Are the undoubtedly real 
benefits of Internet hiding its shadow? Are we entranced, losing 
sight of something important?

To try and answer these questions we will later look into our 
experience of the Internet. But before moving on to those topics 
we have to address another of the contradictions of the digital 
experience. We have seen in chapter 1 how communication 
networks were rooted in Earth and in physics via their use 
of EMFs and through the hardware necessary to propel them 
– with consequences for humans, animals and plants. But in 
addition, and despite eagerly flagging its ‘dematerialization’, 
‘virtuality’ and ‘cleanliness’, the digital age needs a lot of 
energy and power for its working and for the storage of 
increasing amounts of data. Every cloud, it is said, has a silver 
lining – let us now look into the CO2 lining of the Cloud.
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The amount of information generated by Internet is truly mind-
blowing. Eric Schmidt, CEO of Google, once claimed:

“…there were five exabytes (5 million million megabytes) of 
information created between the dawn of civilisation through 
2003, but that much information is now created every two 
years, and the pace is increasing.”50

This echoes the explosion witnessed after the invention of the 
printing press, as noted by Nicholas Carr: 

“the number of books produced in the fifty years following 
Gutenberg’s invention equalled the number produced by 
European scribes during the preceding thousand years”.51

Even though the figures quoted by Eric Schmidt have been 
subsequently contested, there is no denying that information 
is being created at breakneck speed, and at a fast-increasing 
rate. Annual global IP traffic will reach 3.3 zettabytes per year 
by 2021, or 278 exabytes per month. The number of devices 
connected to IP networks will be more than three times the 
global population by 2021 - There will be 27.1 billion networked 
devices in 2021, up from 17.1 billion in 2016.52

To manage the handling and storage of that information, 
millions of servers have had to be created. A report by Short, 
Bohr and Baru (2011) proclaimed that:

“in 2008, the world’s servers processed 9.57 zettabytes of 
information, almost 10 to the 22nd power, or ten million million 
gigabytes.”53

One truly gets lost in the zetta, peta and exa of the digital 
world. To power up its gigantic digital presence, Google has 
installed more than 1 million servers sprinkled across 13 
centres around the world, which collectively can face up to 
100,000 requests per second. Changha County in Taiwan, the 
biggest data centre in Asia, has cost $600 million, while in 
the biggest centre in North America, The Dalles (Oregon), the 
company has invested more than $1.3 billion since 2006.54 But 
other firms are just as busy. By 2008, Microsoft was adding 
20,000 servers a month.55 Worldwide, as could be expected, 
we find the largest storage capacity in North America (more 
than 3,500 petabytes) followed by Europe (2,000 petabytes), 
way above China (250 petabytes).56 Interestingly, for companies 
that are strong advocates of openness on the web, actively 
participating in the dissemination of personal information 
without necessarily getting users’ approval (e.g. Google Street 
View), the data centres are extremely well protected with 
optical scanners, fingerprint readers, CCTV and the likes, while 
no visits are allowed. It seems that information transparency 
stops at the gates of these centres.

One of the major problems resides in the cooling of this huge 
machinery which at times has to face up to 120 °C temperatures. 

1.1 / THE INTERNET REVOLUTION
1.1.3 THE ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT OF IT
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One solution is to choose cold places, like Hamina in Finland 
where the plant pumps icy water directly from the Baltic Sea.57 
In Sweden, the “Banhof” centre is located 30 metres deep in 
the bedrock under Vitabergsparken and can even withstand 
nuclear attacks.58 In all places, cooling off and running these 
monsters require an increasing amount of energy. In Greening 
the Media, Richard Maxwell and Toby Miller estimate that: 

“The energy required to run them keeps going up. During the 
heyday of the dot coms, it was 750-1000 watts per square metre; 
it was 1000-1200 watts per sq.m between 2004 and 2006 while a 
few years later, 1500-2000 watts per sq.m became the norm.”59

They go on:

”Electricity consumption at server warehouses worldwide 
doubled between 2000 and 2005. By 2006 they accounted for 
1.5 percent of the use of the US electricity supply while in 2010, 
they consumed between 1.7 and 2.2 percent of the total supply. 
In 2006, Google’s server warehouse in Oregon was using the 
same amount of power as a city of 200,000 people, even though 
Google is considered more efficient than the bulk of the data 
centre industry.”60

But servers are not the only IT consumers of power. The IEA 
(International Energy Agency) estimate that residential 
electricity consumption used for powering IT equipment 
accounts for 15 per cent of global domestic electricity 
consumption.61 According to Maxwell and Miller: 

“By 2011, upwards of ten billion devices needed external 
power supplies, including two billion TV sets, a billion 
personal computer, and cell phones, which reached five billion 
subscriptions in 2010…besides, by 2009 about 40 per cent of 
US homes had video-gaming consoles, which collectively 
consumed electricity at the same annual rate as San Diego, 
the ninth-largest city in the US”.62 “If media usage continues 
to grow at this rate”, says the IEA, “electricity consumption by 
electronic equipment will rise to 30 per cent of global demand 
by 2022, and 45 percent by 2030.”63

Electricity has to be produced, and the way it is produced has 
obviously a huge impact on its CO2 footprint. Besides, the 
production, consumption and disposal of these billions of 
electronic devices are exerting a huge toll on Earth ecosystems. 
This has been documented in our previous report Short Circuit64 

that showed that:

If the Cloud were a country, it would rank 
fifth in the world in energy consumption.

“Billions of internet-connected devices could produce 3.5% 
of global emissions within 10 years and 14% by 2040….[while] 
the communication industry could use 20% of all the world’s 
electricity by 2025”, claims a new research.65

Once again it has to be stressed that the 
digital age is anything but virtual. 

In 2009, Harvard physicist Alex Wissner-Gross released a study 
calculating the CO2 consumption of an Internet search. The 
research created quite a stir at the time, and a fair amount of 
confusion. Citing Wissner-Gross, a Sunday Times article claimed 
that a single Google search was generating 7 grams of carbon 
dioxide emissions, meaning that two Google searches were 
equivalent to boiling a kettle for a cup of tea. Wissner-Gross 
quickly distanced himself from the article, claiming that “our 
work has nothing to do with Google. Our focus was exclusively 
on the Web overall, and we found that it takes on average about 
20 milligrams of CO2 per second to visit a Web site.”66

Google was also quick to react and their response is worth 
quoting at lengths:

“Powering a Google search (Posted: Sunday, January 11, 2009)

Not long ago, answering a query meant travelling to the 
reference desk of your local library. Today, search engines 
enable us to access immense quantities of useful information 
in an instant, without leaving home. Tools like email, online 
books and photos, and video chat all increase productivity 
while decreasing our reliance on car trips, pulp and paper.

But as computers become a bigger part of more people’s lives, 
information technology consumes an increasing amount of 
energy, and Google takes this impact seriously. That’s why we 
have designed and built the most energy efficient data centres 
in the world, which means the energy used per Google search is 
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minimal. In fact, in the time it takes to do a Google search, your 
own personal computer will use more energy than Google uses 
to answer your query.

Recently, though, others have used much higher estimates, 
claiming that a typical search uses “half the energy as boiling 
a kettle of water” and produces 7 grams of CO2. We thought it 
would be helpful to explain why this number is many times too 
high. Google is fast — a typical search returns results in less 
than 0.2 seconds. Queries vary in degree of difficulty, but for 
the average query, the servers it touches each work on it for 
just a few thousandths of a second. Together with other work 
performed before your search even starts (such as building the 
search index) this amounts to 0.0003 kWh of energy per search, 
or 1 kJ. For comparison, the average adult needs about 8000 kJ a 
day of energy from food, so a Google search uses just about the 
same amount of energy that your body burns in ten seconds.

In terms of greenhouse gases, one Google search is equivalent 
to about 0.2 grams of CO2. The current EU standard for tailpipe 
emissions calls for 140 grams of CO2 per kilometer driven, but 
most cars don’t reach that level yet. Thus, the average car driven 
for one kilometer (0.6 miles for those in the U.S.) produces as 
many greenhouse gases as a thousand Google searches.”67

It is not our purpose here to enter the debate about which 
number is realistic. The important point is that visiting a 
website is not neutral, from the point of view of Earth - it is 
not an immaterial visit into cyberspace.  The other interesting 
element is that the carbon footprint depends on the search 
itself. Information about popular subjects will be readily 
available and stored in many servers. More esoteric searches 
will require more back-and-forth trips to the different servers 
in order to dig up the requested information. So ironically a 
search for Justin Bieber’s latest shenanigan would be more 
eco-friendly than a search for, say, Master Eickhart’s teachings. 

But this would be missing the most important point of Google’s 
reply, which undeniably strikes a chord and is an oft-used 
argument of IT supporters: namely, that relying on digital 
information has also cut the reliance on material support - the 
dematerialization effect. Paper consumption springs to mind. 
Surely it must be better to read a newspaper or a book on a 
tablet than use wood in order to have a hard copy – this has 
to be a no-brainer, pure common sense. But is this intuition 
backed up by facts? 

Maxwell and Miller have come up with an interesting analysis:
 
“Sixty-five per cent of publishing’s carbon footprint comes from 
paper, and e-books readers require one-off transportation 
(obtaining the devices) and no pulping, bleaching or printing. 
The Kindle is supposed to offset the carbon footprint of its 
production within a year and over a lifetime purportedly saves 
the carbon needed to make twenty books. 

However, when side-by-side comparisons are made, the 
environmental costs of production for one e-reader (including 
raw materials, transport, energy, and disposal) far outweigh 
those of one book printed on recycled paper: the e-reader 
uses 33 pounds of minerals, including tantalum, versus a paper 
book, which uses two-third of a pound; 79 gallons of water 
versus 2 gallons; 100 kilowatt-hours of fossil fuels versus 2 
hours, with proportional emissions of carbon dioxide; and the 
health effects of exposure to internal toxins is estimated to 
be seventy times greater for the e-reader. Of course, these 
are rough, short-sighted estimates that do not account for the 
environmental impact of recycled paper manufacture or the 
environmental benefits of reducing book production as more 
volumes are published directly on e-readers which we are 
told begin to pay back their environmental costs somewhere 
around a hundred books downloads.”68

According to the same authors:

“Reading online for half an hour equates to ninety minutes of 
watching television or the printing of a newspaper”. 

Obtaining a clear answer is probably just a pipe dream given 
the complexity of the subject. Besides, answers are multiple 
and depend on one’s reading habits. If one hundred books’ 
downloads are needed to offset the ecological footprint of 
an e-reader, how much time does one need to read a hundred 
books? Or even fifty? And, given the accelerating planned 
obsolescence of consumer products, wouldn’t the odds be 
pretty high that the e-reader would have to be discarded, or 
become obsolete, before its break-even point is reached? 
One can safely assume that, when it comes to sustainability, 
libraries and second-hand books are still winning hands-up.
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The advent of smartphones and tablets has introduced users 
to a near infinite array of interactions at the click of a button, 
and the widespread installation of wifi allows them to do so 
anywhere. According to a study released in the UK in 2013,69

Britons spend on average 43 hours online 
every month, or 1 in 12 minutes of waking 

time. 

In its 2017 Communications Market Report Ofcom emphasized 
that:

“the Internet is essential to the way in which people in the UK 
communicate, find information, seek entertainment, shop and 
participate in society.”70

It further reported that 76 percent of adults in the UK owned 
a smartphone. This ratio rose to 96 per cent for the 16-to-24 
year olds.

The ability to be constantly connected feeds in turn a need to 
be connected. In a 2013 study carried out by TIME in six different 
countries (UK, US, Brazil, India, China, South Korea),71 11 per 
cent of American respondents said they could go no more than 
one hour without their mobile devices, and 34 per cent said no 
more than several hours. Among all six countries,

66 per cent of respondents said they 
would take their wireless mobile device to 

work instead of their lunch. 

In another study, reported by Jumio,72 nearly three-quarters 
(72 per cent) of American respon¬dents reported being within 
five feet of their smart¬phones the majority of the time, and 
admitted a ubiquitous use of their devices - with few places 
being off-limits:

• While driving   55 per cent
• In a movie theater   35 per cent
• During a dinner date  33 per cent
• At a child’s or school function  32 per cent
• In church or a place of worship  19 per cent
• While in the shower   12 per cent
• During sex      9 per cent

According to the Wall Street Journal, 70% of Americans took 
their phones to the bathroom and no less than 41 per cent 
of people had initiated a phone call while in mid-relief in the 
toilet.73

But the pervasive use of phones is of course not a specific US 
problem. Far from it: To the question “Do you almost always 
use your mobile device while doing these other tasks?” TIME 
reported the following results (highest three numbers): 

• Seeing a movie: India (47 per cent), China (27 per cent), Brazil 
(23 per cent).

• Driving a car: US (32 per cent), India (31 per cent), South Korea 
(24 per cent).

• Playing with my children: all countries are between 26 per 
cent (South Korea) and 44 per cent (India).

1.2 / THE INTERNET EXPERIENCE
1.2.1 TIME ONLINE
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• Attending a party: India (67 per cent), Brazil (61 per cent), 
China (59 per cent).

• Watching TV: India (73 per cent), Brazil (67 per cent), US (61 
per cent).74

The same study revealed that for 44 per cent of all respondents, 
checking their devices was the first and last thing they were 
doing every day, while 69 per cent said they always slept with 
their device next to their bed. Consequently it is no surprise 
to find out that studies repeatedly show that, as mentioned 
earlier in this report, people have mostly a positive view of 
their devices. 

The word cloud above describes the responses to a PEW 
questionnaire that asked people to describe in their own words 
what they like most about owning a mobile phone:75

However, the convenience and constant connectivity that 
these mobile devices offer also comes with a downside in the 
form of annoyances, interruptions, and cost. When asked what 
they like least about owning a mobile phone, the respondents 
came up with the following word cloud:

So much do we take our connectivity for granted that 
experiencing a bad connection is now in the top seven list of 
our annoyances – on a par with waiting for a boiler to get fixed 
– with 30 per cent of people saying it puts them in a bad mood 
for the rest of the day. This may come as no surprise when we 
consider that waiting for downloads is now reckoned to take up 
to five days and a half of our life every year.76

Bearing in mind that being constantly reachable is at the 
top of people’s negative perceptions of owning a mobile 
phone, maybe the Finns are on to something. Since 2000 a 
mobile throwing festival has been organized in Savonlinna, 
Finland, every year in August. Christine Lund, creator of the 
Mobile Phone Throwing World Championships explains with 
characteristic Nordic humour: 

“Before mobile phones become toxic waste they can be 
recycled in sport activities ie. in Mobile Phone Throwing, the 
only sport where  you can pay back all the frustrations and 
disappointments caused by these modern equipments. There 
are officially two categories in the Mobile Phone Throwing. 
Traditional style ie. over the shoulder throw, where the 
length of the throw is crucial. In Freestyle the style is free 
and the contestant gets points for aesthetics and creative 
choreographies from 4 to 10. In both categories the contestant 
with the highest score wins. Mobile Phone Throwing is light 
and modern Finnish sport that suits for people of all ages. It 
combines recycling philosophy and fun spirit in active sport. 
A part of the philosophy is also a spiritual freedom from being 
available all the time.”77

More fundamentally, to the question “How has wireless 
technology changed the way you live your life?” the TIME study 
came up with the following results: 

• In the UK: 62 per cent said it’s easier to be away from family.

• In India: 73 per cent said they were in closer contact with 
family.
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• In China: 79 per cent said they are better informed about the 
news.

• In Brazil: 62 per cent said they stay in closer contact with their 
friends.78

No doubt these responses say something about the national 
psyches of these countries. In this respect the answer given by 
South Koreans is quite remarkable: 48 per cent said they spent 
too much time looking at their mobile device and not observing 
the world. South Korea, as we shall soon see, is reporting very 
high rates of addiction, especially among young people. Is the 
response given in the TIME study the reflection of an acute 
sensitivity to the problems of screen-dependence? 

“Most Americans, no matter what their age, spend at least 
eight and a half hours a day looking at a television, a computer 
monitor, or the screen of their mobile phones (2009 figures). 
Frequently they use two or even all three of the devices 
simultaneously.”79 

It is hard to believe that such a devouring presence in front of 
screens could go without any consequences.
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Dr. Kimberly Young in the US was the first to coin the term 
“Internet Addiction”. The year was 1996, and she was presenting 
a paper at the American Psychological Association’s annual 
conference entitled “Internet Addiction: The Emergence of 
a New Disorder”. Since then, this disorder has taken centre 
stage all over the world. In 2014 the first International Congress 
on Internet Addiction Disorder (IAD) was held in Milan80 with 
South Korea at the forefront: “Korea has been most aggressive 
in embracing the Internet,” said Koh Young-sam, head of the 
government-run Internet Addiction Counselling Centre. “Now 
we have to lead in dealing with its consequences.”81

The first difficulty in talking about addiction is how to 
characterize it. When does addiction kick in - when does 
spending time on screens becomes spending too much time on 
screens?  Several attempts have been made to come up with 
an IAD definition. The EU, in a wide-ranging study of children 
Internet behaviour, works alongside the following lines: 

“While there are no hard and fast rules as to how much 
Internet use is too much, ‘excessive’ internet use is about more 
than simply the amount of time spent online. The scientific 
community uses several different scales to indicate in more 
detail the different dimensions that can become a cause 
for concern. Mark Griffiths proposed six basic components 
of addictive behaviour on the internet: salience (how much 
thoughts of the internet dominate a person’s life), mood 
change (subjective experiences influenced by pursued activity), 
tolerance (people need to spend more time on the internet to 
get the same effect), withdrawal symptoms (negative feelings 
and emotions, which follow the termination of activity), 
interpersonal conflict (mostly with those in close social 
relationships) or intrapersonal conflict (occurring solely in the 
individual’s own mind), and relapse (where they try to reduce 
the amount of internet use and fail). His list of six items refers 
not so much to the amount of internet use as to the (negative) 
consequences of this use, and the way it makes people feel.”82

To try and quantify IAD Dr Young, cited earlier, developed a 
20-point Internet Addiction Test.83 It is well worth taking.

But how prevalent is IAD? A review of the current research by the 
reSTART Internet Addiction Recovery Programme comments:

“The considerable variance of the prevalence ratesreported for 
IAD (between 0.3 per cent and 38 per cent) may be attributable to 
the fact that diagnostic criteria and assessment questionnaires 
used for diagnosis vary between countries andstudies often 

use highly selective samples of online surveys. In their review 
Weinstein and Lejoyeux report that surveys in the United 
States and Europe have indicated prevalence rates varying 
between 1.5 per cent and 8.2 per cent. Other reports place 
the rates between 6 per cent and 18.5 per cent. Some obvious 
differences with respect to the methodologies, cultural factors, 
outcomes and assessment tools forming the basis for these 
prevalence rates notwithstanding, the rates we encountered 
were generally high and sometimes alarming”.84

In the UK, Tablet for Schools,85 a charity set up by tech 
companies to promote the use of iPads in schools, reported 
somewhat paradoxically, given its stated purpose, that:

“Almost half of all 14- and 15-year-olds feel they are addicted 
to the Internet, with more than three-quarters of similarly aged 
pupils taking a web-enabled laptop, phone or tablet to bed at 
night.”86

It then continued:  

“While most students told researchers they were positive 
about the internet, a number expressed alarm at their 
apparent inability to disengage. ‘It‘s the first thing I look at in 
the morning and the last thing at night. It seems I‘m constantly 
on it,’ a year-10 boy said. Another boy, a year older, said: ‘When 
I‘m on YouTube one video leads to another and I cannot stop 
myself from watching loads of videos and sometimes I‘m up till 
about 2 o‘clock in the morning just because I‘ve been watching 
YouTube videos.’” 

In the US, a study was carried out at the University of Maryland 
(The World Unplugged experiment) in which 200 students were 
asked to abstain from using all media during 24 hours and 
report their experiences. One of the conclusions read: 

Students use literal terms of addiction to characterize their 
dependence on media and quoted one of them: ‘Although 
I started the day feeling good, I noticed my mood started to 
change around noon. I started to feel isolated and lonely. I 
received several phone calls that I could not answer,’ wrote one 
student. By 2:00 pm. I began to feel the urgent need to check 
my email, and even thought of a million ideas of why I had to. 
I felt like a person on a deserted island…. I noticed physically, 
that I began to fidget, as if I was addicted to my iPod and other 
media devices, and maybe I am.’87

A Forbes article is even more straightforward:88

1.2 / THE INTERNET EXPERIENCE
1.2.2 ARE WE ADDICTED?
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“Don’t kid yourself: the gap between an ‘Internet addict’ and 
John Q. Public is thin to nonexistent. One of the early flags for 
addiction was spending more than 38 hours a week online. By 
that definition, we are all addicts now, many of us by Wednesday 
afternoon, Tuesday if it’s a busy week. Current tests for Internet 
addiction are qualitative, casting an uncomfortably wide 
net, including people who admit that yes, they are restless, 
secretive, or preoccupied with the Web and that they have 
repeatedly made unsuccessful efforts to cut back.” 

And the problem seems to be getting worse. In 2012 Ofcom 
published a study where ‘respondents were asked on a scale 
of 1 to 10 how addicted they are to their mobile phones, with 10 
representing ‘completely addicted’ to 1 ‘not at all addicted.’89 
Just over four in ten (41 per cent) smartphone users indicated 
high levels of addiction (7 or higher). This compares to 37 per 
cent in 2011. Another study, conducted by the University of 
Derby, found that smartphone users spent an average of 3.6 
hours a day on their devices, reported an addiction rate of 13 
per cent and concluded:90 

“Smartphones are psychologically 
addictive, encourage narcissistic 

tendencies and should come with a health 
warning.”

In May 2013, the APA (American Psychiatric Association) included 
Internet Gaming Disorder in section III of the fifth edition of the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5):

“As a condition warranting more clinical research and 
experience before it might be considered for inclusion in the 
main book as a formal disorder.”91

The APA characterizes IAD as a person experiencing 
‘preoccupation’ with the internet or internet gaming, 
withdrawal symptoms when the substance (internet) is no 
longer available, tolerance (the need to spend more and 
more time on the internet to achieve the same ‘high’), loss of 
other interests, unsuccessful attempts to quit, and use of the 
internet to improve or escape dysphoric mood.92

Some studies have looked into the physiological consequences 
of IAD, in particular its impact on the brain. One of them 
concludes (Microstructure Abnormalities in Adolescents with 
Internet Addiction Disorder):93 

“Our results suggested that long-term internet addiction 
would result in brain structural alterations, which probably 
contributed to chronic dysfunction in subjects with IAD. The 
current study may shed further light on the potential brain 
effects of IAD.”

Other studies have suggested that Internet addiction was 

associated with abnormalities in the dopaminergic brain 
system,94 others that certain genetic variations might be 
involved in internet addiction.95

“Research has shown that people with internet addiction have 
demonstrable changes in their brains – both in the connections 
between cells and in the brain areas that control attention, 
executive control, and emotion processing. Most intriguing is 
the fact that some of these changes are what you see happening 
in the brains of people addicted to cocaine, heroine, special K, 
and other substances.”96

The Crackberry, they used to call it.

What are the roots of this addiction? Does it only affect people 
who would have developed other forms of addiction (alcohol, 
drugs, sex, gambling…) or are we all liable to succumb to it? A 
2012 Baylor study estimated that:97

“Cell phone and instant messaging addictions are driven 
by materialism and impulsiveness and can be compared to 
consumption pathologies like compulsive buying and credit 
card misuse…they act as a pacifier for the impulsive tendencies 
of the user.” Quoting previous studies “which have shown that 
young adults send an average of 109.5 text messages a day or 
approximately 3,200 texts each month, receive an additional 
113 text messages and check their cell 60 times in a typical day 
and, on average, cell phone use and over-use have become so 
common that it is important to have a better understanding of 
what drives these types of technological addictions.”

Will Powers has another explanation:98 
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“When your mobile lights up with a new call, you get, in the 
words of one scientist, a ‘dopamine squirt’… As the theory goes, 
by feeding us a constant stream of distractions and novelties 
at shorter and shorter intervals, our devices take advantage 
of certain ancient brain structures. This might explain that 
nagging sense that the screen urge is not entirely rational but 
preconscious and automatic.” 

Author and IT entrepreneur Esther Dyson makes the analogy 
with sugar:99

“Sometimes I think much of what we get 
on the Internet is empty calories.” 

“...It’s sugar – short videos, pokes from friends, blog posts, 
Twitter posts, pop-ups, visualizations… Sugar is so much easier 
to digest, so enticing – and ultimately it leaves us hungrier than 
before.” 

Balick agrees:100

“One suggestion might be that online relating offers a quick 
fix. This ease of social interaction by way of the immediate and 
virtual is indeed like eating a doughnut – satisfying, of course, 
but is it nourishing?”

Or maybe IAD is simply a natural consequence of being gradually 
sucked into the virtual sphere, bit by bit, with connectivity 
slowly (or not) morphing into hyperconnectivity, defined as 
such in the Future Identities report:101

“Hyper-connectivity is the use of multiple communications 
systems and devices to remain constantly connected to social 
networks and streams of information. Hyper-connectivity has 
several key attributes: being ‘always on’ (connected all of the 
time and everywhere); readily accessible; information-rich 
beyond any individual’s capacity to consume; interactive, not 
only between people but also involving people-to-machine and 
machine-to-machine communications; and always recording, 
with virtually unlimited storage capacity facilitating people’s 
desire to document their lives.” 

The fear of being without a phone has been dubbed Nomophobia 
(no-mobile-phone-phobia) by British researchers in 2008. For 
an increasing amount of people, losing digital connectivity 
amounts to being cast away in a social desert - alone and 
starved of social interaction. The magazine Psychology 
Today estimates that nomophobia affects 40 per cent of the 
population.102 Citing several studies, it reports that: 

“According to research from Versapak, 41 per cent of Britons 
feel anxious and not in control when detached from their 
smartphone or tablet and 51 per cent admitted to suffering 
from ‘extreme tech anxiety’ at one time or another.” 

As mentioned earlier, IAD is a worldwide phenomenon and 
some countries, like Australia, have started to recognize it as a 
mental illness. A number of IAD treatment centres have cropped 
up everywhere, in particular in the US. However the highest 
addiction rates have been reported in the Far East, especially 
in South Korea where wireless broadband penetration is the 
highest in the world. The Wall Street Journal reported that:

“South Korea has reached a mobile-phone penetration rate of 
more than 100 per cent—meaning some people carry more than 
one handset—and smartphones represent nearly two-thirds 
of those devices. The smartphone-penetration rate in South 
Korean children ages 6 to 19 tripled to 65 per cent last year 
from a year earlier, according to the Korea Communications 
Commission. The smartphone addiction rate among teenagers 
was 18 per cent, double the addiction rate of 9.1 per cent for 
adults, according to another government survey.”103

But some people are even more pessimistic. According to Ahn 
Dong-hyun, a child psychiatrist at Hanyang University in Seoul 
who completed in 2014 a three-year government-financed 
survey of the problem:

“Up to 30 percent of South Koreans under 18, or about 2.4 
million people, are at risk of Internet addiction.”104
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The problem was dramatically highlighted a few years ago when 
some users started to drop dead from exhaustion after playing 
online games for days on end. In Taiwan, the phenomenon 
of constantly checking email or social media led to the label 
‘heads-down tribes’.  A particular incident involved a gaming 
addict who died after playing an online videogame for 40 hours 
straight at an Internet café.106

In South Korea, the percentage of young people between 10 
and 19 who use their smartphones for more than seven hours 
a day is 18.4 per cent, a 7 per cent increase from the previous 
year.107 To try and tackle what is also referred to as ‘digital 
dementia’ - a kind of early onset dementia, or deterioration of 
cognitive abilities (memory problems, attention disorders and 
emotional flattening) that usually only comes about following 
a head injury or psychiatric illness - the government has built 
a network of 140 Internet-addiction counselling centres, in 
addition to treatment programs at almost 100 hospitals and, 
recently, the Internet Rescue camp.108 According to Korea 
Joongang, with reference to Dr Kim Young-bo at Gachon 
University Gil Medical Center in Incheon:109

“Young people are at particular risk because their brains 
are still developing. Heavy users are likely to develop the 
left side of their brains, leaving the right side untapped or 
under developed. Engaging with computer or mobile devices 
is the kind of activity that is handled by the left side of the 
brain. Left-brain skills include rational, linear, fact-finding 
thinking processes whereas right brain skills include intuition, 
imagination, emotional thoughts.”

There is no doubt that the impact of Internet is very different 
for adults and for the so-called digital natives – those born into 
the digital age. American psychologist Alison Gopnik explains:110

“There is a profound difference between the way children and 
adults learn. Young brains are capable of much more extensive 
change – more rewiring – than the brains of adults. This 
difference between old brains and young ones is the engine of 
technological and cultural innovation. Human adults, more than 
any other animal, reshape the world around them. But adults 
innovate slowly, intentionally, and consciously. The changes 
that take place within an adult life, like the development of 
the Internet, are disruptive, attention getting, disturbing, or 
exciting. But those changes become second nature to the next 
generation of children. Those young brains painlessly absorb 
the world their parents created, and the world takes on a glow 
of timelessness and eternity, even if it was created only the day 
before you were born.”  

The Internet Rescue camp, mentioned above, was the first of 
its kind in South Korea and, possibly, the world. It is located in 
a forested area an hour away from Seoul and is meant to treat 
the most severe forms of IAD. “It is most important to provide 
[kids] experience of a lifestyle without the Internet,” said Lee 
Yun-hee, a counsellor. “Young Koreans don’t know what this is 

like”. The New York Times reported that:111 

“During a session, participants live at the camp, where they are 
denied computer use and allowed only one hour of cellphone 
calls a day, to prevent them from playing online games via the 
phone. They also follow a rigorous regimen of physical exercise 
and group activities, like horseback riding, aimed at building 
emotional connections to the real world and weakening those 
with the virtual one.” 

But this does not always go down easily with participants, said 
Ms Lee: 

“Initially, the camp had problems with participants sneaking 
away to go online, even during a 10-minute break before lunch. 
Now, the campers are under constant surveillance, including 
while asleep, and are kept busy with chores, like washing their 
clothes and cleaning their rooms.” 

‘Building emotional connections to the real word’: this might 
indeed be the main challenge thrown by the Internet revolution 
– and nowhere more acutely than for today’s children, who will 
determine tomorrow’s relation with Earth. 

Even the bastion of capitalism – shareholders – are starting to 
worry. On January 06th, 2018, two major Apple shareholders, 
Jana Partners LLC and the California State Teachers’ Retirement 
System, sent a letter to the management of the company to 
raise their concern about children’s addiction to iPhones, which 
they compare to junk food. They want the company to study the 
effects of heavy usage on mental health. Their main reason 
for doing so is their fear of seeing the company’s stock price 
potentially hit by a massive public health crisis.112 Enlightened 
minds? Hardly, but the worry, however self-interested, is 
creeping up.

We will conclude this chapter with the amazing story of Jason 
Russell – the once-unknown-suddenly-famous American who 
produced ‘Kony 2012’, the documentary about warlord Joseph 
Kony. Once viral the ‘Kony 2012’ video went berserk, clocking 
more than 70 million visits in less than a week. A month later, 
more than 500 million people had viewed it. Resounding hit 
for its maker? Not quite. Russell was abruptly, and unwittingly, 
thrown into a maelstrom of social media which took a heavy 
toll on his sanity. Dazed by the success of the video, and unable 
to handle the praise as well as the inevitable criticism, he is 
said to have slept two hours in the first four days and started 
to post bizarre Twitter posts – sending for instance a link to 
‘I met the walrus’, a short interview with John Lennon, urging 
followers to ‘start training your mind’. He eventually ended up 
by taking off his clothes and was found on the corner of a busy 
intersection near his home in San Diego, where he repeatedly 
slapped the concrete with both palms and ranted about the 
devil. This duly became a video too.113
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Gertrude Pswarayi-Jabson is the county coordinator for 
PELUM Zimbabwe - a network of organisations working on 
Participatory Ecological Land Use Management - and an Earth 
Jurisprudence Custodian working with the Gaia Foundation. 
However, her career began in a more or less contradictory field. 
After graduating with a BSc in Journalism and Media Studies 
in 2008, she founded an organisation (the Creative Centre 
for Communication and Development), which sought to use 
information and communication technology as a source for 
change. 

“I used to be online and use the Internet a lot,” says Pswarayi-
Jabson. Her life and career took place mostly online, and that 
was where she was most confident. 

“If someone who had spoken to me online met me in real life 
I would have been a completely different, reserved person… 
When I was using technology I felt I was in control because you 
get connected, make friends, receive likes and comments. This 
hype of activities brought upon me a sense of and belonging.”

Her experiences are hardly unusual. In fact, the very 
universality of this artificial accomplishment is something 
the big corporations are capitalising on. It’s not even a secret. 
Contemplating the problem of technology addiction, the 
founding president of Facebook, Sean Parker, himself admitted 
that the social network exploits a vulnerability in human 
psychology through the dopamine hit that people get when 
someone likes or comments on a post or photograph.114 

The ubiquity of digital technology is lauded for its ability to 
connect, but what is disregarded is its tendency to homogenise 
culture. And according to Pswarayi-Jabson, the social 
detachment that always seems to follow tech immersion has 
infected Zimbabwe: 

“With PELUM I travel to see the farmers and the farmer would 
have a cell phone in his hand and would be texting during the 
conversation… [This] report talks about Internet addiction and 
I feel that in Zimbabwe this is starting to happen.”

The hype factor around technology is patently one of the 
greatest catalysts of this addiction, as not owning a smartphone 
or the like leaves you the odd one out. Pswarayi-Jabson calls 

it “a virus that is quickly spreading throughout Zimbabwe and 
Africa, with the notion that if you are connected you are in the 
game.”

This virus has several symptoms, of which cultural dissonance 
has become prominent in the Zimbabwean context. Pswarayi-
Jabson speaks of the Nguni Bantu concept of ‘Ubuntu’, which 
can be translated as a ‘belief in a universal bond of sharing 
that connects all humanity’.115 Pswarayi-Jabson was struck by 
the disintegration of this way of living: 

“The disconnection that the devices have brought makes us 
forget and devalue what we have as a people, eroding our 
culture and meaning.”

But, ironic as it may be, going ‘off the grid’ in a world where 
everyone is plugged in can leave you feeling more disconnected 
than ever before. So it’s a catch 22, and one that is clearly 
reinforcing the need to join the technological world order. 

This is even more destructive in poorer countries like Zimbabwe 
where existing inequalities are compounded by this pressure. 
Although the Internet is increasingly available it is still very 
expensive. “Despite this,” Pswarayi-Jabson says, “people will 
sacrifice important needs to stay connected and pay for the 
access… because they value digital connectedness more.” 

When it comes to an inequality as pervasive as patriarchal 
culture, the Internet’s dichotomous nature comes into sharper 
focus. “I live in a patriarchal society, so technology is largely 
owned and controlled by men,” says Pswarayi-Jabson. She 
continues:

“In most cases, particularly for women who are disadvantaged 
or secluded, they would have to borrow a mobile from their 
husband to make a phone call or connect to the Internet... 
Women that are connected then receive a lot of sexual abuse, 
unsolicited sexual relationships and conversations. Many of 
the societal issues that women are exposed to are transferred 
to the virtual space because the ownership of the media and 
the Internet consists mostly of men.” 

There is a danger here of venturing into alarmist territory. 
It is important to point out Melvin Kranzberg’s first law of 

INTERNET ADDICTION
IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH
IN CONVERSATION WITH GERTRUDE PSWARAYI-JABSON
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technology: ‘Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it 
neutral’. Technological developments often have unexpected 
environmental and social repercussions. In a presidential 
address delivered in 1985 to the Society for the History of 
Technology, Kranzberg explained that ‘the same technology 
can have quite different results when introduced into different 
contexts or under different circumstances’.116

Perhaps it is useful to think of technology as a magnifying 
glass. It enhances our greatest qualities, such as our ability t0 
collaborate and share knowledge (e.g. Wikipedia), and amplifies 
our collective ills.

Pswarayi-Jabson suggests that the first step to recovery 
from tech overload is in understanding how it is affecting us 
and assessing whether we really need it. When you face the 
destructive reality, you can start to think of alternatives. But 
this reconnection won’t happen if people keep their faces 
buried behind their smartphones:

“It requires people to take time off, be in nature, listen to the 
silent voice inside of you and observe the other beings around 
you… All tools and technologies that have been development 
by mankind can be both good and bad, but it is knowing when 
and how to use them to heal the world, connect with other 
beings and to pursue a more sustainable life path that is the 
challenge.”
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The role played by social networks – Facebook and Twitter 
principally - in the 2012 uprisings in the Middle East has been 
well documented and is often highlighted to show how Internet 
is living up to its credentials: democratic and participative; 
bypassing the established structures of power and control 
by allowing a direct link to, and between, citizens; promoting 
democracy; giving people a voice. 

Many other forms of collective engagement are promoted 
by the Net: crowdfunding for instance, where a project 
(commercial, artistic, humanitarian) is being funded by a large 
number of people. In 2015, crowdfunding was estimated to 
be worth more than $34 billion – it was a mere $89 million in 
2010117 – while a report released in 2014 by the Crowdfunding 
Centre118 estimated that crowdfunding was doubling every sixty 
days. Kiva for instance is an organization using crowdfunding 
to lend small amount of money to people in South America, 
Africa or Asia across a network of microfinance institutions, 
and by October 2017 had channelled more than $1 billion since 
its inception in 2005.119

The ability to quickly raise awareness on specific issues is 
also greatly facilitated by the Internet. Witness the many 
campaigns run by groups such as Change.org, SumOfUs.org or 
Avaaz.org. Avaaz - which means “voice” in several European, 
Middle Eastern and Asian languages – was launched in 2007 to 
“organize citizens of all nations to close the gap between the 
world we have and the world most people everywhere want”: 
by the end of 2017 it had grown into a movement of more than 
45 million members in 195 countries, having facilitated more 
than 350 million actions since January 2007.120 It has become a 
genuine counter-power. One of course may question the depth 
of people’s social engagement when all they have to do is press 
their finger on the mouse to petition for a given campaign – 
and do it again a few hours or a few minutes later for another 
campaign. This inevitably leads to passive-activism- indeed, 
many people participating in these campaigns are doing it 
with only a remote sense of the issues at stake or lack any 
genuine sense of commitment. But couldn’t the same be said 
of many people casting their votes in democratic elections? 
In the end there is no denying that Internet offers a platform 
to express one’s views and to participate in collective actions 
that are deemed worthwhile enough to engage with, even if at 
a superficial level.

A 2011 Pew survey showed that Americans certainly think that 
the social role of Internet is one of its great successes:121

 

• 62 per cent of all Americans and 68 per cent of internet users 
said the internet has had a major impact on the ability of 
groups to draw attention to an issue. 

• 60 per cent of all Americans and 67 per cent of internet users 
said the internet has had a major impact on the ability of 
groups to connect with other groups. 

• 59 per cent of all Americans and 64 per cent of internet users 
said the internet has had a major impact on the ability of 
groups to impact society at large. 

• 52 per cent of all Americans and 55 per cent of internet users 
said the internet has had a major impact on the ability of 
groups to raise money. 

• 49 per cent of all Americans and 52 per cent of internet users 
said the internet has had a major impact on the ability of 
groups to impact local communities. 

But there is undeniably a darker side to this constant 
engagement with the crowd. Says William Powers:122

“To be hooked up to the crowd all day is a very particular way 
to go through life. This makes us more reactive, our thinking 
contingent on others… The more connected a society gets, the 
easier it is to become a creature of that connectedness. One’s 
inner life grows defined by what others say and do.” 

The Internet is a vast echo chamber, and 
hearing millions of people repeating 

something – anything - might give 
the impression, by the sheer force of 

numbers, that it is true.

Jonathan Crary has a sombre take on it all:123 

“Even in the absence of direct compulsion, we choose to do 
what we are told to do; we allow the management of our bodies, 
our ideas, our entertainment, and all our imaginary needs to be 
externally imposed.” 

Referring back to the Middle Eastern revolutions quoted earlier, 
his view is even more ominous: 

1.2 / THE INTERNET EXPERIENCE
1.2.3 INTERNET AND THE WISDOM OF THE CROWD
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“Lenin, Trotsky and their cohort made use of every 
communications technology at hand in 1917, but they never 
elevated them to privileged sacrosanct determinants of an 
entire constellation of historical events, as some cyberactivists 
have done in extolling the role of social media in recent 
political movements and uprisings. Once there is mystification 
and the attribution of quasi-magical capabilities to networks, 
it becomes like faith in a Ponzi scheme that will automatically 
pay off on behalf of the weak and oppressed. The myths of the 
egalitarian and empowering nature of this technology have 
been cultivated for a reason. Police agencies of the global 
order can only be gratified by the willingness of activists to 
concentrate their organizing around internet strategies, 
by which they voluntarily kettle themselves in cyberspace, 
where state surveillance, sabotage, and manipulation are far 
easier than in lived communities and localities where actual 
encounters occur. 

If networks are not in the service 
of already existing relationships 

forged out of shared experience and 
proximity, they will always reproduce 

and reinforce the separation, the 
opacity, the dissimulations, and the self-

interestedness inherent in their use. 

Any social turbulence whose primary sources are in the use 
of social media will inevitably be historically ephemeral and 
inconsequential.”124

Strong and uncompromising words these might be but the 
subsequent political developments of the Arab spring, where 
the lack of cohesion of the social movements were glaringly 
obvious once the initial spark had died off, are a poignant 
reminder that Crary might have a point.  

The spread of misinformation, a high point of which was reached 
during the 2016 US elections, is compounding the problem even 
further. According to a 2017 article by The Economist:

“Facebook acknowledged that before and after last year’s 
American election, between January 2015 and August this 
year, 146m users may have seen Russian misinformation on its 
platform. Google’s YouTube admitted to 1,108 Russian-linked 
videos and Twitter to 36,746 accounts”.125

For the magazine there is little doubt that, “by spreading 
untruth and outrage, corroding voters’ judgment and 
aggravating partisanship”, social media amplifies division 
and contributes to a toxic political climate where compromise 
– the foundation of democracy – is increasingly difficult to 
reach. Some former executives in the digital media industry 
are showing tremendous uneasiness about the dark shadow 

of the digital sphere. Chamath Paliyapitiya, former Facebook 
vice-president for user growth until 2011, recently came out 
expressing regret and guilt about the social network’s role in 
“ripping apart the social fabric” of society:

“The short-term, dopamine-driven feedback loops that we 
have created are destroying how society works. No civil 
discourse, no cooperation, misinformation, mistruth…. This is 
not about Russian ads. This is a global problem ... It is eroding 
the core foundations of how people behave by and between 
each other.”126

The special case of Wikipedia

One of the most interesting ways that the Internet has offered 
to harness the power of the collective has been the creation of 
Wikipedia. In its own words: 

“The history of Wikipedia formally began with the launch of 
Wikipedia on Monday 15 January 2001... Its concept specifically 
included the idea that no central organization should control 
editing… This ‘massive multiplayer’ characteristic was in stark 
contrast to contemporary digital encyclopaedias such as 
Microsoft Encarta, Encyclopædia Britannica, and even Bomis‘s 
Nupedia, which was Wikipedia‘s direct predecessor. Initially, 
Wikipedia was intended to complement Nupedia, an online 
encyclopedia project edited solely by experts, by providing 
additional draft articles and ideas for it. In practice, Wikipedia 
quickly overtook Nupedia, becoming a global project in 
multiple languages and inspiring a wide range of other online 
reference projects…. As of November 2014, Wikipedia included 
over 33.8 million freely usable articles in 288 languageshttp://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Wikipedia - cite_note-
Grand20-1 that have been written by over 50 million registered 
users and numerous anonymous contributors worldwide. 
According to Alexa,127 Wikipedia was by October 2017 the world‘s 
fifth-most-popular website. Wikipedia‘s total worldwide 
monthly readership is approximately 495 million.  According to 
comScore, Wikipedia receives over 117 million monthly unique 
visitors from the United States alone.”128

A massive success then and a unique model that draws on 
the collective knowledge of the crowd, driving a knife through 
the heart of the so-called ‘expert’, so idealized in our culture. 
Today the expert is faceless and multiple. 

But is Wikipedia a victim of its own success? In 2010, PEW 
Research announced that 53 per cent of American internet users 
looked for information on Wikipedia.129 This ratio goes to 87 per 
cent for teachers.130 No doubt these ratios are higher still today 
and this is where the picture gets somewhat tainted. Indeed, 
it has not gone unnoticed by powerful interested parties that 
Wikipedia is increasingly the first port of call for millions of 
people looking for information on all sorts of subjects. And 
throughout history, controlling information has always been a 
key battleground. 
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Bell Pottinger was a London-based PR company, whose:

“250 public relations specialists advise a complete range 
of clients – including world leaders in politics and business; 
companies in every industrial and commercial sector; and 
other organisations and individuals.”131 

Its job was to build and protect their image and reputation. In 
2011, a joint investigation by The Independent and The Bureau 
revealed that:

“The company made hundreds of alterations to Wikipedia 
entries about its clients in the last year. Some of the changes 
added favourable comments while others removed negative 
content. It is the first direct evidence that secretly recorded 
boasts by the company’s senior executives that it uses ‘dark 
arts’ to manipulate content on the internet were true.”132

Another company, called Wiki-PR, is even more straightforward. 
“The easy way to accurately tell your story on Wikipedia”,133 
says the tagline on its Home page. Some of its services refer to 
Page Monitoring (“we’ve built technology to monitor your page 
24 hours a day. That means you needn’t worry about anyone 
vandalizing your page,”) and Crisis Editing (“Are you being 
unfairly treated on Wikipedia?”). There is no implication here 
of incorrect behaviour, either by Bell Pottinger or by Wiki-PR, 
that would run counter to Wikipedia’s rules of engagement but 
we are now quite far from an organic, disinterested, objective 
and neutral source of information. And how does it tally with 
Wikipedia’s founding principle that “no central organization 
should control editing?” 

In essence, this is exactly what Wiki-PR are doing: stepping up 
each time an edit has been done, controlling what it’s about 
and taking the necessary action to correct it. The letter of 
Wikipedia’s principles might be respected, but certainly not 
the spirit.

Tactics employed are sometimes out of the Wikipedia rulebook. 
One of them is called sockpuppetry. Wikipedia’s own definition 
runs as such: 

“A sockpuppet is an online identity used for purposes of 
deception. The term, a reference to the manipulation of a simple 
hand puppet made from a sock, originally referred to a false 
identity assumed by a member of an Internet community who 
spoke to, or about themselves while pretending to be another 
person. The term now includes other misleading uses of online 
identities, such as those created to praise, defend or support 
a person or organization, or to circumvent a suspension or 
ban from a website. A significant difference between the use 
of a pseudonym and the creation of a sockpuppet is that the 
sockpuppet poses as an independent third-party unaffiliated 
with the puppeteer. Many online communities attempt to block 
sockpuppets.”134

As dailydot.com stresses: 

“Using sockpuppets is a major sin on Wikipedia because it 
fundamentally undermines the encyclopedia’s credibility: The 
community ought to be self-governing, but if one user controls 
an army of automatons who parrot his or her opinion in every 
discussion, how can you trust any decision?”135

The Wikimedia Foundation has been set up by Wikipedia to 
protect Wikipedia pages against paid or non-neutral editing. 
The Foundation was however embroiled in controversy when 
the Wikipedia criticism website Wikipediocracy described the 
Wikipedia administrators or “admins” as a privileged caste, a 
nomenklatura,136 and accused a number of prominent Wikimedia 
donors of editing entries related to themselves, pointing out 
that it is a major violation of the online encyclopedia‘s ethics 
to edit entries about one‘s self.137 

Wikipediocracy makes no apologies for its fierce denounciation 
of Wikipedia, as encapsulated in its mission statement:

“We exist to shine the light of scrutiny into the dark crevices of 
Wikipedia and its related projects; to examine the corruption 
there, along with its structural flaws; and to inoculate the 
unsuspecting public against the torrent of misinformation, 
defamation, and general nonsense that issues forth from 
one of the world’s most frequently visited websites, the 
“encyclopedia that anyone can edit.”138

Other voices than Wikipediocracy have joined the fray by 
accusing administrators and editors of a siege mentality, 
fiercely protecting what they consider to be their turf and 
discouraging new editors to join in. Says writer David Auerbach: 

“An entrenched, stubborn elite of old-timers, a high bar 
to entry, and a persistent 90/10 gender gap among editors 
all point to the possibility that Wikipedia is going adrift. In 
practice, administrators tend to protect those they know 
and those with whom they agree while disciplining unfamiliar 
editors and ideological opponents.”139

Even worse, a small elite called ‘the Unblockables’ is described 
by Auerbach as:

 “A class of abrasive editors who can get away with murder 
because they have enough of a fan club within Wikipedia, so 
any complaint made against them would be met with hostility 
and opprobrium.” 

As a result, the number of:

“Longtime, productive editors has continued to drop over the 
years to 31,000 [in 2013], almost half of what it was in 2007.” 
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For website Phys.org, “1 percent of writers/editors on Wikipedia 
create 80 percent of content”. The extent of excessive and 
ideological manipulation is nowhere seen as clearly as with the 
so-called ‘controversial’ subjects: astrology, holistic medicine, 
alternative scientific theories, in short all subjects that run 
counter to the dominant materialistic paradigm. Says Robert 
Curry, British astrologer and Wikipedia editor:

“The business of creating and editing Wikipedia pages morphs 
into a clandestine enterprise where nothing is as it seems.  
Interested visitors to so-called fringe pages find content 
that has been creatively edited by a resolute band of editors 
working in collusion with new editors (known as meat puppets) 
recruited to help push their point of view.”140

As astrology news service reports: 

“Ostensibly supported in this activity by organized skeptics 
groups, biased editors anonymously patrol, edit and delete 
Wiki pages not to their liking. Under the cloak of anonymity, 
they make thousands of edits every year, routinely bending 
or breaking every Wikipedia rule dealing with neutrality or 
conflict-of-interest along the way.”141

British scientist Rupert Sheldrake, whose morphic resonance 
thesis is a particular thorn in conventional science’s side, has 
been relentlessly hounded on Wikipedia by a dedicated band 
of scientific zealots and fundamentalists who push Darwinian 
survival of the fittest to its extreme. One organization in 
particular, called ‘Guerilla Skepticism on Wikipedia’ prides 
itself on improving skeptical content on Wikipedia:

“We do this by improving pages of our skeptic spokespeople, 
providing noteworthy citations, and removing the unsourced 
claims from paranormal and pseudo scientific pages.”142

And why do they render this service to humanity?  

“Because evidence is cool. We train. We mentor. Join us.” 

Other voices are less enamoured: “’Science skeptics use 
guerrilla warfare tactics and racketeering behaviour to 
infiltrate Wikipedia and spread corporate propagenda”. Not 
surprisingly, Richard Dawkins, who makes no mystery of his 
hardcore skepticism, is a keen admirer of Wikipedia: 

“I am repeatedly astounded by how good Wikipedia is…. No 
doubt mistakes creep in or are even maliciously inserted, 
but the half-life of a mistake, before the natural correction 
mechanism sets kills it, is encouragingly short.”143

One may however legitimely wonder whether the ‘correction 
mechanism’ is that ‘natural’. 

Does this mean that Wikipedia is no longer relevant? Absolutely 
not, and there is no denying that for a large number of topics 

Wikipedia is of invaluable help, especially, as Dawkins points 
out, on hard sciences. However not everything should be taken 
at face value.

We shouldn’t be surprised that Wikipedia is policed by the 
male, over-50’s segment of the population. This is the same 
profile that we find in boardrooms and in governments, in 
university councils and in scientific circles - the same one that 
has been holding the levers of power and setting the agenda 
for centuries. 

Wikipedia was founded on plurality but 
its clout is now just too important. It 

simply cannot be left relying upon the 
uncontrollable wisdom of the crowd – in 

that sense it holds a perfect mirror to the 
workings of our world.
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The Commons Transition is a bold proposal, but not an easy 
one to sum up in one line. Essentially, it is the concept of 
transitioning from a neoliberal capitalist society to a peer-to-
peer economy based on social knowledge sharing. 

David Bollier began working on the Commons Transition as 
a political activist and policy expert around 20 years ago. He 
seems aware of the potential confusion that might arise from 
the theory, and explains that it is “not simply an ideological 
or philosophical statement, but something that is grounded 
in lots of diverse projects from indigenous peoples to digital 
spaces such as open source data and websites like Wikipedia.” 

The Commons Transition’s greatest step forward to date was a 
massive project commissioned by the Ecuadorian government. 
In August 2013 Rafael Correa ‘s administration launched a global 
initiative known as the Free/Libre Open Knowledge (FLOK) 
Society. FLOK was dedicated to lead Ecuador in its transition 
from an extractive, oil-based economic model to one based on 
the commons, collaboration and free, open knowledge. Michel 
Bauwens, who led FLOK’s research team, believed that this 
type of society was possible because of a global trend that has 
actually brought us to a new stage in the capitalist evolution: 
‘netarchichal capitalism’, as Bauwens dubbed it, wherein 
“proprietary platforms both enable human co-operation but 
also exploit it for the benefit of private capital”.144 

Platforms like Facebook and Google, as Bollier explains, 
“are corporate owned and therefore top-down administered 
with protocols and data harvesting that suits the needs of 
capital and their corporate interests.” Because of advances 
in technology, netarchical capitalism exploits the knowledge 
and ideas created by vast numbers of people as the foundation 
of capital accumulation. The idea of the commons seeks to 
enable the people who create that value to capture it and act 
as peer-stewards in managing it. It takes the premise of the Gift 
Economy into the digital age.

The FLOK project was sadly tainted by President Correa’s 
increasingly despotic behaviour – criminalising protest, for 
starters – and his clashes with the social movements that gave 
his administration a mandate in the first place.145 But let’s not 
throw the baby out with the bathwater. In the aftermath of the 
Cambridge Analytica scandal and amid concerns over privacy, 
the Commons Transition Plan is more important than ever. 
David Bollier offers up digital commons as a solution: 

“digital commons such as an open source software community… 
are bottom up, self-governed, and have nonmarket objectives… 
[They are] municipally owned or cooperatively run, so that the 
benefits accrue to the users, participants and workers rather 
than to capital. ”

The commons are obviously not a panacea for all of society’s 
ills, but they do offer some promising answers for a future in 
which technology will become ever more pervasive: 

“I don’t think we have a choice in deciding whether technology 
should not be a part of the equation. Retreating and simply 
shunning it, the way the Amish would, is not feasible because 
of the sheer power, economically and geopolitically, of 
technological forces… We need to work within the context we 
are in, which happens to be tech-saturated.”

The recognition of a tech-saturated world invariably invokes 
visions of a dystopian future run by robots. Bollier thinks that 
fear is overblown. “I don’t think that the aspiration is to develop 
a better-than-human human. It is to develop efficient machines 
that can make money. The designers and manufacturers frankly 
don’t care about all of the social and economical ramifications.” 
He is of course talking about the potential for AI to displace 
huge swathes of conventional work. 

“The tip of the wedge on that discussion is basic income,” 
says Bollier. In theory, a universal basic income would provide 
every citizen with an income in a future where more and more 
jobs disappear to automation. However, he warns that some 
versions of the basic income idea “are simply a way to liquidate 
government responsibility by taking care of the problem 
through money”. 

 The issues that surround the steady march towards automation 
inherit the legacies of capitalist societal dysfunction, especially 
around inequality. The robots are already here, and apart from 
eating jobs like a Kafkaesque Pac Man, AI could lead to “barriers 
to entry from owning and generating data” that would leave 
only a few of dominant firms for every industry.146 It is for these 
reasons that Bollier promotes more creative and collaborative 
solutions that allow for distributed control, not oligopoly.

With regards to the commons, there’s a big challenge to 
breaking through at sufficient scale. But it was nearly 
achieved in Ecuador, and the legacy of the FLOK programme 

THE COMMONS TRANSITION:
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lives on: in 2016 Ecuador’s Social Knowledge bill replaced the 
previous intellectual property legislation and brought in more 
commons-based legislation (e.g., recognising the collective 
right to traditional knowledge and making some products 
unpatentable). 

Moreover, a book of FLOK’s policy proposals has been used in 
Colombia, Chile, Italy, and the Catalan Integral Cooperative. 
Ultimately, adopting a completely new societal structure may 
sound outlandish to most people. David Bollier would argue 
that a radical overhaul of our current system is absolutely 
crucial: “Part of the structural exhaustion of modern life is that 
we are stuck in dysfunctional structural systems. To aid the 
development of personal sensibility when reconnecting with 
earth and each other in more meaningful ways, we need to 
change the structure of institutions to facilitate and expand 
that.”

David Bollier is an American activist, writer, and policy strategist 
who has focused on the commons for the past twenty years. 
He is Director of the Reinventing the Commons Program at the 
Schumacher Center for a New Economics (USA), co-founder of 
the Commons Strategies Group, and founding editor of On the 
Commons., Bollier is also author of ‘Think Like a Commoner: A 
Short Introduction to the Life of the Commons’ (2014); co-editor 
of Patterns of Commoning [link: www.patternsofcommoning.
org], and co-author with Silke Helfrich of the forthcoming 
“Free, Fair and Alive: The Insurgent Power of the Commons” 
(spring 2019). He blogs at Bollier.org.
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According to Fritjof Capra: 

“The first human species was given the name Homo habilis 
(‘skillful human’) to denote its ability to make sophisticated 
tools. Thus technology is a defining characteristic of human 
nature: its history encompasses the entire history of human 
evolution.”147 And further: “A specific technology will always 
shape human nature in specific ways.”148

McLuhan agrees:149

“Man is perpetually modified by technology and in turn finds 
ways of modifying technology.” 

We are today living in a time of considerable technological 
change – the digital revolution and artificial intelligence – 
and there is no doubt that we are being, and will be, shaped 
accordingly in many different ways, some foreseen, others not. 
Evolutionary psychologist Geoffrey Miller thinks that: 

“The Internet changes every aspect of thinking: perception, 
categorization, attention, memory, spatial navigation, 
language, imagination, creativity, problem solving, Theory of 
Mind, judgement, and decision-making.”150 

Somewhat predictably, the first effects of that transformation 
can be most clearly seen in the digital natives: 

“For these young people, new digital technologies… are 
primary mediators of human-to-human connections. They 
have created a 24/7 network that blends the human with the 
technical to a degree we haven’t experienced before, and it is 
transforming human relationships in fundamental ways. They 
feel as comfortable in online spaces as they do in offline ones. 
They don’t think of their hybrid lives as anything remarkable...”

“Digital Natives haven’t known anything 
but a life connected to one another, and 
to the world of bits, in this manner.” 151 

The jury seems to be still out, however, deliberating whether 
the impact of technology on young users (the ‘Millennials’) 
will be positive or negative. In a 2012 study titled Millennials 
will benefit and suffer due to their hyperconnected lives, PEW 
Research commented: 

“Many of the experts surveyed by Elon University’s Imagining 
the Internet Center and the Pew Internet Project said the 
effects of hyperconnectivity and the always-on lifestyles of 
young people will be mostly positive between now and 2020. 
But the experts in this survey also predicted this generation 
will exhibit a thirst for instant gratification and quick fixes, a 
loss of patience, and a lack of deep-thinking ability due to what 
one referred to as ‘fast-twitch wiring’.”152

In the same study, 55 per cent of experts agreed with the 
following statement:

“In 2020 the brains of multitasking teens and young adults 
are ‘wired’ differently from those over age 35 and overall it 
yields helpful results. They do not suffer notable cognitive 
shortcomings as they multitask and cycle quickly through 
personal- and work-related tasks. Rather, they are learning 
more and they are adept at finding answers to deep questions, 
in part because they can search effectively and access 
collective intelligence via the Internet. In sum, the changes in 
learning behaviour and cognition among the young generally 
produce positive outcomes.”

42 per cent, however, agreed with the opposite statement, 
which posited:

“In 2020, the brains of multitasking teens and young adults 
are “wired” differently from those over age 35 and overall it 
yields baleful results. They do not retain information; they 
spend most of their energy sharing short social messages, 
being entertained, and being distracted away from deep 
engagement with people and knowledge. They lack deep-
thinking capabilities; they lack face-to-face social skills; they 
depend in unhealthy ways on the Internet and mobile devices 
to function. In sum, the changes in behaviour and cognition 
among the young are generally negative outcomes.”

Some Millennials themselves are starting to question their 
engagement with the Net – as shown by this extract from 
a November 2017 blog by young artist/writer James Bridle, 
entitled Something is wrong with the Net, denoucing the 
disturbing symbiotic relationship between very young children 
and YouTube:

“Someone or something or some combination of people and 
things is using YouTube to systematically frighten, traumatise 
and abuse children, automatically and at scale, and it forces me 
to question my own belief about the Internet, at every level.”153

1.3 / IS THE INTERNET CHANGING US?
1.3.1 WHAT JAZZ IS TELLING US
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Whatever the outcome, positive or negative – and in all 
likelihood it will be both – change we will. McLuhan coined the 
oft-misunderstood term ‘the medium is the message’ to draw 
attention to the fact that: 

“The effects of technology do not occur at 
the level of opinions or concepts. Rather, 
they alter patterns of perception steadily 

and without resistance.” 154

In The spell of the sensuous David Abram concurs: 

“Today we are simply unable to discern with any clarity 
the manner in which our own perceptions and thoughts 
are being shifted by our sensory involvement with electric 
technologies, since any thinking that seeks to discern such 
a shift is itself subject to the very effect that it strives to 
thematize. Nevertheless, we may be sure that the shapes of 
our consciousness are shifting in tandem with the technologies 
that engage our senses.”155

McLuhan was deeply questioning what he called ‘the 
current somnambulism’, which he defined as the widely held 
assumption that:

“The products of science are not in themselves good or bad; it 
is the way they are used that determines their value.”156

And to drive home the point unequivocally:

“Our conventional response to all media, namely that it is 
how they are used that counts, is the numb stance of the 
technological idiot…157 Content follows form, and the insurgent 
technologies give rise to new structures of feeling and 
thought.”158

McLuhan singled out two inventions, the clock and the printing 
press, to highlight that ‘feedback loop’: 

“The clock is a machine that produces uniform seconds, 
minutes and hours on an assembly-line pattern. Processed in 
this uniform way, time is separated from the rhythms of human 
experience. The mechanical clock, in short, helps to create the 
image of a numerically quantified and mechanically powered 
universe.”159

A point of view with which Lewis Mumford concurred: “clocks 
dissociated time from human events.”160 

As for the printing press, its impact showed foremost in science 
and secondarily in society at large: 

“The Gutenberg fact of uniform, continuous and indefinitely 
repeatable bits inspired the related concept of the infinitesimal 

calculus, by which it became possible to translate any kind 
of tricky space into the straight, the flat, the uniform, and 
the ‘rational’. This concept of infinity was not imposed on us 
by logic. It was the gift of Gutenberg. So, also, later on, was 
the industrial assembly line.161 … The typographic extension 
of man brought in nationalism, industrialism, mass markets, 
and universal literacy and education.162 … The printed book, 
an extension of the visual faculty, intensified perspective and 
the fixed point of view… The linearity precision and uniformity 
of the arrangements of movable types are inseparable from 
these great cultural forms and innovations of Renaissance 
experience.”163

In summary, the printing press brought about no less than 
the Scientific Revolution, Enlightenment and the Industrial 
Revolution – the very foundations of our western, mechanistic 
worldview. William Powers contends that it also played a 
key role in the break-up of the Church and the advent of the 
Reformation.164 Is the Internet going to have such an Earth-
shattering impact? 

Maybe it is in the arts that the advent of new media shows most 
quickly. “Our writing equipment takes part in the forming of 
our thoughts,” Nietzsche once said.165 McLuhan also used the 
example of the wire services as heralding new forms of art: 

“It becomes obvious that jazz belongs in that family of mosaic 
structures that reappeared in the Western world with the wire 
services. It belongs with symbolism in poetry, and with the 
many allied forms in painting and music.”166

Today the interactivity of the Internet is turning us all from 
consumers to prosumers, with everyone now able to write a 
blog, post pictures on Instagram, self publish or write a song 
on YouTube – or simply tweet.

Not everyone is satified with this massive unleashing of 
creative content. Communication expert Mary King thinks that: 

“The new technology is being promoted as a Sleeping Beauty 
story of imagination long dormant, woken by the kiss of a 
surprisingly affectionate human-computer interface. Among 
its many promoters, multimedia promises to wake us from 
our routine, uncreative existence, long cursed by one-way 
television, boring classroom lectures, stifling corporate 
hierarchy. Interactive media makes utopian promises about 
liberating the creative potential in all its users. In a weird sort 
of Pygmalion twist, it – the technology – is going to animate 
us – the humans.”167

What may be most damaging is the 
illusion that the Internet can turn any 

one of us into a mega star, a best-selling 
author, a music icon.
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If Gangnam Style can clock 3 billion views on YouTube, isn’t 
there hope for all of us? For Theodore Roszak, Allen Kanner and 
Mary Gomes: 

“Most people will never understand how their computer works. 
Thus they cannot directly participate in the great technological 
adventure” … buying something is the second best thing to 
making it. In this way the act of consuming technology becomes 
embedded in the consumer false-self as a substitute for real 
creativity.”168

We are indeed far from the pride and the deep inner satisfaction 
of the artisan polishing his or her latest creation.

The mixed experience brought along by the Internet has led 
to hybrid forms of art like the ‘vooks’, which mix e-books 
and video contents, or the ‘keitai shousetsu’ – the Japanese 
cell phone novels – defined as “a novel which is specifically 
designed for reading on a mobile phone and transmitted 
through text messages or e-mails,” and which features the 
ubiquitous emoticons.169 

It would be tempting to dismiss such new art forms but Van 
Gogh and Charlie Parker are here to remind us that quick 
judgements are not always the wisest ones. At any rate, the 
trail-blazers of tomorrow are more likely to translate the new 
structures of thought created by Internet into the traditional 
mediums – music, painting, sculpture, etc – redefining them in 
the process. In the end humans and technology are in a dance, 
feeding off each other and moving forward together. What must 
be genuinely asked however is what the accelerating rhythm of 
that dance does to humans in their relations to one another 
and, crucially, to planet Earth?
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Before anybody else, in 1964, McLuhan foresaw what was 
coming:

“During the mechanical ages we had extended our bodies in 
space. Today, after more than century of electric technology, 
we have extended our central nervous system in a global 
embrace, abolishing both space and time as far as our 
planet is concerned. Rapidly, we approach the final phase 
of the extension of man – the technological simulation of 
consciousness, when the creative process of knowing will be 
collectively and corporately extended to the whole of human 
society, much as we had extended our senses and our nerves 
by the various media”170 …  Having extended or translated our 
central nervous system into the electromagnetic technology, 
it is but a further stage to transfer our consciousness to the 
computer world as well.”171

With Internet, artificial intelligence and virtual reality we have 
now entered that stage. McLuhan thought that humans were 
now wearing their brains outside themselves: 

“With the arrival of electric technology, man extended, or set 
outside himself, a live model of the central nervous system 
itself.”172 … In the electric age, we wear all mankind as our 
skin.”173 

For McLuhan, the inevitable consequence of the extension of 
our brains was the creation of a single consciousness: 

“If the work of the city is the remaking or translating of man 
into a more suitable form than his nomadic ancestors achieved, 
then might not our current translation of our entire lives into 
the spiritual form of information seem to make of the entire 
globe, and of the human family, a single consciousness?”174 … 
Electric writing and speed pour upon [Man], instantaneously 
and continuously, the concerns of all other men. He becomes 
tribal once more. The human family becomes one tribe again.”175 

When we step into that liminal threshold called ‘the Web’, 
we undeniably have the feeling of entering a space shared 
with all humanity, a giant agora where we are both actor and 
spectator, and which very much behaves like a single organism 
of many parts. Indeed for Teilhard de Chardin, the discovery of 
electromagnetism was a ‘prodigious biological event’. ‘This is 
the new world of the global village”, said McLuhan.176 But this 
extension of ourselves is not without its difficulties: 

“All technology has the Midas touch. When a community 

develops some extension of itself, it tends to allow all other 
functions to be altered to accommodate that form177 … Every 
new technology creates new stresses and needs in the human 
beings who have engendered it.”178 

Two obvious stresses of this global 
consciousness are immediacy and loss of 

privacy.

“The Internet wants us to know, and it wants us to know 
right now,” says professor Anthony Aguirre.179 Sixty per cent 
of Internet users expect a website on mobile phones to load 
in 3 seconds, 74 per cent wait a maximum of five seconds.180 
Emotions are running high:

“People become instant in their response of piety or fury when 
they must share the common extension of the central nervous 
system with the whole of humankind”.181

This has been observed countless times recently, with people 
quick to vent their emotions in chain reactions catching like 
wild fire – as in the Kony video mentioned earlier, in Bring Back 
Our Girls or in the hounding of Caroline Criado Perez by so-
called trolls in the Jane Austen Twitter row.182 The paradoxical 
proximity associated with distance that is a typical feature of 
the Internet amplifies the echo. As social psychologist David 
Mayers says: 

“As the Internet connects the like-minded and pools their 
ideas, white supremacists may become more racist. In the 
echo chambers of virtual world, as in real worlds, separation + 
conversation = polarization.”183

It is indeed much easier to jump the gun on screen than on 
the phone or, a fortiori, in person. The cloak of anonymity can 
often reveal the best or the worst in a person. Psychologist 
Paul Bloom thinks that: 

“The Internet apparently evokes the same social impulse that 
arises in face-to-face interactions. If someone is lost and asks 
you for directions, you are unlikely to refuse or to lie. The 
proffering of information on the Internet is the extension of 
this everyday altruism.”184

Unfortunately, not everyone professes such altruism. The 
barrage of abuse and insult that some people face for just 
expressing their views – usually journalists, writers or bloggers 

1.3 / IS THE INTERNET CHANGING US
1.3.2 A GLOBAL CONSCIOUSNESS
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commenting on racism, sexism or feminism – can reach 
horrendous proportions. Lindy West, a self-professed feminist 
writer who was harassed by a troll usurping her dead father’s 
identity, has these chilling words:

“Sometimes the hate trickles in slowly, just one or two 
messages a day. But other times, when I’ve written something 
particularly controversial (ie feminist) – like, say, my critique of 
men feeling entitled to women’s time and attention, or literally 
anything about rape – the harassment comes in a deluge. It 
floods my Twitter feed, my Facebook page, my email, so fast 
that I can’t even keep up (not that I want to).”185 

The loss of privacy is also inevitable. In a village, global or 
not, everybody knows everybody and the anonymity of the 
city, which we have taken so much for granted, might have 
been just a bleep in humanity’s evolution. The problem now 
facing all of us is how to protect what remains of that privacy. 
Notwithstanding the Snowden revelations, which exposed the 
extent of state digital spying, we must also contend with what 
surfaces on the Web without our knowledge or approval. As 
Aaron Balick says: 

“Today there is nothing unusual about Googling a potential 
date, an employer or employee, a partner’s ex-partner, or even 
one’s psychotherapist. As each person has little control about 
what is collated, the Google search provides only a fragmented 
view of someone through the elements of his or her life that 
happens to have gone online.”186

In that sense, the EU ruling about the ‘right-to-be-forgotten’ 
raises pertinent questions about the nature of the Net itself: 
should it be a public space where one can nonetheless have a 
modicum of control and manage one’s privacy, or should it be 
a vast, free-for-all canvas where anything goes, unencumbered 
with any sort of policing, whether by the State, corporations 
or private individuals? As young blogger James Bridle however 
points out, through the interaction of technology and man-
made contents, we may already have reached a point of no 
return:

“We have built a world which operates at scale, where human 
oversight is simply impossible, and no manner of inhuman 
oversight will [be able to] counter [it]… This is a deeply dark 
time, in which the structures we have built to sustain ourselves 
are being used against us — all of us — in systematic and 
automated ways… It presents many and complexly entangled 
dangers, including that, just as with the increasing focus on 
alleged Russian interference in social media, such events will 
be used as justification for increased control over the internet, 
increasing censorship, and so on. This is not what many of us 
want”.187

As always, money talks. The genius of early website developers 
has been to understand that, contrary to classic economic 
models, the Web was going to be free, and that in that very 

gratuity laid the way to make money. Attract the users with 
a free service and monetize it with corporations through 
advertising. In numbers we trust. As Aaron Balick, quoting 
Naughton, says:188

“On the Internet if the service is free then 
you are the product.”  

And the service usually is free. Derek Wyatt, of the Oxford 
Internet Institute, is explicit about the Faustian pact that we 
have all made:189

“By and large, the most popular internet companies like Apple, 
Google, Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook reside in the US. As 
such they are protected by the first amendment of the US 
constitution.190 For access to their software, we all did a deal. 
We ticked a box which gave us their services free, and in return 
they use our data and make an enormous financial killing from 
it.”

Being fair game is the real price to pay, and the strategies 
to mine this data are becoming ever more pervasive. In 2014 
Twitter introduced its ‘app graph’, which tracks people’s 
smartphones’ other apps – all for its avowed users’ benefit of 
course: 

“To help build a more personal Twitter experience for you.” 
Although also admitting that it would: 

“Boost its advertising business by showing you more relevant 
promoted content.”191

Translation: your fix of 280 characters is being laced with ads 
for products that you do not yet know that you want. Facebook 
took it one step further in its experiment carried out on 700,ooo 
people – without their consent or knowledge - in which:

“It manipulated users‘ news feeds to see whether it would 
affect their emotions.”192

For Nicholas Carr, Google’s business model is crystal clear:193

“As people spend more time and do more things online, they see 
more ads and they disclose more information about themselves 
– and Google rakes in more money… Nearly everything the 
company does is aimed at reducing the cost and expanding 
the scope of Internet use. Google wants information to be free 
because, as the cost of information falls, we all spend more 
time looking at computer screens and the company’s profits 
go up.” 

In the name of gratuity, we have all accepted to have a picture 
of our home – the ultimate private space – put on display for 
all to see on Google Street View. This, truly, is the global village.
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Is the Net however starting to bite its tail? Some government 
agencies seem to think so: 

“Initially considered obsolete in the 
digital age, typewriters are experiencing a 

slow but noticeable resurgence.”

“Type a document and lock it away and more or less the only 
way anyone else can get it is if you give it to them. This is why 
the Russians have decided to go back to typewriters in some 
government offices, and why in the US, some departments have 
never abandoned them.”194

Like it or not, the weaving of our lives into ubiquitous digital 
connectedness is not here to stop – quite the contrary. We are 
indeed caught in the Web, and the question is how to keep the 
spider at bay. A 2014 PEW Research asked 2,558 ‘experts’ to give 
their thoughts about digital life in 2025. Here are some of their 
findings: 

“The world is moving rapidly towards ubiquitous connectivity 
that will further change how and where people associate, gather 
and share information. [These experts] foresee an ambient 
information environment where accessing the Internet will be 
effortless and most people will tap into it so easily it will flow 
through their lives like electricity.”195

They predict mobile, wearable, and embedded computing will 
be tied together in the Internet of Things, allowing people and 
their surroundings to tap into artificial intelligence-enhanced 
cloud-based information storage and sharing. Most believe 
there will be: 

• A global, immersive, invisible, ambient networked computing 
environment built through the continued proliferation of smart 
sensors, cameras, software, databases, and massive data 
centres in a world-spanning information fabric known as the 
Internet of Things. 

• ‘Augmented reality’ enhancements to the real-world input 
that people perceive through the use of portable/wearable/
implantable technologies. 

• Tagging, databasing, and intelligent analytical mapping of the 
physical and social realms.

A last off-the-cuff thought to conclude this chapter. Speaking 
of consciousness and its expansion, it is interesting to note 
that the two foremost ‘dervishes’ of our time, Steve Jobs 
and Bill Gates, have both been recreational users of LSD in 
their younger age, especially Jobs.196 Which might lead one to 
cheekily ask whether Internet was the child of flower power? 
Were acidheads the harbingers of the digital revolution? 
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We all have experiences of sitting in a restaurant next to a 
couple endlessly checking their smartphones, impervious to 
each other’s presence, of having friends for dinner with one 
eye across the table and the other checking e-mails on their 
knees, of family gatherings with kids glued to their screens, 
of business meetings where smartphones rule… the list is 
endless. What is happening to us? Why this compulsion? 

Says Jonathan Crary: 

“Because of the infinity of content accessible 24/7 … there 
will always be something online more informative, surprising, 
funny, divertive, impressive than anything in one’s immediate 
circumstances.”197

We will explore several themes in this chapter but they can 
all be gathered under the banner of the ‘externalization of 
the self’, the fact that digital technology, especially since it’s 
been available on the move, is vampirizing our attention and 
our faculties, sucking the blood from what makes life precious: 
experiencing each instant with one’s whole being– relentlessly 
throwing us outside of ourselves, so to speak, cannibalizing our 
awareness, with our inner life a major casualty in the process.

Remember! Souviens-toi! Spendthrift! Esto memor!
(My metal throat can speak all languages.)
Minutes, blithesome mortal, are bits of ore
That you must not release without extracting the gold!
The Clock, Charles Baudelaire

Buckminster Fuller once remarked: 

“I am convinced that human continuance depends entirely 
upon the intuitive wisdom of each and every individual, on the 
individual’s informedness, the individual’s integrity of speaking 
and acting only in the individual’s own, within, self intuited and 
reasoned initiative, the individual’s never joining action with 
others as motivated only by crowd-engendered emotionalism, 
or by a sense of the crowd power to overwhelm”.198

Why do we have this nagging feeling that Internet’s over-
consumption draws us in the exact opposite direction?

1.3 / IS THE INTERNET CHANGING US
1.3.3 THE EXTERNALIZATION OF SELF
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Alnoor Ladha is a founding member of The Rules; a global 
network of activists, writers, researchers, coders and others 
focused on the root causes of inequality, poverty and climate 
change. 

Could you start by telling us a bit about yourself and your work 
with The Rules?

We try to connect the dots between the various issues that are 
happening in the world to reveal the underlying antagonist: the 
economic operating system itself. We work to help popularize 
more radical ideas into the mainstream, and make them feel like 
common sense. We also work directly with social movements 
in a supporting role. By focusing on both the meta worldview 
and local struggles, it helps us better see how we are not just 
fighting a land rights struggle in India, or tax justice struggle in 
Kenya, or a pipeline in North Dakota; but rather, we are fighting 
the logic of neoliberal capitalism itself.

How do we continue to use social media and the Internet 
without the misuse of our data and the hijacking of our profiles?

The moral question we must ask ourselves is what do we 
want our relationship with technology to be: individually, as a 
community, and at a societal level? Do I believe technology is 
out of control and a huge part of the problem? Yes. Of course. 
However, it is unfeasible to think we can return to a society 
without technology. At least before collapse.

It’s always a good idea to start with a Terence McKenna quote: 
“culture is not your friend,” he reminded us. Culture is a set 
of calcified beliefs that are ratified by our complacency to 
challenge these norms. Are we going to examine our privilege? 
Are we going to try to comprehend or feel the destruction, 
which is being reaped on our planet? This destruction is 
directly proportionate to the benefits received by those 
countries (and pre-nation state geographies) that have had 
a 5000-year head-start in totalitarian agriculture, 1000 years 
of colonialism, imperialism, slavery and genocide. We are the 
heirs of that legacy. As Thomas Pogge points out, how can we 
reap the fruits of our ancestor’s sins but not inherent any of 
the responsibility?

Once we have come to the conclusion that we do not want 
to make this bargain, we become critical of the culture that 
has incubated our ignorance. The moral position around 
technology is not ‘how do I walk away from technology’ but 

rather how do we become less dependent on it and synthesise 
the best aspects of it to build a transition infrastructure to the 
post-capitalist worlds. 

Could you describe what the Wetiko virus is? Is our obsession 
with technology a symptom of the Wetiko virus?

Wetiko is an ancient concept coming from various First Nations’ 
traditions in North America. Wetiko was a word that existed 
before the term cannibalism. When there was famine among 
tribes or a tribe member found themselves alone in the 
wilderness and ended up eating another person’s flesh, the 
result was the Wetiko disease. There were two main outcomes 
of Wetiko: one was the unnatural desire to continue to eat more 
flesh even when there was an abundance of food, and the other 
was an icy heart and lack of empathy. Something shifts in you 
once you taste the flesh of your brethren for the first time. The 
mind-virus of capitalism is the logical outcome and heir of 
Wetiko.

We went from trusting the bounty of our Mother when were 
hunter-gatherers to becoming sedentary extractors of the land 
and seeing it as a resource rather than the source of all life. At 
this moment we become the ungrateful, cannibalistic children 
of Gaia.

Technology is an aspect of a culture that is born out of the 
Wetiko virus. Technology is a subservient subset of the 
economic system. And the operating system is dependent on 
its prime directive of growth. Economists and politicians tell 
us the global economy must grow by 3% a year just to stay 
afloat. At this rate the global economy doubles in size every 
20 years, which is of course, unfathomable. And yet the system 
straight-jackets us into believing there is no other option. We 
are paralysed. Our economic system is a form of distributed 
fascism where we have all become carriers of Wetiko.

How should we reflect to rid ourselves of this virus?

The first step is to dis-identify with your host culture. Patriotism, 
nationalism and all forms of rigid ideology play a brutal role 
in our indoctrination and complicity with the system. One of 
the potential antidotes is to start becoming self-aware of the 
true history of humanity, Western culture and technology. The 
great leaps in progress that we have observed did not happen 
independent of great plunder, destruction, war, violence and 
rape. One has to start asking first principle questions such as: 

INTERVIEW
ALNOOR LADHA
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What is the role of technology in serving its master, Capital? 
What is the logic of the market economy? The answer is all 
around us. The logic of capitalism is short-termist, greedy, 
extractive and life-destroying.

The second step is to start seeing technology as the offspring 
of culture. If we see technology as a by-product of culture 
and capitalism, then we can shift the way we interact with 
technology. 

Perhaps we will start asking who is actually deciding what 
technology is created and what are the priorities of research? 
As David Graeber reminds us, we thought we would have flying 
cars by now, but in fact the height of our technological prowess 
has brought us 140 characters on Twitter. Who decided that our 
collective resources, endowments and skills would be directed 
in this way?

The third step is an enquiry around the concomitant effects 
of technology. When we created the automobile we didn’t 
realise that it would also create the modern city, the motorized 
highway system, the two-garaged house, our fossil fuel 
addiction, the wars in the Middle East, and in some ways the 
hippy revolution. In the same way, we have no idea what the 
effects of artificial intelligence or virtual reality will be in 5 or 
10 or 20 years. Part of this line of enquiry is to hold a very big 
self-reflective question as a generation and a civilization: given 
our relationship with technology, what kind of ancestors do we 
want to be? And even more pertinently, what kind of ancestors 
are we already becoming?

There is a huge bias across digital technology. Historic 
prejudices are amplified within the data used to build 
technology. Is there a simple solution to this inequality or do 
we need to address the system as a whole?

This is a difficult conundrum. 70% of the global population now 
lives in the southern hemisphere, half of which are under the 
age of 30. We have the youngest, most southern population in 
the history of humanity so in some sense the revolution can 
and will happen from the global South.

People are benefiting short-term from the access to knowledge 
that comes with the Internet or mobile telephony or tools such 
as Wikipedia. But in some ways we must understand that this 
culture best serves those who built it. The desire to assimilate 
the majority world into cyborgs can be seen as a corollary to 
the idea of financial inclusion which tries to convert free people 
into consumptive capitalists, ultimately trapping us all within 
the debt-based neoliberal economy. And at the same time, we 
should use the masters tools, and any means necessary, to free 
ourselves from capitalism and create the new infrastructures 
and the new stories. 

Earthing is a method to physically reconnect with Earth. 
Have you had experience of its benefits and is it a step in our 
individual reconnection? 

There is a physical aspect to reconnection, but my approach 
starts from the idea that we must de-program ourselves from 
modern culture in a more holistic way. Anything one can do 
to shake the dominant culture’s norming and socialisation is 
critical and necessary. Whether that is walking barefoot in 
Nature, gifting something to a stranger, boundary dissolving 
through the use of psychedelics or other shamanic initiations 
– we must do everything in our power to remove ourselves 
from the shackles of identification with the death-machine of 
modernity. 

The last thing I want to say is that we should not underestimate 
the powers that we are up against. There is a W.H Auden line 
from The Age of Anxiety that says:

“We would rather be ruined than changed
We would rather die in our dread
Than climb the cross of the moment
And let our illusions die.”

This is the motto of the power elites, of the 1%. They would 
rather destroy the entire planet than let their delusions die. 
We must uphold, refine, amplify and cultivate a sophisticated 
critique of power, culture and technology, because ultimately, 
they are products of a psychotic, kamikaze establishment that 
will hoard and consume its way to our collective demise. We 
have to return to the primacy of Mother Earth, of our bodies, 
our plant teachers and allies, our communities, our Indigenous 
Wisdoms, our connection to the web of Life, and our forgotten 
abilities to enter the presence of the eternal now.
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A- THE 24/7 CULTURE
“The huge portion of our lives that we spend asleep, freed 
from a morass of simulated needs, subsists as one of the 
great human affronts to the voraciousness of contemporary 
capitalism.” (Jonathan Crary)199

But there is hope on the horizon for hardcore liberalism. Indeed 
a 2014 study noted that:200

“Online shopping sees 30 per cent rise between midnight and 
6am”. 

The rules of engagement have been redefined by the advent of 
the smartphones. 

“Brisk trade in the wee hours reflects ‘the degree to which 
customers are always on’”, rejoiced John Lewis’ managing 
director. “[Tablets and smartphones] are much more portable, 
so you are able to take them to bed in a way you would never 
have dreamed of doing with a laptop.”201

One cannot but notice the irony of using the word “dreamed” 
in this context. 

Our constant connectedness is turning into an assault on 
sleep. Recent research has shown that the number of people 
who wake themselves up once or more at night to check their 
messages or data is growing exponentially.202

Waking up at night to indulge one’s addiction – isn’t it how we 
used to expose the real smokers among us? Jonathan Crary 
believes: 

“Sleeplessness is the state in which producing, consuming, and 

discarding occur without pause, hastening the exhaustion of 
life and the depletion of natural resources.”203

Sleep cannot be eliminated”, continues Crary. “But it can be 
wrecked and despoiled. The average North American adult now 
sleeps approximately 6.5 hours a night, an erosion from eight 
hours a generation ago, and (hard as it is to believe), down from 
ten hours in the early XXth century”.204

We have seen in the first part how important sleep was 
for health and how crucial was the necessity to respect 
the circadian rhythms – in particular for the production of 
melatonin. The fear of losing ‘a good deal’ on eBay, the anxiety 
attached to missing out on something important – a news item, 
a message from a friend on the other side of the planet – the 
compulsion to play one more game, the e-mail that should 
have arrived in the evening, but did not, these are some of the 
countless reasons that insidiously hang at the back of the mind 
when going to bed and which inevitably pop up in the middle of 
the night. Especially with the smartphone next to the bed, as 
a constant, enticing, alluring presence. It’s all just a click away, 
and teens are particularly vulnerable.

A 2014 study by the Finnish National 
Institute for Health and Welfare on 1 

million 13-17 years-old found record levels 
of insomnia. 

As Erkki Kronholm stated: 

“We suspected that sleeplessness may have increased in recent 
years, but we never expected the findings to be so great.” … 
“Every schoolchild in the country has a smartphone nowadays, 
something that has been proven to disrupt sleep patterns.”205

Energy drinks and screen time do indeed make for a deadly 
cocktail. Studies show that exposure to bright light from the 
screens of tablets, computers and mobile phones can halt the 
production of melatonin and prevent sleep.206 The WHO reckons 
that 20 per cent of teenage girls and 10 per cent of teenage 
boys in Finland now suffer from chronic fatigue, at a time in 
their lives which is critical for the development of the brain, 
setting a blue print for future emotional and psychological 
coping mechanisms. 

And increasing the risk of depression, 
diabetes, obesity and cardiovascular 

diseases, which have all been associated 
with sleeplessness.

While McLuhan pointed out long ago that “the electric light 
ended the regime of night and day”,207 the apparition of the 
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Internet is taking us several notches further. Professor Anthony 
Aguirre sums it up very pertinently: 

“The bright light of the Internet deprives us of spending time in 
the fertile mystery of the dark.”208

The greatest philosophers have always recognized the 
importance of the dark – and of the night - to fecundate the 
day. For Nietzsche: 

“The world is deep, deeper than the day can comprehend.” 
David Whyte expresses it beautifully:

“Time to go into the dark, where the night has eyes to recognize 
its own …

The night will give a horizon further than you can see …
Sometimes it takes darkness and the sweet confinement of 
your aloneness to learn.”

For a growing number of the population not only does the 
Internet take away darkness, but it deprives of necessary 
aloneness too (while sometimes fostering loneliness). 

As Heidegger pointed out, 

“we are turning night into day, and day 
into harassed unrest.”

The ubiquitous urban orange glow now hiding the wonders of 
the night sky from view is a poignant illustration of this fact.

B- THE SCATTERING OF ATTENTION
The very term that we use when we go on the Internet - 
‘browsing’ - encapsulates the nature of our interaction with 
the medium. The Oxford Dictionary defines ‘to browse’ as such: 

1) Survey goods for sale in a leisurely and casual way.
2)  Scan through a text, website, or collection of datato gain an 
impression of the contents.
3) (Of an animal) feed on leaves, twigs, or other high-growing 
vegetation.209

The definition above is interesting, both for its content and for 
its form. Let us start with content. ‘Leisurely’, ‘casual’, ‘scan’; all 
convey notions of fleetingness, lacking commitment and depth. 
An Italian study on the effects of advertising on Internet users 
gives a similar but wider definition of browsing (Marchionini, 
1995): 

“Browsing is a process where information is continuously 
examined and assessed through rapid and frequent judgments 
of relevance. Browsing can be directed, when the target of the 

search is sharply defined and the process is very systematic; 
semidirected, when the target is not clearly defined and the 
process is less systematic; and undirected (or surfing), when 
there is no specific goal and very little focus. Novak, Hoffman, 
and Duhachek (2003) differentiate goal-directed browsing (i.e. 
directed and semidirected) from undirected browsing in terms 
of motivation (extrinsic vs. intrinsic), involvement (situational 
vs. enduring), benefits (utilitarian vs. hedonic), nature 
(cognitive and work vs. affective and fun), and type of shopping 
(planned purchases vs. compulsive or impulse shopping). 
In fact, a reason people engage in undirected browsing is 
to fulfil emotional needs, where browsing is often driven by 
opportunities, curiosity, entertainment.”210

Marchionini (1995) highlighted several limitations of browsing: 

(a) It poses a high attentional demand on individuals, 

(b) Users have to cope with information overload, 

(c) It offers plenty of opportunities for distraction through 
information that is tangential to one’s goal, and 

(d) Users may suffer consequences of ‘cognitive inertia’, the 
tendency to follow available paths of evidence rather than 
examining alternative or contrary directions. Because of these 
limitations, attention scarcity is a major issue when browsing 
the web.

‘Attention scarcity’ – this might be one of the major effects of 
the Internet experience on the user. Nicholas Carr states that: 

“By combining many different kinds of information on a single 
screen, the multimedia Net fragments content and disrupts our 
concentration…”

“Whenever we turn on our computer, 
we are plunged into an ecosystem of 

interruption technologies.” 211

This is nowhere better illustrated than with the hyperlinks: 

“Links don’t just point us to related or supplemental works; 
they propel us towards them.”212

Which brings us back to our definition of ‘browse’ and to its 
form. Let us read it again, not in linear mode this time but in 
typical Internet fashion (imaginary inner dialogue):

1) Survey goods for sale in a leisurely and casual way

Leisurely? What do they mean by that -in our leisure time? Let’s 
find out. Clicking on the hyperlink and we get Leisurely: Acting 
or done at leisure; unhurried or relaxed.213 ‘Relaxed’ – OK, clear.
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On the right hand side of the ‘Leisurely’ page is the following 
intimation: “Get more from Oxford dictionaries. Find out 
more”.214 OK why not, let’s find out more: Hmm, free subscription 
for one year. Should I go for it? Will think about it. OK, where 
was I? Ah yes, ‘leisurely’. No, that is done. ‘Browse’.

1) Survey goods for sale in a leisurely and casual way. 
No, done that.

2) Scan through a text, website, or collection of data to gain an 
impression of the contents.
Data? Clicking on the hyperlink
Data: 

1) Facts and statistics collected together for reference or 
analysis.

1.1) The quantities, characters, or symbols on which operations 
are performed by a computer, which may be stored and 
transmitted in the form of electrical signals and recorded on 
magnetic, optical, or mechanical recording media.

1.2) (Philosophy) Things known or assumed as facts, making the 
basis of reasoning or calculation.215

Philosophy, huh? Oops, E-mail alert – Joan sending me a link 
to a funny YouTube video. Must watch, she says. After watching 
3mns 32s of the 11mns 13s. Ah yes, very funny. OK, where was 
I? ‘Data’. Why ‘Data’? Ah yes, remember. ‘Browse’. Good. Done.

The Internet is often lauded for its efficiency – all information 
at a fingertip, no time lost in unearthing it, no more trips to the 
library or to the shops – and it is an undeniable convenience. 
But might there be another side to the story? For Will Powers, 

“Digital work appears to happen at lightning speed, but only 
because we conflate the speed of our gadgets with the speed 
of our thoughts. In fact, it’s the way screens allow us to shift 
rapidly among tasks that winds up slowing down our execution 
of the tasks themselves, due to the recovery problem. It’s a 
false efficiency, a grand illusion.”216

These constant distractions – hyperlinks, ads, alerts, and 
countless more- have immediate consequences. Nicholas Carr: 

“Psychologists tell us that when you abandon a mental task 
to attend to an interruption, your emotional and cognitive 
engagement with the main task immediately begins to decay, 
and the longer and more distracting the interruption, the 
harder it is to reverse this process.”217 Besides, 

“Frequent interruptions scatter our 
thoughts, weaken our memory, and make 

us tense and anxious.”

“...The more complex the train of thought we’re involved in, the 
greater the impairment the distractions cause.”218

For Powers:

“We find it increasingly hard to concentrate on any task for 
more than a few minutes... It is estimated that unnecessary 
interruptions and consequent recovery time now eat up an 
average of 28 percent of the working day.”219

According to productivity consultant Nathan Zeldes, 70 per 
cent of e-mails are read within six seconds of arrival.220

William Powers Says:

“It’s a dismal indicator of how we let ourselves be driven by 
external interruptions….Although we think of our screens as 
productivity tools, they actually undermine the serial focus 
that’s the essence of productivity.”221

Aaron Ballick, citing Turkle (2011), thinks something more 
insidious is at play:222

“Multitasking feels good because the body rewards it with 
neurochemicals that induce a multitasking ‘high’. The high 
deceives multitaskers into thinking they are being especially 
productive. In search of the high, they want to do even more…. 
we fell in love with what technology made easy. Our bodies 
colluded.”

We are left in the position of the hare of ‘The Tortoise and the 
Hare’ fame – going fast but losing sight of the goal. For Nicholas 
Carr, Google, the largest navigational tool of the Internet, feeds 
and encourages this:

“speedy, superficial skimming of information… [discourages] 
any deep, prolonged engagement. ‘Our goal is to get users in 
and out really quickly’, says a Google executive, ‘all our design 
decisions are based on that strategy’. The faster we surf 
across the surface of the Web – the more links we click and 
pages we read – the more opportunities Google gains to collect 
information about us and to feed us advertisements. Every 
click we make on the Web marks a break in our concentration, 
a bottom-up disruption of our attention. Google is, quite 
literally, in the business of distraction”.223

By collecting data about users and devising algorithms that 
determine what is most likely to catch their eye, social media 
platforms keep users scrolling and clicking ad infinitum. And, 
as The Economist remarks, “the result is compelling: one study 
found that users in rich countries touch their phones 2,600 
times a day”.224

The Net, by design, scatters our attention to the fourcorners 
of the screen and – ‘the medium is the message’ - we then 
inevitably carry this attention deficit disorder into our daily 
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lives. To illustrate this, cyber-theorist Stone has coined the 
phrase “continuous partial attention”, which he describes as 
such: 

“To pay continuous partial attention is to pay partial attention 
– CONTINUOUSLY… Another way of saying this is that we want 
to connect and be connected. We want to effectively scan 
for opportunity and optimize for the best opportunities, 
activities, and contacts, in any given moment. To be busy, to 
be connected, is to be alive, to be recognized, and to matter. 
We pay continuous partial attention in an effort NOT TO MISS 
ANYTHING. It is an always-on, anywhere, anytime, any place 
behaviour that involves an artificial sense of constant crisis. 
We are always in high alert when we pay continuous partial 
attention.”226

In short, it becomes increasingly difficult to live a moment in 
full – we are, unconsciously, constantly expecting the screen 
to come alive with fresh, new, interesting stuff. Says Nicholas 
Carr: 

“The Net turns us into lab rats constantly pressing levers to get 
tiny pellets of social or intellectual nourishment.”227

But what we want is not necessarily what we need. We manifest 
this disorder into our interactions with others too. Says 
Balick:228

 “The function of ubiquity results in people choosing to connect 
with technology even when in the company of others.”

Turkle (2011) describes the effect of mobile devices on 
interpersonal relationships in the way that they have made 
each of us ‘pausable’:

“Our face-to-face conversations are routinely interrupted 
by incoming calls and text messages… in the new etiquette, 
turning away from those in front of you to answer a mobile 
phone or respond to a text has become close to the norm. When 
someone holds a phone, it can be hard to know if you have that 
person’s attention. A parent, a partner or child glances down 
and is lost to another place, often without realizing that they 
have taken leave.”229

The new human has arrived -Homo Distractus, as William 
Powers calls him.230

C- INFORMATION OVERLOAD
Two major features of the Internet greatly contribute to the 
hammering of our attention: speed and volume. In the 1990s, 
the Internet became known as the information superhighway 
and indeed on entering the Internet, one has the feeling of 
suddenly experiencing an acceleration in pace, of riding an 

Source: ‘Disruption and Recovery of 
Computing Tasks: Field Study, Analysis, 
and Directions’ report. 225
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unbridled horse. Things have to be done quickly, somehow. “I 
should be reading a lot – only I don’t. I skim, I scroll. I have very 
little patience for long, drawn-out, nuanced arguments,” says 
Nicholas Carr:231

“Digital immersion has even affected the way [the young] 
absorb information. They don’t necessarily read a page from 
left to right and from top to bottom. They might instead skip 
around, scanning for pertinent information of interest.” 
McLuhan: 

“All meaning alters with acceleration, because all patterns 
of personal and political interdependence change with any 
acceleration of information.”232 

As Woody Allen would comment after taking a speed-reading 
course and reading War and Peace in one evening: 

“It was about some Russians.”233

“How different it all is from the feeling one has upon entering a 
library”, says Nicholas Carr: 

“Where books are patiently waiting, sometimes for years, for 
the right reader to come along: take your time, they seem to be 
whispering, we’re not going anywhere.”234

The sheer size of the Internet, the 
seemingly infinite information it provides 

– which makes it so attractive – is now 
overwhelming us. 

As one writer says:

“The Internet dispenses information the way a ketchup bottle 
dispenses ketchup. At first there was too little; now there is too 
much”.235

Information Overload (IO), as it is called, is seriously affecting 
productivity at work and companies are starting to pay 
attention. A 2008 Basex study estimated that IO cost the US 
economy more than $900 billion per year: 

“Information Overload causes markedly lower productivity, 
diminished comprehension levels, compromised concentration 
levels, and less innovation. It also causes health problems: 
35 per cent of knowledge workers experience work-related 
back and/or neck pain, carpal tunnel syndrome, eye strain, 
headaches, or stress related symptoms.”236

A study found that an influx of emails and phone calls may 
reduce workers’ IQ by 10 points – more than by smoking 
marijuana.237 For Nathan Zeldes, head of the Information 
Overload Research Group, a gathering of industry practitioners, 

academic researchers, consultants and other professionals 
who are dedicated to reducing Information pollution: 

“The tidal wave of data is drowning us.”238

Zeldes, who made an extensive study of the company Intel, 
estimate that workers are losing almost 30 per cent of their 
time into info overload. Infomania is another name ascribed to 
the phenomena: 

“Infomania is the mental state of continuous stress and 
distraction caused by the combination of queued messaging 
overload and incessant interruptions. This phenomenon places 
knowledge workers and managers worldwide in a chronic state 
of mental overload. People afflicted by Infomania are well 
aware they are in trouble, yet they nurture a feeling that they 
should stay the course and not fight back. They rationalize 
that the modern world revolves around communication, so 
they must always be connected or lose vital information. Many 
believe that there is no better way.”239

Zeldes continues: 

“The problem encompasses two distinct yet interlinked 
causative phenomena:

• Distraction/interruptions: On average, knowledge workers can 
expect three minutes of uninterrupted work on any task before 
being interrupted and they face a major interruption every 
eleven minutes, while the time to return to an interrupted task 
is 25 minutes. Sources of interruption include e–mail, instant 
messages, phone calls, text messages, co–workers, and other 
distractions. The majority of these distractions are attended 
to immediately.

• E-mail overload: Intel employees spend an average of some 
three hours per day processing e–mail. About 30 percent of 
messages (one million per day) are unnecessary. This e–mail 
barrage taxes employees’ resources and reduces time they 
can devote to their primary work. It also places them in a 
frustrating, unending rat race.

While most people we interviewed admit this problem is driving 
them to distraction, few appreciate the extent of the damage. 
However, the impact of Infomania extends far beyond actual 
time expended on e–mail processing and manifests as:

1. Direct loss of productive time
2. Reduced mental capacity
3. Disappearance of quality ‘Thinking Time’
4. Breakdown of organizational processes
5. Reduced quality of life.

Will Powers talks of ‘e-mail apnea’: 

“E-mail apnea is a form of shallow breathing while checking 
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e-mail that, in some extreme cases, leads to an increase in 
stress-related disease.”240

No doubt we all experience this anxious feeling of being 
left behind in our e-mails, of having missed something - of 
being stuck in a permanent catch-up game where rest is just 
not an option. This high-octane rhythm can have dramatic 
consequences, as illustrated by the tragic suicide of Carsten 
Schloter, chief executive of Swisscom, in 2013. According to the 
Guardian: 

“Mr Schloter had discussed personal difficulties in a series 
of recent interviews, including the breakup of his marriage 
and the impossibility of switching off from work in a world 
dominated by smartphones. In an interview with the Schweiz 
on Sonntag newspaper he warned against today‘s increasingly 
24-hour business culture. He said: ‘The most dangerous thing 
that can happen is that you drop into a mode of permanent 
activity. When you permanently check your smartphone to see 
if there are any new emails, it leads to you not finding any rest 
whatsoever.’ He said he was struggling to find the free time 
in which to switch off his phone: ‘I notice in myself how I find 
it harder and harder to find the time to take my life down a 
gear.’”241

While it is by no means established that information overload 
was the main reason for Mr Schloter’s sorrowful end, his remark 
highlights how the anxiety generated by our impossibility 
to disengage does take a heavy toll on our lives- by simply 
denying us the space to process and reflect on our emotions, 
especially, and crucially, in times of hardship. 

D- WANTED: DEPTH AND DISTANCE
Our world has an ongoing fascination with the brain. “He/
she is a brain” – this is the ultimate compliment. The heart, 
by comparison, is uninteresting. It is a mere pump, it can be 
fixed, it can be replaced, it can even be artificial. Our society 
has mastered the heart. He/she might have a good heart but is 
never “a heart”. But the brain - here is something mysterious, 
still very much unknown, of a complexity that befuddles our 
Cartesian minds. And now, our brain has extended outside 
our skulls - although we are not much aware of it. Could our 
compulsion to connect digitally, to go online, have something 
to do with our fascination with the brain? Is connecting akin to 
partaking in the workings of a giant brain?

Whatever the pertinence of this question, the relentless 
attraction to the digital sphere is having a profound impact on 
our inner life. McLuhan used the myth of Narcissus to explain 
the attraction of technology: 

“It is this continuous embrace of our own technology in daily 
use that puts us in the role of subliminal awareness and 
numbness in relation to these images of ourselves.”242

We are in a trance and we don’t realize it. And for a good reason, 
says McLuhan: 

“It goes without saying that the universal ignoring of the 
psychic action of technology bespeaks some inherent function, 
some essential numbing of consciousness such as occurs under 
stress and shock conditions.”243

We are fascinated by the new technologies because, 
unbeknownst to us, they project us outside ourselves. In this 
very projection, however, we run the risk of losing the depth 
and distance that are necessary to attend to our inner lives. 
Philosopher Hannah Arendt has this to say: 

“Without that space or time of privacy away from the 
implacable bright light of the constant presence of others on 
the public scene, there could be no possibility of the nurturing 
of the singularity of the self, a self that could make substantive 
contribution to exchanges about the common good.”244

William Powers explains how he recovered that space when his 
phone suddenly died: 

“The more connected I was, the busier I became and this had 
two distinctly negative effects. First, as the gaps between my 
digital tasks disappeared, so did the opportunities for depth. 
Screen life became rush and superficial, a nonstop mental 
traffic jam. Second, because I was spending so much time in 
the digital sphere, I was less able to enjoy my own company and 
the places and people right around me… When my phone died, 
a space opened up between me and the rest of the world, and 
in that space my mind was able to settle down.”245

In the 19th century, William James wrote that experience, to be 
truly meaningful, depended,

 “on the capacity of the soul to be grasped, to have its life-
currents absorbed by what is given.”246

And as William Powers says: 

“That potential is lost when your days are spread so thin, 
busyness itself is your true occupation. If every moment is a 
traffic jam, it’s impossible to engage any experience with one’s 
whole self.”247

Some scholars go as far as to suggest that:

This distraction, this gaze constantly 
projected outside, renders us less 

able to experience the subtlest, most 
distinctively human forms of empathy, 

compassion, and other emotions. 
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Researcher Mary Yang thinks that: 

“For some kinds of thoughts, especially moral decision-making 
about other people’s social and psychological situations, we 
need to allow for adequate time and reflection. If things are 
happening too fast, you may not ever fully experience emotions 
about other people’s psychological states.”248

And Carr concludes: 

“It would be rash to jump to the conclusion that the Internet is 
undermining our moral sense. It would not be rash to suggest 
that as the Net reroutes our vital paths and diminishes our 
capacity for contemplation, it is altering the depth of our 
emotions as well as our thoughts.”249

It is also altering the very expression of these emotions and 
thoughts: 

“Our indulgence in the pleasures of informality and immediacy 
has led to a narrowing of expressiveness and a loss of 
eloquence.”250

For psychologist Robert Provine: 

“Readers seeking the literary subtleties of irony, paradox, 
sarcasm, or sweet sorrow are unlikely to find it in text 
messages.”251

Or even in emails, these hybrid forms of communication, half-
speaking half-writing, whose etiquette is not universally shared 
and which are so often misconstrued as soon as they strive for 
subtlety. Hence the ubiquitous use of emoticons and acronyms 
– LOL, OMG -, those crutches of language, which are left to 
carry the burden of conveying, in their crude and unpolished 
ways, the nuances that have gone missing. Interacting via 
screens also deprives us of the rich nonverbal communication 
that takes place when two or more persons are physically in 
presence of one another. In What every body is saying, Joe 
Navarro, an ex-FBI agent, wrote: 

“Nonverbal communication, often referred to as nonverbal 
behaviour or body language, is a means of transmitting 
information – just like the spoken word –except it is achieved 
through facial expressions, gestures, touching (haptics), 
physical movements (kinesics), posture, adornment (clothes, 
jewellery, hairstyle, tattoos, etc), and even the tone, timbre, 
and volume of an individual’s voice. Non verbal behaviours 
comprise approximately 60 to 65 per cent of all interpersonal 
communication, (…) with the body capable of giving off literally 
thousands of nonverbal ‘signals’ or messages.”252

Skype, at least, can make up for some of it.

“When our life ceases to be inward and private”, said Thoreau, 
“conversation degenerates into mere gossip.”253 Is this affecting 

our very capacity to be happy? The Transcendentalists thought 
so. Thoreau went to live for two years in the woods to try and 
regain the joy of living by living simply. As Thoreau scholar 
Bradley Dean puts it: “By simplifying our outward lives, we are 
freer and better able to expand and enrich our inward lives.”254 
But, as Jung said: “How difficult it is to be simple.” Emerson 
thought:

“to be truly happy and productive, you have to tune out the 
crowd and listen to the voices which we hear in solitude.”255

 “Truth dwells in the deeps”, said Schille. Simplex sigillum veri 
(‘The simple is the seal of the true’). 

Will Powers has a similar take: 

“Work, family, friendships, thinking, reading – so much of life 
is migrating to these machines with their ever-expanding 
universe of information and potential tasks…”

“But after a while, all that flitting around 
does something terrible to your inner 
life. It denies you the very thing you 

went to the screen for in the first place: 
happiness.” 256 

Does it make us more compliant too? If the first act of 
disobedience is contemplation, as is often said, are we 
losing the capacity to analyze, criticize, evaluate, create truly 
independent and thought-through reasoning? This question 
might be counter intuitive, given the role played by the Internet 
in the already-mentioned Arab spring revolutions – unless 
these movements actually show the power of the Internet 
to entrance? As Jordan Grafman, of the National Institute of 
Neurological Disorders and Stroke, puts it: 

“Our ability to multitask actually hampers our ability to think 
deeply and creatively. You become more likely to rely on 
conventional ideas and solutions rather than challenging them 
with original lines of thought.”257

In an interesting reversal of the trajectory of civilization we 
are, says Carr, 

“evolving from being cultivators of personal knowledge to 
being hunter-gatherers in the electronic data forest.”258 

That was an idea first mooted by McLuhan fifty years ago: 

“Man the food-gatherer reappears incongruously as 
information-gatherer. In this role, electronic man is no less a 
nomad than his paleolithic ancestors.”259

And in the vast information savannah called the Internet, where 
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each idea can be potentially debated, analyzed and counter 
analyzed, it is easy to lose one’s bearings and aimlessly wander, 
especially when no space is given to inner contemplation. “We 
are the first generation to have the information equivalent 
of the Large Hadron Collider for ideas”, says editor Paul 
Kedrovsky.260 “Trust nothing, debate everything” says Internet 
entrepreneur Jason Calacanis.261 But as William Powers says: 

“There is a difference between access to information and the 
experience of it…Hopping around among competing digital 
distractions, it’s impossible to go truly inward, to become 
immersed in reading to the point where the crowd falls away….
The point of the new reading technologies, it often seems, is 
to avoid deep immersion, precisely because it’s an activity the 
crowd can’t influence or control and thus a violation of the iron 
rule of digital existence. Never be alone. Deep, private reading 
and thought have begun to feel subversive.”262

The lack of depth and distance shows up in our relationships 
with the devices themselves. “Rather than being a means 
to a larger set of ends, the apparatus is the end itself,” says 
Jonathan Crary.263 

“The very brief lifespan of a given apparatus encompasses 
the pleasure and prestige associated with its ownership, but 
simultaneously includes an awareness that the object at hand 
is tainted with impermanence and decay from the outset … At 
present, the need to accumulate objects is less important than 
the confirmation that one’s life is coinciding with whatever 
applications, devices, or networks are, at any given moment, 
available and heavily promoted.”

E- THE IMAGINED GAZE OF THE OTHER

In little more than ten years Facebook has become a worldwide 
phenomenon. With over 2 billion monthly active users,264 it 
has deeply ingrained itself into our lives - becoming a kind 
of official digital address for its users, the window where we 
project who we are, or maybe more accurately, how we want 
others to see us. For Aaron Balick: 

“The primary motivation that lies at the bottom of people’s 
social networking use is relational in nature...” 

“Relating is a fundamental human 
need and social media and other social 
technologies, such as those embedded 
in smartphones, have become the new 

technologies of our intimacies.” 265

Balick draws on McLuhan’s notion of extended self: “We have 
already seen how individual subjectivity is already extended 
outside the self in that it needs to find itself between the 

intrapsychic world of the self and the intersubjective world of 
the other: this is accomplished through mutual recognition.”266

 For Jessica Benjamin: 

“To recognise is to affirm, validate, acknowledge, know, accept, 
understand, empathise, take in, tolerate, appreciate, see, 
identify with, find familiar, love. This recognition translates 
into ‘Like’, ‘thumbs up’ on screen, ‘comment’, ‘reply’, ‘retweet’, 
‘share’, ‘follow’. It is indeed real but how deep is it?”267

Many studies have been done to try and assess the impact of 
social networking, and the reasons for its success. Is digital 
social networking replacing face-to-face interactions? Is it 
a complement to them? Are Facebook’s heavy users loners 
or are they social butterflies basking in the light of constant 
connections, virtual or not? Does it make our children unable 
to have real, deep friendships as opposed to superficial, digital 
‘friends’? Maybe predictably, the results of these studies are 
contrasted. In a 2013 study carried out by PLOS, the authors 
concluded: 

“On the surface, Facebook provides an invaluable resource for 
fulfilling the basic human need for social connection. Rather 
than enhancing well-being, however, these findings suggest 
that Facebook may undermine it…. The more people used 
Facebook at one time point, the worse they felt the next time 
we text-messaged them; the more they used Facebook over 
two-weeks, the more their life satisfaction levels declined over 
time. Interacting with other people ‘directly’ did not predict 
these negative outcomes.”268

PEW Research disagrees, as evidenced in a 2012 study entitled 
Why most Facebook users get more than they give: 

“There is a consistent pattern in our sample where Facebook 
users across activities tend to receive more from friends than 
they give to others:

• On average, Facebook users in our sample get more friend 
requests than they make. 
• It is more common to be “liked” than to like others. 
• Users receive more messages than they send. 
• People comment more often than they update their status. 
• People are tagged more in photos than they tag others.”269

While one would instinctively expect a zero-sum game, 
could this surprising positive balance be one of the reasons 
of Facebook’s success? Does it feed into our oft-decried 
narcissistic culture? Says Balick: 

“The dominant feature in cultural criticism and social anxiety 
in relation to Facebook and other social networks is that they 
breed narcissism and that for this reason they are deleterious 
to meaningful social ties. The link between narcissism and 
the nature of relationships lies in the narcissistic dynamic of 
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making other subjects into objects in the mind of the narcissist: 
as if they were extensions of the self.”270

In other words, the main attraction of relating to others may be 
to receive a validation of one’s self through the ‘likes’ and other 
recognition tools sent by others. As Powers says: 

“By virtue of its interactivity, the digital medium is a source 
of constant confirmation that, yes, you do indeed exist and 
matter.”271

Psychologist and writer Thomas Moore sees narcissism as 
being a typical 2oth-century Western man preoccupation – 
therefore predating the digital age: 

“What Freud called ‘narcissism’, a tendency to bend attention 
and energy back upon ego, appears to be such a common cause 
of distress that one is tempted to label the twentieth-century 
sense of identity as the narcissistic ego… a whisper is almost 
audible: How am I doing? Am I accepted?”272

 Ronningstam (2005), quoted by Balick, agrees: 

“Comparisons between the individualistically, ‘I’-oriented 
Western cultures and the collectivistic ‘we’-oriented Eastern 
cultures have indicated that Western cultures, which promote 
inner separateness and independent self-motivation, 
assertiveness, and mobility, would urge narcissistic 
functioning.”273

Isn’t it actually symptomatic that the epitome of the digital 
age, the one company taking us into the all-connected future, 
would christen its products with the prefix ‘i’? The iProducts, 
instruments of the affirmation of the self, where I can store 
my music, my videos, my contacts – my life. At any rate, the 
rise of digital narcissism seems to go along with reality TV 
and the celeb obsession – anybody, it says, can, and almost 
should, be a star. In this respect the selfie mania presents an 
interesting case, by showing the need that we have to stage 
ourselves, to gaze at ourselves from the outside, as others do, 
to put ourselves at the centre of our lives, so to speak – but still 
seeking recognition and ‘likes’ for doing so. What is indeed the 
point of a selfie that nobody looks at? 

As Hartman (2011) says: 

“I present myself, therefore I am: I give access to myself, 
therefore I relate. I am right there on Facebook. Come find me. 
I was lost, now I’m found.”274

For Wilcox and Stephen (2012): 

“People use social networks to fulfil a variety of social needs, 
including affiliation, self-expression and self-presentation… 
when adolescents receive positive feedback on their social 
network profile, it enhances their self-esteem and well-

being.”275 

But the risk of course is to become dependent upon this 
validation – which Ballick describes as ‘the internalized 
witnessing of the self by a kind of imagined gaze of the other’ in 
the presence of what Boyd (2007) terms ‘imagined audiences’.276 

As Turkle says (2011): 

“At the screen you have a chance to write yourself into the 
person you want to be and to imagine others as you wish them 
to be, constructing them for your purposes. It is a seductive but 
dangerous habit of mind.”277

Balick adds: 

“The unconscious dialogue here might be something like: How 
do I remain in the mind of the other(s) in a way that feels safe 
and gratifying to me? How is the other represented online to 
me and what sense do I make of how they reside in my mind? 
How can I control how I can best show up online (and thereby 
in the mind of the other(s)?”278

For Carr: 

“Teens and other young adults have a terrific interest in 
knowing what’s going on in the lives of their peers, coupled 
with a terrific anxiety about being out of the loop.”279

The temptation is to show one’s best side while seeking 
recognition from our peers. 

“Across the online social network”, 
continues Balick, “we are both objectified 
and subjectified: we seek recognition for 
our true selves while being compelled to 

present our false selves.” 280

The constant interaction encourages comparisons and 
competition, as Newsweek reported for example among the 
so-called ‘Facebook Moms’: 

“Mothers are heavy Facebook users. Edison’s 2013 research 
reveals that 7 out of 10 moms have a profile, and there are more 
than 1,000 mommy groups, public and private. But, more and 
more mothers are using Facebook as a platform to boast about 
their lives, their kids, their parenting techniques… The great 
time-killer is now a massive ego-killer, and even a mommy-
blogger with a huge following feels vulnerable.” 281

“Facebook makes me feel bad,” says Glennon Doyle Melton, 
who had a New York Times best-seller with Carry On, Warrior. 

“No matter how satisfied I am with my life, career, family, social 
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life, house, etc., as soon as I log on to Facebook and peek 
into others‘ lives, I immediately feel that unease caused by 
comparison. … A little kernel of doubt settles into my gut, and 
it feels really bad.”282

Samuel Gibbs, who related his story in The Guardian, tried 
to ditch Facebook for three months, tired of the pressure to 
always look at his best: 

“One explanation - which rings true for my own experience - is 
the bias towards presenting a perfect self-image. There‘s an 
enormous pressure to appear fantastic at every occasion, and 
whether boasting about success at work, an amazing night out 
or uploading a photo, it can feel like a competition to see who 
had the best life.”283

His comment after three months of being starved? “Ditching 
Facebook feels like opting out of modern life”. And yet, as 
Hannah Slapper says: 

“How on earth am I going to become the person I want to be 
if it‘s this easy to trick everyone into thinking that I‘m already 
there? I‘m in love with an operating system, just like Spike 
Jonze imagined [in Her], but the object of my affections is the 
projection of my own desired life”.284

As the OS says in Her: ‘I am yours, and I am not yours.’”

By being under the constant gaze of ‘imagined audiences’, and 
by continuously trying to gain their approval, we lose contact 
with our inner selves; depth and distance, again. In that regard, 
W.Powers says: 

“The external validation provided by incoming messages and 
the number of times one’s name appears in search results is 
not as trustworthy or stable as the kind that comes from inside. 
Thus we’re forced to go back again and again for verification.”285

Balick concurs:

“The ever presence of ‘relational-lite’ distractions enables 
individuals to avoid instances when they would otherwise 
experience moments of aloneness, arguably deteriorating 
their ability to be alone without distraction. One wonders 
whether the ubiquity of social networking is the new opiate of 
the masses.”286

“As paradoxical as it sounds”, says Ken Wilber, “the more 
interiorized a person is, the less narcissistic his or her 
awareness becomes.”287 And the less likely he/she is to chase 
after an elusive and fickle recognition from the crowd.

F- THE GOOGLE EFFECT
One of the most frequent metaphors about the Internet is that 
of a giant library, where all information is stored and which 
can be effortlessly accessed anywhere, anytime. The sheer size 
and efficiency of the Internet however, compared to traditional 
libraries, seems to have had an unintended effect: by offering 
all the requested information at the touch of a button, personal 
memory has become increasingly irrelevant. In The shallows, 
Nicholas Carr relates the experience of several media writers: 

“I’ve almost given up making an effort to remember anything 
because I can instantly retrieve the information online.” (Clive 
Thompson, The Wired)

“I had thought that the magic of the 
information age was that it allowed us 

to know more, but then I realized that it 
allows us to know less.” 

“...It provides us with external cognitive servants….[which] can 
liberate us.” (David Brooks, The New York Times)288

A remark echoed by Professor Barry Smith in those terms:  
“[The Internet] leaves me knowing less and less about more 
and more.”289

“It’s no longer terribly efficient to use our brains to store 
information. Why memorize the content of a single book when 
you could be using your brain to hold a quick guide to an entire 
library?” (Peter Suderman, The American Scene)

“Memorization is a waste of time.” (Don Tapscott, technology 
writer)

John Tooby, psychologist, sees the interconnection between 
his mind and the Internet: 

“My mind seems to be increasingly interwoven into the Internet; 
what I store locally in my own brain seems more and more to 
be metadata for the parts of my understanding that are stored 
on the Internet.”290

Is individual memory a relics of the past then? With so much so 
readily available, the skills required to retrieve information are 
changing: “the strip-mining of relevant content replaces the 
slow excavation of meaning” says N.Carr,291 who also quotes 
researcher Mark Federman: 

“The greatest skill involves discovering emergent meaning 
among contexts that are continually in flux.”292 

Science historian George Dyson makes an analogy between 
the kayak-building of the Aleuts and the canoe-carving of the 
Tlingits, both North American indigenous peoples: 
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“We used to be kayak builders, collecting all available 
fragments of information to assemble the framework that 
kept us afloat. Now we have to learn to become dugout-canoe 
builders, discarding unnecessary information to reveal the 
shape of knowledge hidden within.”293

“Every block of stone has a statue inside 
it and it is the task of the sculptor to 

discover it” – Michelangelo

Cornell professor Jon Kleinberg thinks that we now need to 
convey the complex information literacy to the very young: 

“How to reason about the swirl of perspectives you find when 
you consume information online, how to understand and 
harness the computational forces that shape this information, 
how to reason about the subtle consequences of your own 
actions on the Internet.”294

Betsy Sparrow, assistant professor at Colombia University, 
conducted several experiments to explore how the Internet 
may be changing the way people handle information.295 The 
results, she says, support a growing belief that people are 
using the Internet as a personal memory bank: the so-called 
Google effect. 

In one experiment, she presented 40 different trivia 
statements to the students and had them type the factoids on 
the computer. She told half of the group in advance that the 
computer would save what they had written so they could see 
it later; she told the other half that the computer would erase 
it. Then all of the students were challenged to write down the 
statements from memory. Those who had been told that the 
computer would erase their notes had by far the best memory 
of the statements, as if their brains had made an emergency 
backup. Those who were expecting to retrieve the information 
later performed more poorly… In both cases, the students 
who had been told that their notes would be erased again had 
the most accurate memory of the information. But the most 
strikingly accurate recall was for the location of information 
on the computer. For example, when posed the question, ‘What 
folder was the statement about the ostrich saved in,’ students 
easily answered correctly. In short, Sparrow says, they were 
better at remembering where information was stored than the 
information itself.

By switching knowledge from inside to outside, the Internet 
is altering our cognitive functions and requires of us to learn 
new ways of handling information. The Internet is essentially 
a huge storage room of information, says psychologist Gerd 
Gigerenzer: 

“We are in the process of outsourcing information storage 
and retrieval from mind to computer, just as many of us have 

already outsourced doing mental arithmetic to the pocket 
calculator. We may lose some skills in the process, such as the 
ability to concentrate over an extended period of time and 
the ability to store large amounts of information in long-term 
memory, but the Internet is teaching us new skills for accessing 
information.”296

But paradoxically, considering the much bigger access to 
potentially infinite bits of information, this may lead to a 
narrowing of information. Sociologist James Evans, of the 
University of Chicago, excavated 34 million scholarly articles 
published in academic journals from 1945 to 2005, analyzing the 
citations included in the articles to see if patterns of citation, 
and hence of research, had shifted from paper to online 
support. And the results, says Nicholas Carr, showed that: 

“as more journals moved online, scholars actually cited fewer 
articles than they had before. And as old issues of printed 
journals were digitized and uploaded to the Web, scholars cited 
more recent articles with increasing frequency. A broadening of 
available information led, as Evans described it, to a ‘narrowing 
of science and scholarship’.”297

Does the ease of research make us lazier then? Do we have less 
time available for research? Or is it an inevitable consequence 
of the overwhelming power of Google, Yahoo, Baidu or 
Wikipedia? The uber-presence of these giants does fly in the 
face of plurality and diversity. Google handles 90 percent of the 
world’s Internet searches,298 and how many of us go beyond the 
first page of a Google search – a page that comes first because 
of Google algorithms? How many look beyond Wikipedia? 

By outsourcing, aren’t we abdicating our 
curiosity, our independence, our ability to 
ask the right questions and take the time 

to search in depth? 

Aren’t we all feeding from the same drip, drinking the same 
milk from the same breast? Mother Google will provide for us, 
selecting the information for us? 

“The Internet giant wants to be the Oracle for most of life 
questions”, the Wall Street Journal once proposed. And thus, 
“Google has picked an answer for you – [the so-called Featured 
Snippet]. [The firm] is promoting a single answer above all 
others, [but] many are contentious, improbable or laughingly 
incorrect”.299

In this respect, what should we make of Google’s stated aim to 
create the perfect search engine which:

“One day will tell people things they may want to know as they 
are walking down the street, without having to type in any 
search queries.”300
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Eric Schmidt sees it as a kind of ‘serendipity engine’. Yet by 
manufacturing ‘artificial serendipity’ aren’t we generating a 
contradiction in terms, an oxymoron? How much control are we 
willing to relinquish to the computer in the name of speed and 
cheap convenience? 

Should we just accept the counter argument that it is up to each 
of us to use the Internet wisely? We are then back to McLuhan. 
The medium is the message: technology is not neutral, its value 
does not only depend on what we make of it. Our tools shape 
us and as the previous chapters hopefully demonstrated, the 
risk is that the Internet rewires us in a way that promotes a 
herd mentality while we relinquish independence, depth and 
reflection. As Nicholas Carr says: 

“It isn’t an overstatement to say that progress has its own 
logic, which is not always consistent with the intentions or 
wishes of the toolmakers and tool users. Sometimes our tools 
do what we tell them. Other times, we adapt ourselves to our 
tool’s requirements.”301

Yet, as McLuhan points out, there is absolutely no inevitability 
as long as there is a willingness to contemplate what is 
happening. But is there? 

The question of outsourcing technologies did not arise with the 
Internet. Similar questions were asked of our forebears at each 
critical technological juncture. In Plato’s Phaedrus Socrates 
laments the loss of the spoken word, at a time when the world 
was moving from an oral to a written tradition based on the 
new technology of the alphabet – a moment which, according 
to David Abram: 

“May be recognized as the hinge on which the sensuous, 
mimetic, profoundly embodied style of consciousness proper 
to orality gave way to the more detached, abstract mode of 
thinking engendered by alphabetic literacy.”302

Later on, in 1612, the advent of the printing press drove the 
Spanish dramatist Lope de Vega to despair: 

“So many books – so much confusion; all around us an ocean of 
print and most of it covered in froth.”303

Socrates was, says Umberto Eco, expressing: 

“An eternal fear - the fear that a new technological achievement 
could abolish or destroy something that we consider precious, 
fruitful, something that represents for us a value in itself, and 
a deeply spiritual one.”304

The Internet, certainly, evokes similar fears and they might 
be ultimately misplaced. However, there remains a profound 
difference between earlier times and today. Humanity had 
centuries to adjust to the new technologies, which had time 
to sink in slowly, generation after generation. We are today 

experiencing a tremendous acceleration in pace, and the 
teenagers of today are living in a completely different world 
from their grandparents. One can barely imagine what their 
world will be when they in turn will be grandparents. The 
Church had been going strong for more than 1400 years when 
Gutenberg invented the press – Google, whose reach in many 
respects equals that of the 15th century medieval Church, 
has been around a mere twenty. The fast pace of information 
retrieval parallels the fast pace of technological development, 
and both of them leave us spinning on the digital sphere, 
shouting at the top of our lungs: ‘We give you our donkeys!’ 

As Carl Sagan once said: 

“We‘ve arranged a global civilization in which most crucial 
elements profoundly depend on science and technology. 
We‘ve also arranged things so that almost no one understands 
science or technology. We might get away with it for a while, 
but sooner or later, this combustible mixture of ignorance and 
power is going to blow up in our faces.”
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The Transition movement began in Totnes, South Devon in 2006 
as a community-led global experiment to inspire, catalyse and 
support ecological, social and political change underpinned 
by inner and spiritual transformation. The intention was to 
experiment with ways of transitioning to more sustainable 
ways of living through a bottom-up approach to re-localisation 
and community re-empowerment. For example, local Transition 
initiatives focused on brokering the relationships that 
formed the foundation of community supported agriculture – 
relationships with local producers, retailers, farmers – because 
of a well-founded belief that if people knew their farmers they 
would become more invested in the initially more expensive 
process of localisation. 

More recently, Transition Network, the UK -based charity that 
supports the many Transition initiatives that have blossomed 
internationally in recent years, has channelled much of their 
energy into ‘Inner Transition’. Claire Milne, the Inner Transition 
Coordinator, supports initiatives around the world to shift 
from a consumer-based lifestyle to a more connected way of 
living, one that asks how to achieve inner satisfaction through 
relationships. But there is an obvious creative tension in her 
work, because in large part it requires reaching out to external 
organisations with the help of digital technology. Regarding 
technology, Claire Milne freely admits:

“Strategically we absolutely need technology for the level of 
scale that’s needed to have an impact. And at the same time to 
have the depth of psychological and spiritual transformation 
that’s needed for us as a species, to survive, there is equal 
need for us to have significant time in our daily lives that 
are free from technology. A vital question is ‘How can we 
relate with modern technology that is arguably crucial to the 
transformation of our world in ways that are healthy and not 
driven by addiction?”

The question of addiction is a pertinent one. It was announced 
in June 2018 that a London hospital is preparing to launch 
the first ever NHS-funded Internet addiction centre.305 The 
addictive qualities of technology and the Internet have long 
been acknowledged in East Asia. For over a decade in South 
Korea, where wireless broadband penetration is the highest in 
the world,306 the government has constructed a network of 140 
Internet-addiction counselling centres, treatment programs at 

almost 100 hospitals and the Internet Rescue camp.307

South Korea’s dauntingly expansive treatment network seems 
to have been built for good reason. Research has shown 
that some of the changes in the brains of Internet addicts – 
disrupted connections between cells and distorted emotion 
and control centres - are identical to those in the brains of 
cocaine, heroine and ketamine addicts.308

To be absolutely clear, advocating for an all out ban – for either 
technology or drugs – is not our intent. As Milne points out, the 
issue is far more nuanced: 

“You could say that Class A drugs are not wrong, because at the 
end of the day it’s about our relationship with them. But what 
we know about Class A drugs - and modern digital technology - 
is that the way they interact with our neurobiology significantly 
undermines our capacity for choice and free-will. Then it 
becomes more complicated because what we’re being asked to 
do is recover from addiction.”

The proven dopamine surge we get from getting likes and 
comments on social media is frequently bandied-about to 
demonstrate the addictive qualities of the Internet. But it’s 
equally important to look at the role that technology plays in 
repressing trauma.  

“Connecting through technology really colludes with the 
dissociated state that comes with stress, burnout and trauma, 
meaning that many of us are increasingly drawn to connecting 
via technology because it can protect us from feeling anxiety 
and discomfort around relationships - in the immediate term 
at least.”

This dissociated state, as Milne calls it, is working in tandem with 
the dopamine hits we get from online approval. The degree to 
which we are addicted is correlated to that easily manipulated 
human vulnerability which seeks validation. Social Media is an 
obvious example of this phenomenon. Instagram and Facebook 
are so successful because they feed into our collective desire 
to feel lovable and as though we belong.

But there is culpability in the ever-growing expectations of 
the competitive world of work as well. Parkinson’s Law that 

INNER TRANSITION:
IS THE WORLD THAT YOU‘RE LONGING FOR SCREEN BASED?
IN CONVERSATION WITH CLAIRE MILNE FROM 
TRANSITION NETWORK
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‘work expands so as to fill the time available for its completion’ 
has been distorted in the digital age. Thanks to smartphones, 
tablets etc. we are constantly reachable and emails can 
endlessly encroach on our lives regardless of working hours. 
Claire Milne attributes this largely to identity politics: 

“There are certain aspects like the ‘work ethic’ that plays a big 
role in burn out. The entrenched and widespread belief that to 
be liked, loved or good enough - to be accepted by ‘the tribe’ 
(be that a family, friendship group, sports team or work place) 
-we need to be increasingly productive and good at stuff. 
Technology feeds the idea that we can be superhuman, we can 
get even more done, we can work 24/7.”

It’s not easy to come up with a compromise. For Milne, the 
answer lies in questioning “is the world that I’m longing for 
screen based? For me, the answer is clearly no.” It comes back 
to relationships, in the end – with technology, with each other, 
with ourselves: 

“What I do believe is that the greatest privilege in the world is 
inner resilience… If we can be in choice around how we respond 
to our external and internal worlds and circumstances and 
even in choice around how we respond to addictive substances 
like technology, then we have freedom.”

Claire Milne is the Inner Transition Coordinator for Transition 
Network, the NGO that supports the international Transition 
Movement. She deals with the inner dimension of transitioning 
to a more regenerative way of life.
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As John Brockman puts it: 

“The Internet is the infinite oscillation of our collective 
consciousness interacting with itself. It’s not about computers. 
It’s not about what it means to be human – in fact, it challenges, 
renders trite, our cherished assumptions on that score. It’s 
about thinking.”309

And thinking, as Descartes famously emphasized, is what 
separates humans from the rest of nature. We are increasingly 
in a conversation with ourselves only. Earth is ever more 
marginalized, unwillingly morphing into E-arth – a planet whose 
flesh has been sucked dry, whose sentience is all but ignored, a 
planet to whom we relate from an increasing distance, donning 
digital gloves when we do - disconnected as we are from her 
encompassing glow while too busy connecting to the flickers 
on the screen. 

E-arth: a virtual planet.

02 / 
FROM E-ARTH TO EARTH
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The concept of noosphere was first introduced in 1922 by 
French Jesuit and palaeontologist Pierre Teilhard de Chardin 
in his book Cosmogenesis.310 It can be defined as the ‘sphere 
of human thought’ (from the Greek nous=mind) and can thus 
be understood as the realm of the mind – in contrast to the 
biosphere, the sphere of the living world (‘the part of the Earth 
in which life can exist’, according to the Merriam-Webster 
dictionary).

Princeton University, which is running a vast experiment on 
global consciousness, defines the noosphere as:

“The sum total of all human knowledge and experience. This 
would include everything, from our most private dreams to our 
knowledge of the universe itself… With accelerating technology 
as its catalyst, our noosphere is expanding at its greatest rate 
in history.”311

Indeed the advent of the Internet has, as we have seen in the 
previous pages, considerably accelerated the development 
of a global consciousness. It is however a purely human 
consciousness. The Earth, in her myriad forms, is excluded and 
the split between noosphere and biosphere is larger than ever 
and expanding.

A- THE MIND/BODY SPLIT
We are back to the old, Cartesian dichotomy between mind and 
body. ‘Cogito ergo sum’ (‘I think therefore I am’). But by taking 
us further away from the body and increasingly so into our 
minds, the Internet is now stretching that separation to a new 
extreme. The mind is set ever looser from its bodily moorings. 
We are floating in cyberspace, incorporeal units with lesser and 
lesser recognition of our animal, sentient roots.

That the Internet should be the exclusive precinct of the Mind is 
very tellingly expressed in these extracts from the Declaration 
of the Independence of Cyberspace, issued in 1996 by John 
Perry Barlow: 

“Governments of the Industrial World, you weary giants of flesh 
and steel, I come from Cyberspace, the new home of Mind. On 
behalf of the future, I ask you of the past to leave us alone. You 
are not welcome among us. You have no sovereignty where we 
gather.”312

And even more to the point: 

“Cyberspace consists of transactions, relationships, and 
thought itself, arrayed like a standing wave in the web of our 
communications. Ours is a world that is both everywhere and 
nowhere, but it is not where bodies live.” (our italics)

For transpersonal psychologist Ken Wilber the dissociation 
between mind and body was, from an evolutionary perspective, 
necessary. However: 

“Our cultural unease or dis-ease is due to the fact that the 
separation of the systems [mind and body] – in itself a necessary 
product of evolution – has degenerated into a schism and thus 
precipitated a psychic crisis whose catastrophic effects are 
reflected in contemporary history.”313

Therefore: 

“In this dehumanized human nature man loses contact with his 
own body… and this dehumanized human nature produces an 
inhuman consciousness, whose only currency is abstractions 
divorced from real life.”314  

In cyberspace the separation is complete, bodies can be left 
behind for minds to roam at leisure in virtual reality. For David 
Abram: 

“Caught up in a mass of abstractions, our attention hypnotized 
by a host of man-made technologies that only reflect us back 
to ourselves, it is all too easy to forget our carnal inheritence in 
a more-than-human matrix of sensations and sensibilities.”315

 
Curiously the machine itself, despite its obvious materiality, 
participates in this separation. As Thomas Moore claims: 

“The computer in its refinement of the concrete particulars of 
life to digital mathematics and light graphics is, for better or 
worse, a kind of spiritualization or disembodiment of matter.”316 

The machine, in its tidiness, is fascinating, especially as 
seen against the perceived impurity of the body inherited 
from our Christian heritage. For Paul Shepard this contrast is 
‘strangely obsessive-compulsive’.317 There is indeed something 
incredibly compelling about electronic products, a sort of 
immaculate purity nowhere better expressed than with Apple’s 
slick designs. It is but a short stroll from the promises of de-
materialization of the digital age to disembodiment.

This accelerating dissociation is playing on several fronts: in 

2.1 / FROM E-ARTH...
2.1.1 LOST IN THE NOOSPHERE
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our inner lives, in-between humans, and between humans and 
Earth. Will Powers: 

“We’re physical creatures who perceive and know the world 
through our bodies, yet we now spend much of our time in a 
universe of disembodied information. It doesn’t live with us, 
we just peer at it through a two-dimensional screen. At the very 
deep level of our consciousness, this is arduous and draining318 
….  The rushed, careless quality of screen communication is of a 
piece with the discounting of physical togetherness.”319 

This was neatly expressed by a visitor to Irina Abramovich’s 
512 Hours show at London’s Serpentine Gallery in 2014, where 
visitors had to leave all electronic equipment at the gate: 

“I felt very still.  It was upsetting – because I was having to be 
still. I did not know how to. I felt sad as I am so used to looking 
for distraction that I am uncomfortable with myself.”320

Psychologist Aaron Balick notes how people, carrying their 
online experience into day-to-day life, increasingly live inside 
their heads: 

“The absence of embodiment does strange things to people. 
It dematerializes their existence (Orbach 2009, p.79) ….In 
this sense, the lack of full-bodied awareness that can be 
experienced in offline intersubjectivity can promote an 
ungrounded feeling; a relational experience that feels as if it is 
going on in the head rather than in the heart.”321

For Winicott,

“There is a very strong tendency for the mind to become the 
location of the False Self, and in this case there develops a 
dissociation between intellectual activity and psychosomatic 
existence.”322

But this inner conflict does not stay confined within the 
individual. Two hundred years ago, William Blake saw what was 
coming: 

“Blake saw Man as fragmented by his 
technologies,” 323 said McLuhan  and this 

fragmentation is showing most poignantly 
in our relation to Earth. 

Eco-psychologist Chellis Glendenning advances that: 

“Regarding our minds and bodies as disconnected in health and 
disease, or thinking that radioactive waste buried in the Earth 
won’t eventually seep into the water table, are symptoms of 
the fragmented thinking that emerges from such a mechanical 
order.”324

Fellow eco-psychologist Ralph Metzner agrees: 

“The ecologically disastrous consequences of this dissociative 
split in Western humans’ identity become clear when we reflect 
upon the fact that if we feel ourselves mentally and spiritually 
separate from our own nature (body, instincts, sensations and 
so on), then this separation will also be projected outward, so 
that we think of ourselves as separate from the great realm of 
nature, the Earth, all around us.”325

For Ken Wilber, man’s relation to himself mirrors his relation 
with planet Earth: 

“Every neurosis is a miniature ecological crisis. It is a refusal to 
include in the compound individual some aspect of organic life, 
emotional-sexual life, reproductive life, sensuous life, libidinal 
life, biospheric life. It is a denial of our roots and foundation. 
Neurosis, in this sense, is an assault on the biosphere by the 
noosphere.”326

There is now a great danger that the increasing time spent in 
front of our screens is severing the last threads of our links 
with Earth and with our own animal roots, accelerating the 
ecological armaggedon under way.  Says Jonathan Crary: 

“The more one identifies with the insubstantial electronic 
surrogates for the physical self the more one seems to conjure 
an exemption from the biocide underway everywhere on the 
planet.”327

Maxwell and Miller concur: 

“There is a direct but unseen relationship between technology’s 
symbolic power and the scale of its environmental impact, 
which the economist Juliet Schor refers to as ‘materiality 
paradox’...”

“The greater the frenzy to buy goods for 
their transcendent or nonmaterial cultural 

meaning, the greater the use of material 
resources.” 328

We may leave the last word to Steve Jobs who, no doubt 
unwittingly, epitomized in the following 2007 quote our 
increasing disconnection from Mother Earth: 

“If you… want the latest and greatest… you have to buy a 
new iPod at least once a year… Apple has a really strong 
environmental policy.”329
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B- THE BRAIN AS COMPUTER
Maybe the most revealing symptom of our modern world-view 
is the all-pervasive analogy between brain and computer. The 
brain is seen as no more than a machine and as the mind is 
assumed to reside within the brain, the mind is somehow a 
machine too – a machine which, with dedication, could one 
day be replicated. And no one is as enthusiastic about this 
endeavour as the co-founders of Google. Indeed in 2007 Larry 
Page bluntly declared: 

“My theory is that, if you look at your programming, your DNA, 
it’s about 600 megabytes compressed, so it’s smaller than any 
modern operating system, smaller than Linux or Windows… 
and that includes booting up your brain. So your program 
algorithms probably aren’t that complicated; [intelligence] is 
probably more about overall computation.”330

Enter artificial intelligence and the promise of a superhuman, 
enhanced by the power of the machine. But, one might 
say, what about creativity, inspiration, imagination, all 
these imponderables that intuitively do not seem prone to 
reductionism? Has a computer ever created a symbol, as 
Lewis Mumford once asked? It seems that some hardcore AI 
enthusiasts harbour the hope that indeed, we will one day 
be able to replicate the workings of the brain so finely that 
intelligence will spontaneously ‘emerge’. For Page:

“If you can get the ‘overall computation’ right, then the 
algorithms of intelligence will write themselves.”331

Not everyone shares the evangelical commitment of Google’s 
fathers. Stephen Hawking, for one, once declared that artificial 
intelligence could “spell the end of the human race.”332 In a 
sense it would, at least as we know it.

William Blake, who had an axe to grind with Newton, was 
speaking of the need to be delivered ‘from single vision and 
Newton’s sleep’, seeing that Man was becoming: 

“Separated from Imagination and enclosing itself as in steel.”333 
  
The Romantics would also have a thing or two to say about this 
mechanistic view of the world, in which technology is trusted to 
hold the promise of better tomorrows. Thomas Moore speaks 
of Psychological Modernism: 

“An uncritical acceptance of the values of the modern world. 
It includes a blind faith in technology, inordinate attachment 
to material gadgets and convenience, uncritical acceptance 
of the march of scientific progress, devotion to the electronic 
media, and a life-style dictated by advertising. This orientation 
toward life also tends toward a mechanistic and rationalistic 
understanding of matters of the heart.”334

And, we might add, of the brain. Going a few steps further, 
Donna Hathaway, in her Cyborg Manifesto, heralds the advent 
of the cybernetic organism – the cyborg, a hybrid of machine 
and organism – resulting from a triple boundary breakdown: 
between human and animal, between human-animal and 
machine, and between the physical and the non-physical. And, 
she says, we are already there: 

“By the late twentieth-century, our time, a mythic time, we are 
all chimeras, theorized and fabricated hybrids of machine and 
organism. In short we are cyborgs.”335

By reducing intelligence to clever programming, don’t we run 
the risk of behaving like the very computers that we have 
created? As Nicholas Carr says: 

“The great danger we face as we become more intimately 
involved with our computers is that we’ll begin to lose our 
humanness, to sacrifice the very qualities that separate us from 
the machines. The only way to avoid that fate, [Weizenbaum 
wrote], is to have the self-awareness and the courage to refuse 
to delegate to computers the most human of our mental 
activities and intellectual pursuits, particularly tasks that 
demand wisdom.”336

In Understanding Media, McLuhan recalls the parable of the old 
Chinese farmer who, when asked why he wouldn’t use a draw-
well, angrily retorted: 

“I have heard my teacher say that whoever uses machines does 
all his work like a machine. He who does his work like a machine 
grows a heart like a machine, and he who carries the heart of a 
machine in his breast loses his simplicity. He who has lost his 
simplicity becomes unsure in the strivings of his soul. It is not 
that I do not know of such things, I am ashamed to use them.”337

Blake thought that “to the Eyes of a man of Imagination, Nature 
is Imagination itself”. 

But needless to say, if humans see 
themselves as no more than machines – 
and not even good ones at that – Earth 

and the rest of biological and non-
biological life are in turn no more than 

imperfect mechanisms. 

That in turn dictates our relationship with nature, as expressed 
by Theodore Roszak: 

“Conceive of nature as a machine – any machine, even a 
‘thinking’ machine – and you assume one relationship to the 
world. Conceive of it as a sentient mentality, and you take 
another stance. To speak of the world as a realm of interrelated 
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ideas places us in a condition of dialogue: it connects In-here 
with Out-there as a continuum. It places us on ‘speaking terms’ 
with the universe.”338

But through the overwhelming mediation of the screen, 
these ‘speaking terms’ increasingly resemble the syntax of 
programming languages.

C- VIRTUAL REALITY
By entering a world that has severed its physical roots, one 
accesses a new dimension of experience. The goal of virtual 
reality, says Michael Zimmerman: 

“Is to create a technology so satisfying that one could become 
completely absorbed in an artificial world lacking any reference 
whatsoever to the ‘real’ world”.339

As one Virtual Reality company proudly boasts: “Reality is 
not enough any more.”340 As a result, says one founder of a VR 
company: 

“The time will come when you will go to look at something and 
there won’t be any way to distinguish whether it’s something 
that’s living, whether it’s artificial, whether it’s controlled by 
another person or an artificial intelligence.”341

Whether anyone is really excited to live in such a world is open 
for debate.

Oddly, we find in this narrative the presence and heritage of 
psychedelic experimenters. For many acid users, virtual reality 
opens a field of exploration on a par with LSD trips. As Mundo 
2000 editor-in-chief R.U.Sirius puts it: 

“Virtual reality is a manifestation of the increased blurring of 
the distinction between ‘solid reality’ and the stuff of dreams, 
thoughts and the mind… A world in which acid-heads should 
have a distinct type of advantage, having already experienced 
the plasticity and variability of the realities of the mind.”342

Bruce Eisner has a similar take: 

“I view psychedelics and virtual reality as potentially highly 
synergestic. Virtual reality could become the ultimate 
programmer of the psychedelic experience. Set and setting 
could be created from scratch, using computer-human 
interface.”343

The recreational attributes of virtual reality are easily 
evidenced by the huge appeal of computer games. In the 
US, 58 per cent of the population is now playing games, with 
women representing 45 per cent of the total, and 77 per cent 
of gamers play at least one hour a week.344 It also shows in the 
popularity of websites such as Second Life, where players can 
create their own characters – and be anything they cannot be 

in real life. Escapism? Richard Dawkins is unapologetic about 
the attractions of virtual reality: 

“The high-resolution colour rendering of virtual reality will 
improve to the point where the distinction from the real world 
becomes unnervingly hard to notice. Large-scale communal 
games such as Second Life will become disconcertingly addictive 
to many ordinary people who understand little of what goes on 
in the engine room. And let’s not be snobbish about that. For 
many people around the world, ‘first life’ has few charms, and, 
even for those more fortunate, active participation in a virtual 
world is more intellectually stimulating than the life of a couch 
potato slumped in idle thrall to Big Brother.”345 

The slipped reference to Big Brother is quite ironic, given the 
privacy issues generated by the Internet, but more interesting 
is the subtext underlying Dawkins’ quote. 

Have we reached the point where we 
should give up on the world as we know it 

and take refuge in artificial paradises?

Is the world such a dreary place that we have to reinvent it on 
our own terms – away from it? While the amount of suffering 
on Earth (and of Earth) brings each and every one of us to 
depths of pain and despair, isn’t this frantic attempt to escape 
into fantasy land the obvious conclusion of a view which has 
stripped the world of all its meaning? A world that is now, as 
Whitehead famously said: 

“A dull affair, soundless, scentless, colourless, merely the 
hurrying of material, endlessly, meaninglessly.”346

A view cheekily expressed by Douglas Adams in the ‘Hitchhiker’s 
Guide to the Galaxy’: 

“Far out in the uncharted backwaters of the unfashionable end 
of the western spiral arm of the Galaxy lies a small unregarded 
yellow sun. Orbiting this at a distance of roughly ninety-two 
million miles is an utterly insignificant little blue green planet 
whose ape-descended life forms are so amazingly primitive 
that they still think digital watches are a pretty neat idea.”347

At the other end of the scale David Abram thinks that many 
people are simply overwhelmed by the physical suffering 
experienced by planet Earth: the dissolution of ecosystems, 
the loss of species, the pollution of air and water:

“One of the penalties of ecological education is that one lives 
alone in a world of wounds. Or, as Aldo Leopold used to say, 
‘I encounter many people who are frightened of their direct, 
animal experience’, who are terrified at the mere thought of 
trusting their senses, and of stepping into a more full-bodied 
way of knowing and feeling, because they intuit that a more 
embodied and sensorial form of awareness would entail waking 
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up to so many grievous losses.”348

Screen time offers an escape route: 

“They want to retreat into relation with their smartphone or 
their iPad, taking refuge in the new technologies with their 
virtual pleasures. Because they quite rightly sense that there 
is some grief lurking on the other side of such a corporeal 
awakening. But grief is a ‘necessary threshold through which 
each one of us needs to step’. It’s as though the parched soil 
underfoot needs the water of our tears for new life to begin to 
grow again.”349

Abram agrees with Dawkins that ‘first life’ is no bed of roses, 
but they reach opposite conclusions: 

“The palpable world, this blooming, buzzing, wild proliferation 
of shapes and forms that feed upon one another, yes, and yet 
also jive and dance with one another – this earthly cosmos 
that our work is trying to coax people into noticing – is not a 
particularly nice world. It’s not a sweet world. It’s shot through 
with shadows and predation and risk – it’s f*** dangerous this 
place – but it’s mighty beautiful, it’s shudderingly beautiful 
precisely because it’s so shadowed and riven with difficulty.”350

 
And so, while Dawkins wants less of the ‘real’ world, Abram 
wants more.
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Technology is the knack of so arranging the world that we do 
not have to experience it – Max Frisch. 

A- THE MAP AND THE TERRITORY
As the Chinese saying goes: “to know and not to do is not to 
know”. Today we have access to a dizzying array of information. 
In a sense, it is impossible not to know. But do we really know? 
How much does the information that we are receiving actually 
sink in and deeply resonate? “There is a difference between 
access to information and the experience of it”, says Will 
Powers.351 

Increasingly, our way to know is through 
the mediation of screens. Are we then not 
in danger of taking the map of the forest 

for the forest itself? 

This is particularly true for children, growing up in a world where 
the loss of nature goes along with the exponential growth of 
digital communication. As Kanner and Gomes point out: 

“Interactive simulations of natural settings are being designed 
to be so convincing that they can substitute for truly ‘being 
there’. Children brought up with this technology could easily 
come to prefer virtual nature to the real thing.”352

The retreat from direct experience with nature started earlier 
than with the computer – as did the illusion that as nature 
moved further away in the background, we became less 
dependent on it. 

David Abram says it all:353

“Oblivious to the quality-laden life-world upon which they 
themselves depend for their own meaning and existence, the 
Western sciences, and the technologies that accompany them, 
were beginning to blindly overrun the experiential world – 
even, in their errancy, threatening to obliterate the world-0f-
life entirely. Transfixed by our technologies, we short-circuit 
the sensorial reciprocity between our breathing bodies and the 
bodily terrain. Human awareness folds in upon itself, and the 
senses – once the crucial site of our engagement with the wild 
and animate earth – become mere adjuncts of an isolate and 
abstract mind bent on overcoming an organic reality that now 

seems disturbingly aloof and arbitrary.”354

The loss of our bearings is nowhere better symbolized than 
with the GPS. By outsourcing our navigation skills to the 
screen, we are losing the last connection that existed with 
the outside world. Very soon, we will have forgotten that the 
sun rises in the East and that, in the northern hemisphere, it 
peaks at midday in the south. By going from A to B glued to 
the screen, anything in-between becomes irrelevant, useless, 
unimportant, immaterial. Do the same A to B journey a few days 
later and the GPS, like a crutch, has already become a necessity 
– one did not register the details of the road, the twisted oak 
on the left, the sun setting over the hill, the old decrepit garage 
at the end of the village. As McLuhan wrote: 

“When we extend some parts of ourselves artificially, we also 
distance ourselves from the amplified part and its natural 
functions.”355

In The Shallows, Nicholas Carr reports an interesting test 
carried out in the 1990s with London cab drivers: 

“When [the researchers] compared the [brain] scans of [the cab 
drivers] with a control group, they found that the taxi drivers’ 
posterior hippocampus, a part of the brain that plays a key role 
in storing and manipulating spatial representation of a person’s 
surroundings, was much larger than normal. Moreover, the 
longer a cab driver had been on the job, the larger his posterior 
hippocampus tended to be.”356

In other words, the brain physically responds and adapts to 
how it is solicited. Stop using it and it atrophies. An experiment 
which has been amply validated by the attribution of the 2014 
Nobel Prize to the researchers who, in 1971, discovered so-called 
‘place cells’ – “an inner GPS in the brain that makes it possible 
to orient ourselves in space, thereby demonstrating a cellular 
basis for higher cognitive functions.”357 This amazing discovery 
is, perversely, akin to stumbling upon the last specimen of a 
vanishing species - fifty years from now, place cells will most 
likely have been obliterated, replaced with Satnav implanted 
in the brain.

On a different note much has been said recently about the 
revival of live events, especially music concerts – as much 
on the back of the digitalization of music and the need for 
artists to generate money differently as on the perceived 
need for people to rediscover the feeling of physical contact 
away from the screens. However one cannot but notice how 

2.1 / FROM E-ARTH...
2.1.2 THE DEATH OF EXPERIENCE
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the live experience of today contrasts with yesterday’s. More 
often than not artists have to contend with a crowd watching 
them through a barrage of screens, recording the event for 
future use, sharing with friends or actually commenting and 
discussing while the action takes place. 

One, in truth, has to wonder the value of such an experience 
but Eric Schmidt disagrees, according to Nicholas Carr: 

“Google’s chief executive sees the incorporation of social 
networking into theatrical and other events as an exciting new 
business opportunity for Internet firms. ‘The most obvious use 
of Twitter’, he says, can be seen in situations where ’everybody 
is watching a play and are busy talking about the play while the 
play is under way.’”358

By figuratively wrapping ourselves in our screens, we are 
effectively insulating ourselves from direct experience. In the 
meantime the Earth is bleeding and needs our empathy and 
urgent attention – and this should first start with utmost care 
paid to our local ecological communities. But, rightfully asks 
palaeontologist Scott Sampson: 

“How are we to establish affective bonds locally if our lives are 
consumed by virtual experiences on global intermedia? How 
are we to develop new, more meaningful connections to our 
native communities if we are staring at computer screens that 
connect us only to an amorphous worldwide ‘community.” … 
“What we need is uninterrupted solitude outdoors, sufficient 
time for the local sights, sounds, scents and textures to seep 
into our consciousness.”359

Naturalist and author Robert Pyle eloquently sums up the 
conundrum: 

“What is the extinction of the condor to a 
child who has never known a wren?” 360

B- KOYAANISQATSI
From the Hopi language: 

1- Crazy life
2- Life in turmoil
3- Life disintegrating
4- Life out of balance
5- A state of life that calls for another way of living

Many authors have pointed out how the march of civilization, 
by severing the bond with nature, has created a kind of autism. 
Man is not listening anymore. In Thomas Berry’s words: 

“We are talking only to ourselves. We are not talking to the 
rivers, we are not listening to wind and stars. We have broken 

the great conversation. By breaking that conversation we have 
shattered the universe. All the disasters that are happening 
now are a consequence of that ‘spiritual autism’”. 

For Jung, Man feels himself isolated in the cosmos because 
he is no longer involved in nature and has lost his emotional 
‘unconscious identity’ with natural phenomena.

Our great crime, somewhere along the way, has been to lose 
our reverence for Earth, “to lose”, as Susan Murphy says, “the 
humble amazement of feeling the Earth and ourselves to be a 
prodigious unearned gift from the universe”. “How”, she asks, 
“did we make ourselves self-appointed lords of the Earth and, 
like spoilt children, throw all gratitude and humility out the 
window?”361

For Paul Shepard, the consequences of this “historical march 
away from nature”, can be seen in “massive therapy, escapism, 
intoxicants, narcotics, fits of destruction and rage, enormous 
grief, subordination to hierarchies that exhibit this callow 
ineptitude at every level, and, perhaps worst of all, a readiness 
to strike back at a natural world that we dimly perceive as 
having failed us.”362

Chellis Glendenning talks of ‘traumatic stress’: 

“Technological society’s dislocation from the only home 
we have ever known is a traumatic event that has occurred 
over many generations, and that occurs again in each of our 
childhoods and in our daily lives. In the face of such a breach, 
symptoms of traumatic stress are no longer the rare event 
caused by a freak accident or battering weather, but the stuff 
of every man’s and every woman’s daily life.”363

Technology has evidently been playing a major role in removing 
us from our immersion in nature - and few would argue against 
the benefits it has brought in its wake, insulating us from the 
blistering cold of winter for instance. Says Claire Thompson:

“When we began to seek protection from the life-threatening 
dangers of the natural world we were trying to avoid death. 
Now, however, by locking ourselves up indoors and in our 
minds, it seems we are beginning to avoid life.”364

Little by little we have become estranged from nature, 
increasingly seen as something to be protected from, to 
conquer or simply not worthy of interest any longer. As 
Mayakovski said: 

“After seeing electricity, I lost interest in nature. Not up to date 
enough.”365

But in the process something fundamental has gone missing, 
as McLuhan expressed fifty years ago: 

“Our mechanical technologies for extending and separating the 
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functions of our physical beings have brought us near to a state 
of disintegration by putting us out of touch with ourselves. 
The capitulation of Western man to his technology, with its 
crescendo of specialized demands, has always appeared to 
many observers of our world as a kind of enslavement.”366 (our 
italics)

For McLuhan, the specialist “is one who never makes small 
mistakes while moving toward the grand fallacy.”367 Our 
technological advances have contributed to altering our 
perception of the world, and consequently our dialogue with 
it. Thus, says McLuhan: 

“The clock dragged man out of the world of seasonal rhythms 
and recurrence, as effectively as the alphabet had released 
him from the magical resonance of the spoken word. This dual 
translation of the individual out of the grip of Nature and out 
of the clutch of the tribe was not without its own penalties.”368

Then came the printing press: 

“The immediate effect of this idea was to desacralize the world 
of nature and the world of power alike. The new technique 
of control of physical processes by segmentation and 
fragmentation separated God and Nature as much as Man and 
Nature, or man and man.”369

And now, says Ralph Metzner: 

“Like autistic children who do not seem to hear, or see, or feel 
their mother’s presence, we have become blind to the psychic 
presence of the living planet and deaf to its voices and stories. 
… For a long time now, we have been unable to remember 
our former closeness with the Earth. Due to this amnesia, 
the ecological problems now thrust upon us have come as a 
shock.”370

In his best-seller Last child in the woods Richard Louv coined 
the term ‘Nature Deficit Disorder’, a condition affecting many 
of us, especially children, deprived as we are of interaction 
with the natural world – a condition linked to “anxiety, 
depression, hyperactivity, attention deficit disorders, obesity 
and diabetes.”371

By the same token we have stripped ourselves, and all life 
around us, of meaning – nowhere as better expressed as in 
Existentialism, a philosophy, says Mary Midgley, which reasons: 

“As if the world contained only dead matter (things) on the one 
hand and fully rational, educated, adult human beings on the 
other – as if there were no other life-forms. The impression of 
desertion or abandonment which Existentialists have is due, I 
am sure, not to the removal of God, but to this contemptuous 
dismissal of the biosphere – plants, animals, and children. Life 
shrinks to a few urban rooms; no wonder it becomes absurd.”372

Jung reached the same conclusion: 

“Civilized man….is in danger of losing all contact with the world 
of instinct – a danger that is still further increased by his living 
an urban existence in what seems to be a purely manmade 
environment. This loss of instinct is largely responsible for the 
pathological condition of contemporary culture.”373

One really has to wonder what the further immersion in digital, 
virtual technologies will do to our instinct and to our animal, 
sentient roots. For poet and writer Gary Snyder,

“A culture that alienates itself from the very ground of its own 
being – from wilderness outside (that is to say, wild nature, 
the wild, self-contained, self-informing ecosystems) and from 
that other wilderness within – is doomed to a very destructive 
behaviour, ultimately perhaps self-destructive behaviour.” 

Our fast-expanding, ‘always on’, 24/7 modus operandi, so 
greatly facilitated by the new technologies, partakes of this 
disconnection. Says Jonathan Crary: 

“24/7 is inseparable from environmental catastrophe in its 
declaration of permanent expenditure, of endless wastefulness 
for its sustenance, in its terminal disruption of the cycles and 
seasons on which ecological integrity depends.”374

It also feeds upon and reinforces the need to find stimulation 
in a meaningless world. Says David Abram: 

“The mass-produced artifacts of civilization, from milk cartons 
to washing machines to computers, draw our senses into a 
dance that endlessly reiterates itself without variation. To the 
sensing body there artifacts are, like all phenomena, animate 
and even alive, but their life is profoundly constrained by the 
specific ‘functions’ for which they were built. Once our bodies 
master these functions, the machine-made objects commonly 
teach our senses nothing further; they are unable to surprise 
us, and so we must continually acquire new built objects, new 
technologies, the latest model of this or that if we wish to 
stimulate ourselves.”375

French philosopher Jean-Francois Lyotard sums it up thus: 
“In the cynicism of innovation undoubtedly lurks the despair 
that nothing new happens.”376

Is the link to our instinct irremediably damaged and severed? 
Are we so estranged from our senses that we can no longer 
claim kinship with the biosphere? David Abram believes that 
deep down, we are still longing for a reunion with our extended 
family: 

“It is commonplace to observe that today the perceived world 
is everywhere filtered and transformed by technology, altered 
by the countless tools that interpose themselves between our 
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senses and the earthly sensuous. It is less common to suggest 
that there’s a wildness that still reigns underneath all these 
mediations – that our animal senses, coevolved with the 
animate landscape, are still tuned to the many-voiced earth. 
Our creaturely body, shaped in ongoing interaction with the 
other bodies that compose the biosphere, remains poised and 
thirsting for contact with otherness. Cocooned in a clutch of 
technologies, the nervous system that seethes within our skin 
still thirsts for a relatively unmediated exchange with reality in 
all its more-than-human multiplicity and weirdness.”377

C- THE TECHNOLOGICAL SUBLIME
Confronted as we are with an ecological catastrophe that could 
wipe out humanity’s very existence, and most life on Earth, 
and that has been greatly facilitated by our technological 
advances, today should be a moment of reckoning, a time when 
we collectively and individually may take a long and hard look 
at ourselves. In particular we could seriously question the role 
that technology has been playing in the unfolding drama and 
how we can reassess our relationship to it. As Jung said: 

“The more successful we become in science and technology, 
the more diabolical are the uses to which we put our inventions 
and discoveries.”378

But we seem to be unable to shake off the awe that we feel 
for our own ingenuity. “We need more cars, more televisions, 
more dams, more technologies to prove our grandiosity,” says 
Chellis Glendenning.379 Kanner and Gomes also recognize an 
unwillingness to admit our dependence upon the biosphere, 
an admission that would threaten our sense of identity and 
omnipotence: 

“It is clear that we depend on the Earth for our life: for the 
air that we breathe, the water and minerals that constitute 
our bodies, the plants that miraculously transform the 
energy of the sun into living substances. Yet we in the urban-
industrial civilization have centred our identity as a species 
around the renunciation of this truth. Human dependence 
on the hospitality of the Earth is total, and this is extremely 
threatening to the separative self. By dominating the biosphere 
and attempting to control natural processes, we can maintain 
the illusion of being radically autonomous. The living system, 
on which we depend and of which we are a part, is engulfed and 
made a servant.”380

And so, instead of trying to our renew 
our bond with Earth, we fantasize about 

living on Mars, as inhospitable a planet as 
one can imagine, or about finding another 

Earth.

Stumbling on a blade of grass somewhere in Alpha Centauri 
would no doubt be held as a miracle of nature – and yet 
we trample our own patches with absolute contempt. By 
dematerializing our existences through our increasing 
engagement with digital technologies, we accelerate this 
fantasy of finding ‘another’ place, a ‘refuge’ far away from this 
world – be it virtual or by orbiting a distant star. The rise of the 
‘knowledge worker’ epitomizes this movement, as expressed 
by Maxwell and Miller: 

“Since the 1970s knowledge workers have gained in status… 
They form what geographer Joel Kotkin calls a putative 
‘aristocracy of talent’ elevated by the meritocratic discourse 
of progress, informatization, and the ‘creative industries’, 
luxuriating in ever-changing techniques, technologies, and 
networks… Because their work is so abstracted from physical, 
dirty labour, knowledge workers thrive in the twilight zone of 
the technological sublime.”381

Technology becomes the ultimate reference and inevitably 
becomes the answer to all ills. For Chellis Glendening: 

“Many people embrace the ‘technological 
fix’ as the answer to social, psychological, 
and medical problems caused by previous 

technological fixes.” 382

While Einstein famously said that “you cannot solve a problem 
with the same thinking that created it in the first place”, we 
seem hell bent on doing exactly that. In Up from Eden Ken 
Wilber is at pains to emphasize that the mind that created 
technology is not in itself the problem, but rather our total 
identification with it: 

“I remind the reader that it is not the existence of the egoic 
structure itself that constitutes our cage, but only the 
exclusive identification of our awareness with that structure. 
The structure itself houses numerous benefits – a logical and 
syntactical brilliance that soon would bring forth medicine, 
science and technology. But we will not let this structure work 
for us because it is us – we have rather totally identified with 
it.”383

Crucially, he says, “We have placed upon technology the 
preposterous demand that it make this earth into a heaven, 
which means, in effect, that it turn the finite into the infinite.”384

 
This thinking is particularly pervasive among the economic and 
political elites, as evidenced in this extract from a 2014 column 
by Chris Huhne, then Secretary of State for Energy and Climate 
Change: 
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“Many green thinkers have rightly been suspicious of economic 
growth: the curve of rising living standards has been tracked by 
the curve of rising energy use from coal, oil and gas. The simple 
answer was green puritanism: change our lifestyle. Don the 
hair-shirt. Stop consuming more. Stop growth – and therefore 
stop pollution. The good news is that we can increasingly see 
a future where technology does most of the change for us.”385 
(our italics) 

One can almost hear a collective sigh of relief – no hard 
questions asked, technology to the rescue! So in effect, rather 
than questioning technology and our relationship to it, we are, 
stubbornly, asking it to solve the problems it helped create in 
the first place. 

Nanotechnologies, OGM, fracking, synthetic biology, AI, 
robotics… In technology we trust, with blind fervour, to tweak 
our world and bring about the new human, presumably better 
equipped than his predecessor to deal with a meaningless, 
goalless universe and a soulless planet. Geo-engineering might 
be the ultimate illustration of our hubris, showing as it does our 
absolute disregard for self-questioning and soul-searching: 
rather than making the necessary adjustments to live in 
harmony on and with Earth – that is, ultimately, in harmony 
with ourselves - we seem intent upon playing the sorcerer’s 
apprentice by trying to coerce the planet into accommodating 
our destructive lifestyles.  

Our blind faith in technology might be our ultimate demise, as 
Aldo Leopold expressed decades ago: 

“Civilization has so cluttered this elemental man-earth 
relationship with gadgets and middlemen that awareness of it 
is growing dim. We fancy that industry supports us, forgetting 
what supports industry.”386

Jonathan Crary concurs: 

“There is a pervasive illusion that, as more of the earth’s 
atmosphere is annihilated or irreparably damaged, human 
beings can magically dissociate themselves from it and transfer 
their interdependencies to the mecanosphere of global 
capitalism. The more one identifies with the insubstantial 
electronic surrogates for the physical self, the more one 
seems to conjure an exemption from the biocide under way 
everywhere on the planet.”387
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On Jung’s tombstone at Kusnacht can be read the following 
epitaph (Corinthians I, 15:47): “Primus homo de terra terrenus. 
Secundus homo caelo caelestis”, which translates as: 
“First, man of the earth, terrestrial. Second, man of the sky, 
celestial”388 – a homage to the dual nature of man that echoes 
Thoreau’s words: “Heaven is under our feet as much as over 
our heads.” But a homage, too, to the primary kinship of Man 
with Earth.

A- EARTHING
Our accelerating disconnection from Earth is very literally 
evidenced in another technological invention, albeit much 
older than digital technology: the walking shoe! “The world’s 
most dangerous invention”, claims David Wolfe, a leading 
authority on health and lifestyle, one of “the most destructive 
culprits of inflammation and autoimmune diseases.”389 Why, 
one may ask, is so much resentment directed at the humble 
shoe?

To find out we need to go back to 1993, the year when Clinton 
Ober, a successful entrepreneur in the cable industry, suddenly 
had to face a life-threatening liver disease. Eventually 
overcoming his painful condition, Ober spent the next five 
years reassessing his life, unsure of its direction, until one 
day in 1998 when, sitting on a park bench, a sudden realization 
burst into his mind: as he was watching people walking by, he 
realized that all of them were wearing shoes with thick plastic 
or rubber soles, as he was himself wearing that very day – in 
effect insulating them from the ground. He thought about his 
own background in the cable industry. 

“Before there was cable”, he says in his landmark Earthing 
book, “there usually was lots of ‘flecks’ in the TV picture, due to 
electromagnetic interference… In the cable industry you have 
to ground and shield the entire cable system in every home 
to prevent extraneous electromagnetic signals and fields from 
interfering with the transmission carried through the cable. …
That is how you provide the viewer with a perfect signal and a 
crisp picture… The shield is electrically connected to the Earth. 
It is grounded, so that the Earth can either deliver or absorb 
electrons and prevent damage from electrical charges.” 

This realization led him on a quest, guided by a very simple 
question: do we damage our health by wearing rubber or 
plastic-soled shoes? Says Ober: 

“The human immune system evolved over millions of years. 
During this great span of time, of course, we lived mostly in 
barefoot contact with the Earth. We were naturally Earthed. 
Yet scientists haven’t noticed that modern living involves a 
disconnect with Earth’s stabilizing electrical energy and a loss 
of the body’s natural grounded state, and that this loss may set 
up the immune system for malfunction.”390

We are indeed electrical beings, mostly made of water and 
minerals just like the Earth is, but in modern societies, says 
Ober, we have “lost our electrical roots” by severing the 
connection between our feet and the Earth. Because of the 
shoes we wear, the cars we drive and the beds we sleep in, we 
live physically disconnected from the Earth’s surface. For Ober, 
as well as for other scientists having carried out studies based 
on his insight, we are therefore deprived of the electrons that 
the Earth is naturally providing. One such study, conducted in 
2006 by Chevalier, Mori and Oschman, reached the following 
conclusion: 

“The earth’s surface is electrically conductive and is maintained 
at a negative potential by a global electrical circuit. This 
circuit has three main generators: the solar wind entering the 
magnetosphere; the ionospheric wind; and thunderstorms. An 
estimated 1,000 to 2,000 thunderstorms are continually active 
around the globe, emitting thousands of lightening strikes 
per minute. This creates a constant current of thousands of 
amperes transferring positive charge to the upper atmosphere 
and negative charge to the surface of the earth. The earth’s 
surface is therefore an abundant source of free electrons. 
When humans are in direct contact with the earth (barefoot), 
free electrons are conducted onto the skin surface and into the 
body via the mucus membranes of the digestive and respiratory 
systems. The body is thereby maintained at the same electrical 
potential as the earth. This has been the natural bioelectrical 
environment of the human body and of other organisms 
throughout most of evolutionary history.”391

Why is an afflux of electrons good for the body? The theory 
proposed by Ober and others is that the free electrons supplied 
by Earth allow the body to control and get rid of a damaging 
excess of free radicals causing chronic inflammation. 

“What connecting to the Earth does,” says Ober, is “to reunite 
you with the natural electrical signals from the Earth that 
govern all organisms dwelling upon it. It restores your body’s 
natural internal electrical stability and rhythms, which in turn 

2.2 / ...TO EARTH
2.2.1 HOMO DE TERRA TERRENUS
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promote normal functioning of body systems, including the 
cardiovascular, respiratory, digestive, and immune systems. 
It remedies an electron deficiency to reduce inflammation. By 
reconnecting, you enable your body to return to its normal 
electrical state, better able to self-regulate and self-heal.”392

The importance of connecting to the ground is, of course, not 
in itself a new idea and is readily found in the reverence for the 
soil shown by indigenous peoples and in the notion of Qi energy, 
which the Chinese say runs from Earth to the body through the 
soles of the feet via powerful acupuncture points. Much more 
recently, the late Dr Rossi, podiatrist and author, went similarly 
at great lengths to stress the importance of the connection 
between Earth and foot, which he saw encapsulated in the rich 
sensibility of the foot: 

“The sole (or plantar surface) of the foot is richly covered with 
some 1,300 nerve endings per square inch, more than on any 
other part of the body of comparable size. Why are so many 
nerve endings concentrated here? To keep us ‘in touch’ with 
the Earth. The foot is the vital link between the person and the 
Earth. The paws of all animals are equally rich in nerve endings. 
Try walking barefoot on the ground for a couple of minutes. 
Every living thing, including human beings, draws energy from 
this field through its feet, paws or roots.”393

This can be readily confirmed by taking a simple stroll on wet 
grass, which for most people induces a tingling and a sensation 
of aliveness on the soles of the foot.

Ober has catalogued hundreds of cases of persons whose 
health dramatically improved after repeated exposure to 
Earthing, sometimes for as little as 30 minutes per day. Several 
studies have also confirmed this, including the 2006 Chevalier 
et al., study quoted above: 

“It appears that earthing the human body has significant 
effects on electrophysiological properties of the brain and 
musculature, on the blood volume pulse, and on the noise and 
stability of electrophysiological recordings. Taken together, 
the changes in EEG, EMG, and BVP suggest reductions in overall 
stress levels and tensions, and a shift in autonomic balance 
upon earthing.” 

Similarly, a Polish study concluded: 

“Earthing the human body influences human physiologic 
processes. This influence is observed during night relaxation 
and during physical activity. Effect of the earthing on calcium–
phosphate homeostasis is the opposite of that which occurs 
in states of weightlessness. It also increases the activity of 
catabolic processes. It may be the primary factor regulating 
endocrine and nervous systems.”394

But the effects of Earthing do not stop at the free supply of 
electrons into the body. Indeed, and crucially for the subject 

of our report, a 2005 study by electrical engineer Roger 
Applewhite395 showed that “grounding powerfully reduces 
electromagnetic fields (EMFs) on the body”, acting as a 
shield preventing environmental electric fields from creating 
disruptive electric potentials on the body (dubbed The 
Umbrella Effect of Earthing). Chevalier develops the theme: 

“Within an ungrounded body, electrons and other charged 
particles react mainly to the electric field component of the 
electromagnetic fields present in the immediate environment. 
[But] because their movement within the body is very slow, 
they do not respond well to magnetic fields.”396

However, says Ober: 

“If the person is grounded, the body is shielded from these 
perturbations by the Earth’s electrons.”397

 How can we get naturally grounded? Forty years ago, French 
agronomist Matteo Taverawas offered the following practical 
suggestions: 

“Walk into the wilderness and choose the grassy areas instead 
of the asphalt roads. Try to walk barefoot. You will notice the 
difference in your mood, your health. It will keep you alive 
with joy in your heart. As often as possible expose any part 
of the skin of your body to the Earth or grass, or any natural 
water, lake, stream or ocean. In your garden moist grass is a 
perfect conductor. Use the trunk of a tree to lean on. Bathing, 
especially in ocean water, is extremely good for you. If you can, 
walk barefoot in these waters. If you have ever done it you 
have already seen the benefits on your nervous system, your 
sleeping, your appetite and your attitude. When you are linked 
to the Earth and involved in the electric exchanges, you start 
feeling like a human being again.”398

These recommendations may of course sound deceptively 
simple, naive and obvious, but, critically, they can easily be 
followed in an urban environment – a patch of grass will suffice. 
They certainly do not sound like revolutionary statements, 
having been naturally observed by our ancestors for hundreds 
of thousands of years. Yet, as T.S. Eliot would say: 

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.

Additionally, the need for physical contact with the Earth is 
emphasized in two further studies highlighting the ill effects 
of living high over ground. In the first one,399 a link was made 
between living on the upper floors of a high-rise building and 
an ‘increase in HRV (heart rate variability)’ while in the second 
one, Dr Wolinsky of the University of Iowa demonstrated that 
older people living in a multistorey apartment block were 40 
per cent more likely to have a stroke than those living in a 
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single-storey home.400

The Tao Te Ching, 2,500 years ago, was professing a similar 
truth:

In dwelling live close to the ground
If you let yourself be blown to and fro
You lose touch with your root
If you let restlessness move you
You lose touch with who you are.

The theory of ‘earthing’ might be nothing more than trying 
to find a scientific explanation for what has been intuitively 
known for millennia. It is however symbolically quite powerful, 
especially in the context of this report which is striving to show 
how our increasing engagement with technology is severing 
the bond that links us back to Earth. We are taking leave from 
our planet in many different ways and, more than ever, it is 
crucial that we realize how deeply this is affecting us.

B- SCHUMANN RESONANCES
In 1952 Dr Winfried O. Schumann, at that time Director of 
the Electrophysical Institute at the Technical University of 
Munich, published a paper about the electromagnetic waves 
that he found in the cavity between the Earth’s crust and the 
ionosphere. Initially assumed to have a frequency of around 
10Hz, the Schumann resonance waves, as they became known, 
were later found to vibrate at 7.83Hz. The importance of the 
discovery was not initially recognized but it became quickly 
apparent that Schumann had stumbled onto something 
significant. 

To find out why, we need to foray a little bit into the human 
brain, and in particular into its pulsating rhythms. Indeed, with 
the development of EEG, it has become possible to analyse the 
brain waves with increasing precision. Currently, it is assumed 
that the brain operates at five different frequencies, or rather 
bands of frequencies: Delta, Theta, Alpha, Beta and Gamma. 
Each frequency represents a specific brain activity and a 
corresponding specific state of consciousness: 

Delta waves (0.5-4 Hz): Deep unconscious, intuition and 
insight. Associated with deep sleep, detached awareness and 
unconscious healing.

Theta waves (4-7.5 Hz): Meditation, intuition, memory. Rests 
directly on the threshold of the subconscious. Associated with 
deep meditation. “Twilight” zone, just before falling asleep or 
upon waking up. Vivid images flash before being analysed.

Alpha waves (7.5-12 Hz): Relaxation, visualization, creativity. 
Expansion of awareness, sense of peace. Fears dissolve. Day-
dreaming. Deep relaxation but not meditation.

Beta waves (12-30 Hz): Normal waking state. Alertness, 
concentration, focus. Logical reasoning. Stress, anxiety, 
restlessness.

Gamma waves (30-100 Hz): Only recently discovered and 
not very well-known. Said to be associated as much with 
transcendental states as with bursts of insight or high-level 
information processing.401

To sum up: 

“There are five major brain wave ranges: Beta (12-30 Hz) is 
present in normal waking consciousness and is heightened 
during times of stress; the Alpha brain wave (7.5-12 Hz) in deep 
relaxation; Theta (4-7.5 Hz) in meditation and light sleep; and 
the slowest, Delta (0.5-4 Hz) in deep dreamless sleep and 
transcendental meditation. The less recognised Gamma is 
fastest (above 40 Hz) and associated with sudden insight.”402

As an illustration of the above it has been observed that the 
rhythmic beat that a drummer uses to induce a shamanic 
trance is most often found to be 4.5 beats per second – that is 
4.5 Hz, at the slowest part of the theta brain wave range.
 
The Alpha-Theta border however, around 7.5 hz, seems to 
represent a crucial step in our consciousness: 

“It is the optimal range for visualization, mind programming and 
using the creative power of your mind. It is the mental state at 
which you consciously create your reality. At this frequency of 
mind control you are conscious of your surroundings but your 
body is in deep relaxation. To learn how to access this level of 
mind at will you must first learn to relax.”403

While theta waves are more associated with unconsciousness, 
the benefits of alpha waves for consciousness are numerous: 
“Alpha brain wave activity is common among highly creative 
individuals who have a clear mind or are experiencing 
relaxation. If you close your eyes for a minute or so, your alpha 
brain wave activity will significantly increase. As you open 
your eyes, the more stressful beta brain waves become the 
dominant pattern. In comparison, as a child you will have had 
significantly greater amounts of alpha brain wave activity than 
you will as an adult. Alpha brain waves have long been regarded 
as the healthiest brain wave range, and also the ‘safest’ brain 
wave range to entrain. 

Benefits of Alpha Brain Waves: Relaxing Thoughts/Relaxed Body; 
Creative States; Enhanced problem Solving; Calming, Centred 
Emotions; Everything seems to flow; Improved Autoimmune 
System; Positive thinking; Natural anti-depressant; Internal 
Awareness.”404

At this stage one cannot help but notice the correspondence 
between the alpha-theta border and the Schuman resonances. 
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Could the fact that the Earth vibrates at 7.83 Hz, right at the 
lower end of the alpha waves and on the cusp of theta waves, 
explain the deep relaxing states induced by being immersed 
in nature: when watching a sunset on a beach, breathing the 
air on top of a mountain, or strolling in a forest? Are not the 
benefits associated with Alpha waves exactly the benefits that 
one experiences in nature?

The fact that the human brain, in its most relaxed conscious 
state, seems to have adjusted to the natural pulse of the Earth 
has not gone unnoticed and has led Schumann resonances 
to be referred to as ‘the tuning fork of life’. Indeed it looks 
increasingly likely that other life forms on the planet have 
similarly, in their long evolution, adjusted to the rhythms of 
the Earth and that life, just as it co-evolved within the magnetic 
field of the Earth, has adjusted to its frequency. 

In turn the Schumann resonances (7.83Hz and its harmonics) 
are increasingly thought to be a necessary condition for 
life on Earth. In 1973, in a significant, Professor R. Weaver 
from the Max Planck Institute looked into the effects of the 
Schumann resonance on human beings by carrying out tests on 
volunteers in an underground bunker that completely screened 
out magnetic fields, including the Schumann resonance of 
7.83Hz. After four weeks underground the volunteers were 
suffering from a range of symptoms, from emotional distress 
to migraine headaches. However when, unbeknownst to them, 
Weber exposed them to the Schumann resonance again, the 
symptoms cleared up and volunteers felt healthy again. The 
same problems of depression and illness were reported by 
the first astronauts and cosmonauts, who, out in space, were 
similarly no longer exposed to the Schumann waves. To counter 
this, modern space crafts are said to contain a device which 
simulates the Schumann waves of 7.83hz.

The recent development of man-made EMF frequencies is now 
largely drowning out the natural signals from Earth. It is now 
impossible to measure Schumann resonances unless one goes 
far out to sea. If indeed 7.83Hz acts as a tuning fork for life, 
one can legitimely wonder what a saturated electromagnetic 
environment will do to all life processes on the planet. We 
may literally become ‘out of tune’ with Nature, severed from 
the pulse of the Earth, with serious consequences not only for 
our psychological states but for our biological evolution too – 
and for the evolution of the countless life forms that share the 
planet with us.
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A- CYBERSPACE AND THE FROG
In The Spell of the Sensuous, David Abram emphasizes how, 
in human history, the development of language has always 
been deeply embedded within the sensuous experience of 
the surrounding landscape – in the sound of waterfalls, the 
chirping of birds, the music of the wind blowing in the trees. 
Oral cultures, he says, never lose this connection to the 
animate Earth:405

“To such peoples, that which we term ‘language’ remains as 
much a property of the animate landscape as of the humans 
who dwell and speak within that terrain”… “For the Amahuaca, 
the Koyukon, the Western Apache, and the diverse Aboriginal 
peoples of Australia – as for numerous indigenous, oral 
cultures – the coherence of human language is inseparable 
from the coherence of the surrounding ecology, from the 
expressive vitality of the more-than-human terrain. It is the 
animate earth that speaks; human speech is but a part of that 
vaster discourse.”406

As Kate Bush, a woman with a strong affinity for the living 
Earth, once replied when asked who her favourite singers were: 
“nightingale, blackbird and thrush”. 

With the invention of the written word however, humans 
started to lose that connection: 

“Each image now came to have a strictly human referent: each 
letter was now associated purely with a gesture or sound of 
the human mouth. Such images could no longer function as 
windows opening on to a more-than-human field of powers, but 
solely as mirrors reflecting the human form back upon itself.”407

With the advent of the alphabet the stones fell silent, each man 
becoming an island separated from his surroundings: 

“Human language became a largely self-referential system 
closed off from the larger world that once engendered it. And 
the ‘I’, the speaking self, was hermetically sealed within this 
new interior.”408

By shutting ourselves from the landscape around us, we 
increasingly assumed that the only meaningful language was 
human. We denied Gaia her voice and in the process accelerated 
the rupture from Earth, ‘stifling our direct experience’.409 
Moreover, in a negative feedback loop, this increasing distance 

brought about an impoverishment of language: 

“As technological civilization diminishes the biotic diversity 
of the earth, language itself is diminished. As there are fewer 
and fewer songbirds in the air, due to the destruction of their 
forests and wetlands, human speech loses more and more of 
its evocative power. For when we no longer hear the voices of 
warbler and wren, our own speaking can no longer be nourished 
by their cadences. As the splashing speech of the rivers is 
silenced by more and more dams, as we drive more and more 
of the land’s wild voices into the oblivion of extinction, our own 
languages become increasingly impoverished and weightless, 
progressively emptied of their earthly resonance.”410

In this light the dumbing down of language brought about 
by digital communications is inevitable. By taking us further 
away from our senses and by deepening our disengagement 
with the sensuous earth, digital technology inevitably narrows 
our expression and our language– as already noted earlier in 
this report and as can be readily observed in e-mails, Internet 
forums, SMS and social media. In turn, by increasingly talking to 
ourselves only we become totally oblivious to other life forms: 

“Our nervous system synapsed to the terminal, we do not notice 
that the chorus of frogs by the nearby stream has dwindled, 
this year, to a solitary voice, and that the song sparrows no 
longer return to the trees.”411

And since birds can no longer be heard in our parks, gardens 
and last forests, tweeting has now been re-appropriated and 
has become a purely human activity – the birds’ enchanting 
overhead chatter has morphed into a shallow, staccato, 
blurting regimen of 140 characters max.

This estrangement from our senses and from the bodily 
terrain, and the loss of language that it entails, makes the 
current ecological crisis all the more difficult to address. For 
psychologist Laura Sewall: 

“The deadening of our senses is at the heart of the 
environmental crisis and reawakening them is an integral step 
toward renewing our bond with the Earth.”412

For Theodore Roszak, we all have this innate ability to hear the 
voice of the Earth. However: 

“If we are, as the Romantic poets believed, born with the gift of 
hearing that voice, then turning a deaf ear to her appeal must 

2.2 / ...TO EARTH
2.2.2 THE SONG OF THE EARTH
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be a wrenching effort, and a painful one to maintain, just as all 
efforts to hide from the truth of our identity must be painful. 
Repression hurts. We call that pain neurosis.”413

Theodore Roszak’s wife, Betty, is a rare optimistic voice in the 
chorus and perceives a new ecological sensibility that replaces 
language, in its multiple forms, at the centre: 

“What is this new ecological sensibility? It is a flowing 
continuum of all the varying modes of perception, inclusive of 
and receptive to the teachings of the non-human world…”

“We understand now that our symbols 
are as important as our technologies, 

and our metaphors as important as our 
machines.” 414

B- TRANSHUMAN MAGNIFICENCE
“The closer you are to real matter, air fire rock and wood, 
boy, the more spiritual the world is.” (The dharma bums, Jack 
Kerouac)

“My view of our planet was a glimpse of divinity.” (Edgar 
Mitchell, Apollo XIV astronaut)

The new ecological sensibility that Betty Roszak sees emerging 
requires a shift in perception, a recognition that we, men and 
women, are first and foremost children of the Earth, and that 
our next of kins are the winds, the rivers, the animals, the 
plants and the forests sharing the planet with us. A kinship that 
has always been recognized by our elders: 

Thoreau:  “Of thee, O Earth, are my bone and sinew made: to 
thee, O Sun, am I brother. Here have I my habitat. I am of thee.”

Khalil Gibran: “Forget not that the earth delights to feel your 
bare feet and the wind longs to play with your hair.”

An old Welsh medical treatise is even more specific:

“Man’s flesh is of the earth
His blood is of the sea
His eyes of the sun
His breath of the wind
His mind and his inconstancy of the cloud
His bones of the stone.”

One may appreciate here the parallel between the mind and the 
cloud – allegorically bringing us back to mind and cyberspace. 
For depth psychologist Stephen Aizenstat: 

“The rhythms of nature underlie all of human interaction: 

religious traditions, economic systems, cultural and political 
organizations. When these human forms betray the natural 
psychic pulse, people and societies get sick, nature is exploited, 
and entire species are threatened.”415

In the middle of the last century, radical poet Robinson Jeffers 
was calling for: 

“a shifting of emphasis and significance from man to not-
man; the rejection of human solipsism and recognition of the 
transhuman magnificence.”416

The transhuman magnificence: not to be confused with 
transhumanism, the self-declared ‘humanity +’ movement 
whose Declaration’s first Article reads as such: 

“Humanity stands to be profoundly affected by science 
and technology in the future. We envision the possibility of 
broadening human potential by overcoming aging, cognitive 
shortcomings, involuntary suffering and our confinement to 
planet Earth.”417

‘Our confinement to planet Earth’:  one may legitimely wonder 
what marvellous worlds wait in store for humanity in the dark 
recesses of the Universe. The land of milk and honey a few 
billion light-years away? Edgar Mitchell’s words, quoted as an 
introduction to this chapter, should be carefully pondered. 
Indeed, by reaching the Moon on that fateful July night of 1969, 
what mankind seems to have discovered, rather than the Moon, 
is a renewed vision of the Earth herself, in all her beauty, glory 
and numinosity. 

And so, rather than setting our sight 
away from planet Earth, shouldn’t we 
engage more deeply and respectfully 

with her, and acknowledge our symbiotic 
relationship with her? 

For David Abram, by constantly projecting in the future a vision 
of a better world, we create mental shackles that further the 
dissociation from our senses: 

“The practice of realignment with reality can hardly afford to be 
utopian. It cannot base itself upon a vision hatched in our heads 
and then projected into the future. Any approach to current 
problems that aims us toward a mentally envisioned future 
implicitly holds us within the oblivion of linear time. It holds us, 
that is, within the same illusory dimension that enabled us to 
neglect and finally to forget the land around us. By projecting 
the solution somewhere outside of the perceivable present, it 
invites our attention away from the sensuous surroundings, 
induces us to dull our senses, yet again, on behalf of a mental 
ideal.”418
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Put another way, by constantly promising better tomorrows 
while simultaneously looking down on the past, technology 
prevents us from engaging fully and consciously with our 
present – in space as much as in time. In that sense Jeffers’ 
transhuman magnificence is diametrically opposed to the 
transhumanists’ vision of the future. For him transhumanism 
means a rediscovery of the more-than-human world in which 
we are so deeply embedded, the refusal of anthropocentrism, 
and the acknowledgement of our utter dependence on nature 
– something technology represses and denies by giving us a 
fake sense of omnipotence. This recognition is of course not 
easily achieved. It requires hard work, in the form of attention, 
mindfulness and an active engagement with the natural world 
– “wakeful presence”, in the words of Buddhist monk Thich 
Nhat Hanh. As holy Lakota man John Fire Lame Deer said: 

“Let’s have the grass for a mattress, let us become like stones, 
plants and trees. Let us be animals, think and feel like animals. 
A good way to start thinking about nature, talk about it. Rather 
than talk about it, talk to the rivers, to the lakes, to the winds 
as to our relatives.” 

And Friedrich Schiller: 

“Do you seek the highest, the greatest? The plant can be your 
teacher; what it is without volition you can be wilfully – that’s 
it!” 

But this re-engagement, by bringing us face to face with 
ecological destruction, is also painful, as pointed out by 
psychologist Laura Sewell: 

“Skillful perception is the practice of intentionally sensing with 
our eyes, pores, and hearts wide open. It requires perceptivity 
and the participation of our whole selves, despite the potential 
pain. It means fully witnessing both the magnificence and 
destruction of our Earth.”419

In the face of this destruction, many people prefer to avert 
their gaze and find refuge in technologies that anesthetize the 
senses and insulate them from the onslaught under way.

For Theodore Roszak, man must enter into a transactional 
bond with the natural: 

“There must be give and take, courtesy and respect. One 
bargains with nature, apologizes for intruding upon it, begs 
pardon of the animals one hunts and kills, tries to make 
good the losses one has brought about, offers sacrifice and 
compensation.”420

David Abram urges us to recognize “the Earth as the forgotten 
basis of all our awareness.” Abram continues:

“Does the human intellect, or ‘reason’ really spring us free 
from our inheritance in the depths of this wild proliferation 

of forms? Or on the contrary, is the human intellect rooted in, 
and secretly borne by, our forgotten contact with the multiple 
nonhuman shapes that surround us?”421 (author’s italics)

By human intellect, one should also understand man’s 
technological inventions, and this might be the most 
challenging recognition. Every step on the arrow of progress 
seems to take us further away from our sentient, earthy roots. 
Even developments such as biomimicry, which acknowledges 
nature as a canvas and a model, are mostly seen through a 
human’s lens and validate nature for its utilitarian, human-
centric value. Zen teacher Susan Murphy is unequivocal about 
the urgent need to develop an earth-centred awareness: 

“Until we can expand our scope beyond self-centred and purely 
human concerns to hold in mind the trillion worlds alive on this 
one earth at any moment, and to glimpse ourselves exactly 
in that vibrant, seamless web of interconnectedness, we are 
living in a kind of madness – which is to say, not living in reality. 
The great question of our time is whether or not we will prove 
able to wake into full awareness of the earth.”422

The uninterrupted flow of distractions offered by digital 
technology, our mounting addiction to it and the estrangement 
from our senses and from our physical roots that they bring 
about are undoubtedly a major threat to this reengagement 
with the Earth, increasingly blinding us to the incredible beauty 
and serenity that Nature offers. “Now I see the secret of the 
making of the best persons,” said Walt Whitman. “It is to grow 
in the open air, and to eat and sleep with the earth.”

Let Nature heal us, said Jung. But with 54 per cent of the 
population now living in an urban environment and rising, 
according to the UN,423 how can we ever get the chance to renew 
that bond? Says Roszak: 

“When it comes to getting out of one’s own, self-obsessed 
world of money worries, broken love affairs, or office politics, 
there is no tranquillizer more effective than standing under a 
starry sky at night and breathing in the wonder.”424

Wise words as they may be, where can we turn when that 
starry sky, obliterated by city lights and computer screens, is 
nowhere to be found? 

Yet, intuitively and experientially known for aeons, the 
restorative and psychological benefits of being immersed in 
nature are increasingly recognized by science – and therefore, 
in our epoch when nothing is true unless scientifically proven, 
given a new validation. In this vein, psychologist Stephen 
Kaplan has devised ART (Attention Restorative Theory), which 
proposes that: 

“Nature, which is filled with intriguing stimuli, modestly grabs 
attention in a bottom-up fashion, allowing top-down directed-
attention abilities a chance to replenish. Unlike natural 
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environments, urban environments are filled with stimulation 
that captures attention dramatically and additionally requires 
directed attention, making them less restorative.”425

The Japanese have coined the term ‘Shinrin-yoku’, which 
translates into ‘bathing in the atmosphere of the forest’, to 
express the benefits associated with spending time in the 
woods. Shinrin-yoku is prescribed by doctors to stressed 
workers to help them recover their lost balance by refocusing 
on the Here and Now of nature.

“It was not a herb walk and it was not a nature walk”, said one 
doctor, “it was not a ‘power’ walk through nature, it was a way 
to become part of the nature-moment.”426

Poet Wendell Berry expresses it beautifully: 

“I am trying to teach my mind to bear the 
long, slow growth of the fields, and to sing 

of its passing while it waits.” 

The cathartic effect of wilderness trips has long been 
recognized, as Kanner and Gomes highlight: 

“It is common for ecopsychologists whose work includes long 
wilderness trips or intense urban restoration projects to report 
dramatic breakthroughs that shake individuals to their core. 
When the natural world reawakens in every fibre of our being 
the primal knowledge of connection and graces us with a few 
moments of sheer awe, it can shatter the hubris and isolation 
so necessary to narcissistic defences. Once this has happened, 
ongoing contact with nature can keep these insights alive and 
provide the motivation necessary for continued change. It is 
these experiences that will ultimately fill the empty self and 
heal the existential loneliness so endemic to our times.”427

Far more deeply, one may surmise, than through the continuous 
addictive diet of validations received in the forms of ‘likes’ and 
‘thumbs up’.
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Stephan Harding has a background in ecology and natural 
sciences, having completed his doctorate at Oxford and worked 
for the Smithsonian Institute in Venezuela. He is now the Senior 
Lecturer in Holistic Science at Schumacher College, of which 
he is also a founding member. The College’s first teacher was 
James Lovelock - friend and scientific collaborator to Stephan 
- who originated the Gaia hypothesis, which proposes that the 
Earth is self-regulating and that she and all her children act as 
one living organism.

You said in a previous interview that ‘we could consider Gaia’s 
purpose to be the cultivation of consciousness’. So what kind 
of consciousness can we think about with regards to the 
lithosphere?

The first thing to say, of course, is that the lithosphere is the 
realm of rocks, mineral, oil – in the ground. One way of thinking 
about it is that our consciousness is intimately connected to 
the lithosphere, because our bodies are made of it, at least 
partially. The question is what kind of consciousness the 
lithosphere has? Here I’d probably like to leave science behind. 

When you’re in the presence of, let’s say, a great red gorge 
of rocks– as I have been in the Outback – there seems 
to be something much more going on there in terms of 
consciousness. Those rocks where I was in Western Australia, 
they’re 3,500 million years old. And they’ve been part of the 
very ancient times of the planet and they’re very old and quiet. 
Their consciousness is very mysterious… I think it’s something 
to do with the deep soul and memory of Gaia and of nature. In 
that sense the rocks have a deeper consciousness than ours - 
in which our little consciousness is immersed. You could say 
that the whole Earth is a great consciousness. It’s not outside 
us; we’re inside it. 

You’ve suggested that if we should continue mining we should 
converse with the lithosphere that we want to extract from it. 
How would you see that being done – on a personal level and 
as a society?

Let’s say we need to take out some kind of mineral or some 
oil from the ground… the first thing would be that everyone 
would have the intention to harm the earth as little as possible. 
And then, very careful surveys would be done of the ecologies 
and biodiversity, and on the human social side of things to try 
and see how the damage can be minimised. Once the site has 
been identified, say for small-scale mining or oil extraction, I 

would call in the shamans. And I would ask them to do some 
rituals for quite a while. Sleep on the land, dream on the land… 
pay attention to what the land says through our unconscious 
channels.

And then we listen to their answers. If the answer is no then 
we do not do the mining. But if the answer was yes, then we 
could go ahead with doing it very, very, carefully. So we do the 
scientific surveys, and we do the sociological surveys, but we’re 
not doing them in the conventional way… we’re doing them with 
a different attitude: a living Earth Gaia attitude.

Has digital technology fuelled a disconnection from the Earth 
– or our greater selves- in your own life or in your work?

There are cases, for example of Martin Von Hildebrand 
in Colombia who… introduced some technology to young 
Amazonian indigenous people who were not interested in 
their ancient culture. He gave them computers and cameras 
and encouraged them to interview the old folks about the 
traditional culture. And through that they fell in love with their 
own culture, they rediscovered it, and they can share it with the 
whole world. So that’s an extremely good use of the technology.

In my own experience it’s definitely disconnecting… It has 
this power to suck you in. Like everything it will have a dark 
side and a light side. And the dark side is very powerful and 
overwhelming. But that’s not to say that there won’t be cases 
where it can be extremely beneficial. I think it’s a question 
of habituation to an extent. Everyone sees trees, rocks, feels 
the air. And after a while, people just take those things for 
granted. With technology, there’s so much novelty there. You 
can go anywhere you want. And so in a sense, the technology 
habituates you to it, by de-habituating you to the lack of 
novelty (in the real world). I think, in order to de-habituate 
ourselves and be able to see nature, requires a lot of discipline 
and self-awareness to notice what’s happening to you when 
you are engaging with the technology.

In your life, how have you tried to have that self-discipline?

It’s a very common practice to have what’s known as a sit spot, 
or as I call it, the Gaia spot. I’ve had the same Gaia spot for 27 
years. That’s to say, a space near your house, and it could be in 
your garden, but inside nature where you go regularly and just 
sit and just watch and just be in it. Just being aware of a place 
as it changes through the seasons over a period of time so you 

INTERVIEW
STEPHAN HARDING
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develop a deep relationship with that place. The place then 
becomes a wider personality with which you are relating and in 
which you are an integral part. It stimulates your imagination. I 
remember when I was a boy, I wrote this little poem which was: 

‘Imagination used to be the King
Until Television became the thing’

Our culture is excellent at disconnecting and making nature 
seem as if it’s something outside. But actually it’s not; it’s 
inside. It’s all a great inside. 

How do you think we should reimagine technology for the 
great transition to the ecozoic era?

All the technology would be in service of increasing the sense 
of being within. Then, we’d have technology but we’d be able to 
use it more carefully. For example, I helped to develop an app 
called the Deep Time Walk app, which takes you on a 4.6 km 
journey wherever you are representing 4.6 billion years, which 
is the age of the Earth. As you walk you hear some characters 
describing what was happening at various points. When I use it, 
it helps me feel more inside the Earth. It’s not technology that’s 
the problem; it’s our lack of wisdom. So the question becomes 
‘how do we cultivate wisdom’? 

In the Anthropocene, do you think it’s helpful to imagine cities 
as a new kind of geological layer?

I’m afraid that’s what’s going to happen, but I’m not happy 
about people concentrating into megacities. But on the other 
hand if we’re going to have 11 billion people on the planet, the 
question is ‘can the planet be healthy if people are spread all 
over its surface?’ 

We’re going to need large areas of wild, I would say 75% rather 
than 50%.428 James Lovelock made the argument that if you burn 
off 50% of your skin you will die. So you probably need 75%. 
So how are you going to manage that with 11 billion people? 
One answer is to put many people in cities, but really green, 
green cities. Every skyscraper is just a wall of plants, there are 
roof gardens everywhere, there’s trees everywhere. And there 
are ribbons of green in the cities that lead out into wild nature 
beyond the city.

I would prefer it if it could be more localised, with sort small-
scale perma-culture growing systems, but very intensive in 
terms of efficiency. With people helping to grow the food, 
maybe with technology monitoring water levels, smart systems 
managing irrigation and capturing energy. After all, one of the 
most important technologies is renewable energy itself.
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C- TECHNOLOGY IS OF THE EARTH, TOO

We are of the Earth, we are the Earth, and as such technology 
is of the Earth too – and has undoubtedly allowed us to look 
back on our planet, and its evolution, with new eyes. In fact, we 
could poetically say that technology is a mirror that allows Gaia 
to see her own reflection.

By the same token, technology is giving us a unique and 
poignant insight into the relentless destruction of nature.

But through the iconic picture taken from the moon by the 
Apollo crew, a picture that strikingly showed the incomparable 
beauty and fragility of planet Earth floating in the dark ocean 
of space, technology has also helped humanity develop a new 
consciousness about its only home – just when Lovelock’s Gaia 
theory was simultaneously bursting onto the scene. 

But this came at a heavy price, as expressed by David Abram: 
“In order to obtain the astonishing and unifying image of the 
whole earth whirling in the darkness of space, humans, it would 
seem, have had to relinquish something just as valuable – the 
humility and grace that comes from being fully a part of that 
whirling world.”429
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The purpose of this report has never been to demonize 
technology and its latest, most conspicuous avatar, the 
Internet. One has to recognize the benefits that it brings and the 
new avenues it opens. We may for instance take comfort in the 
numerous online communities that are openly advocating for 
a new relation with Earth away from the dominant hierarchical 
structures of power. However the ‘trance’ that new technology 
induces, as McLuhan said, has to be faced with open eyes. In a 
2014 column in the Guardian, journalist Jess Zimmerman wrote: 

“Why do we go into panic mode when someone introduces a 
new way for humans to twine their lives with technology? Part 
of it is just our relentless human drive toward mediocrity; 
anything new and confusing, however valuable, will be a source 
of fear and trumped-up nostalgia.”430

Behind this widely held attitude – Psychological Modernism, in 
Thomas Moore’s words – lurks the temptation of unconditionally 
embracing any new technological development, without 
stepping back and pondering what we are losing in the 
process. Starting with fire, humankind’s evolution has always 
been closely intertwined with technology. So has been the 
evolution of countless animals – birds building their nests 
or bees inventing the hexagonal comb spring to mind. There 
is a drive in nature to make the most of one’s abilities and of 
one’s surroundings to further one’s chances of survival. As Jess 
Zimmerman puts it: “Technology is what made us”. Indeed. 

We have now reached a point in humanity’s history that should 
make everyone stop and listen. Our disconnection from the 
Earth has reached such a point that we are threatening to 
consign to oblivion most life forms, including ours. Should we 
hold technology to account for this sad state of affairs? 

Yes and no. Yes, because technology has given us the means 
to be ever more destructive on a grand scale. No, because the 
real reason is not to be found in technology per se but in our 
psychological attitude to it, our ‘total identification with it,’ as 
Ken Wilber says. 

After 25 years of the Internet we have to recognize that we are 
showing disturbing signs of over-engagement with the digital 
sphere, over-identification with it, resulting in an accelerating 
dissociation from the natural processes that sustain us, at 
a times when renewing our bond with planet Earth is more 
urgent than ever. What may be particularly pernicious is the 
illusion that technology can take us into the Promised Land 
– each technological invention rising from the ashes of the 

previous one to blow the trumpets of Utopia. The Internet is 
no exception, heralding as it does the new human - faster, 
cleverer, ‘more connected’ than the previous one. In The 
Perennial Philosophy Aldous Huxley contended that: 

“The religion of Inevitable Progress is, in the last analysis, the 
hope and faith (in the teeth of all human experience) that one 
can get something for nothing.”431

As the Greeks knew all too well, Huxley remarked, hubris always 
calls for nemesis: 

“What is obvious is that the advantages accruing from recent 
technological advances - or, in Greek phraseology, from 
recent acts of hubris directed against Nature – are generally 
accompanied by corresponding disadvantages, and that gains 
in one direction entail losses in other directions.”

Written in 1945, in the shadow of the Holocaust and of Hiroshima, 
these lines are already obsolete. Seventy years later we are 
not so much talking about ‘losses’, however horrendous these 
might have been, but about the ultimate Loss. This is precisely 
why today is a critical moment to reassess our relation to 
technology, both collectively and individually.

Signs are that we are disturbingly close to running amok with 
it, as the uncontrolled development of artificial intelligence, 
genetics and nano-technologies shows. What is needed is 
a truce. We must, urgently, make peace with our technology. 
In the first instance this entails taking our distance from the 
digital sphere, opening up a gap with our screens, taking leave 
of our compulsive cyber mind games, reaffirming our kinship 
with the planet - our home of feathers, claws and rocks - and 
rediscovering, in the flesh, the beauty and magic that surround 
us and that are quickly getting consigned to the landfills of 
history. 

“Because technology advances,” says Aldous Huxley, “we fancy 
that we are making corresponding progress all along the line; 
because we have considerable power over inanimate nature, 
we are convinced that we are the self-sufficient masters of our 
fate and captains of our souls.”432

The over interaction with the Internet, ‘the home of Mind’, no 
doubt amplifies this illusion, cutting us looser and looser from 
our bodies and from the living Earth. And yet, the more we 
delve into digital realms, the more urgent the need for physical 
reality, as is recognized by filmmaker Jonas Mekas:

CONCLUSION
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“I would like to add one more note about what the Internet 
has done to me. And that is that I began paying more attention 
to everything the Internet seems to be eliminating, books, 
especially, but also nature. In short, the more it all expands 
into virtual reality, the more I feel a need to love and protect 
actual reality. Not because of sentimental reasons, no – from a 
very real, practical, almost a survival need, from my knowledge 
that I would lose an essential part of myself by losing actual 
reality, both cultural and physical.”433

How many of us do recognize this need and are ready to act on 
it? By his folly, Nasruddin has indeed taught us an essential 
lesson: our donkeys are precious, they need our care, respect 
and love now more than ever.

Dearly beloved!

I have called you so often and you have not heard me

I have shown myself to you so often

And you have not seen me.

I have made myself fragrant so often,

And you have not smelled me.

Savorous food and you have not tasted me.

Why can you not reach me through the objects you touch,

Or breathe me through sweet perfumes?

Why do you not see me? Why do you not hear me?

Why? Why? Why?

(Ibn’Arabi)434
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